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Abstract

Graphs occur in many areas of life. We are interested in graphs in biology, where nodes are chemical compounds, enzymes, reactions, or interactions, which are connected by either directed or undirected edges. Efficiently querying these graphs is a challenging task. In this thesis we present GRIcano, a system that efficiently executes graph queries.

For GRIcano we assume that graphs are stored and queried using relational database management systems (RDBMS). We use an extended version of the Pathway Query Language PQL to express graph queries, for which we describe the syntax and semantics in this work. We employ ideas from RDBMS to improve the performance of query execution. Thus, the core of GRIcano is a cost-based query optimizer, which is created using the Volcano optimizer generator. This thesis makes contributions to all three required components of the optimizer, the relational algebra, implementations, and cost model.

Relational algebra operators alone are not sufficient to express graph queries. Thus, we first present new operators to rewrite PQL queries to algebra expressions. We propose the reachability $\phi$, distance $\Phi$, path length $\psi$, and path operator $\Psi$. In addition, we provide rewrite rules for the newly proposed operators in combination with standard relational algebra operators.

Secondly, we present implementations for each proposed operator. The main contribution is GRIPP, an index structure that allows us to execute reachability queries on very large graphs containing directed edges. GRIPP has advantages over other existing index structures, which we review in this work. In addition, we show how to employ GRIPP and the recursive query strategy as implementation for all four proposed operators.

The third component of GRIcano is the cost model, which requires cardinality estimates for the proposed operators and cost functions for the implementations. Based on extensive experimental evaluation of the proposed implementations we present functions to estimate the cardinality of the $\phi$, $\Phi$, $\psi$, and $\Psi$ operator and the cost of executing a query. The novelty of our approach is that these functions only use key figures of the graph. We finally present the effectiveness of GRIcano using exemplary graph queries on real biological networks.
Zusammenfassung


Die Operatoren der relationalen Algebra alleine sind nicht ausreichend, um PQL-Anfragen auszudrücken. Daher stellen wir zuerst die neuen Operatoren Erreichbarkeits-$\phi$, Distanz-$\Phi$, Pfadlängen-$\psi$ und Pfadoperator-$\Psi$ vor. Zusätzlich geben wir Regeln für die Umformung von Ausdrücken an, die die neuen Operatoren zusammen mit den Standardoperatoren der relationalen Algebra enthalten.

Des Weiteren präsentieren wir Implementierungen für jeden vorgeschlagenen Operator. Der Hauptbeitrag dabei ist GRIPP, eine Indexstruktur, die die effiziente Ausführung von Erreichbarkeitsanfragen auf sehr großen Graphen mit gerichteten Kanten erlaubt. Wir zeigen, wie GRIPP und die rekursive Anfragestrategie genutzt werden können, um Implementierungen für alle vorgeschlagenen Operatoren bereitzustellen.

Die dritte Komponente von GRicano ist das Kostenmodell, das Kardinalitätsabschätzungen für die vorgeschlagenen Operatoren und Kostenmodelle für die Implementierungen benötigt. Basierend auf umfangreichen Experimenten schlagen wir Funktionen für die Abschätzung der Kardinalitäten der Operatoren $\phi$, $\Phi$, $\psi$ und $\Psi$ vor. Zusätzlich leiten wir Funktionen für die Abschätzung der Kosten für die Ausführung von Graphanfragen ab. Der neue Ansatz der Kostenmodelle ist, dass die Funktionen nur Kennzahlen der Graphen verwenden. Abschließend zeigen wir die Wirkungsweise von GRicano mit Beispielanfragen auf echten biologischen Netzwerken.
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1. Introduction

The topic of this work is cost-based optimization of graph queries in relational database management systems. In Section 1.1 we first introduce the kind of graphs that led us to this topic, before we proceed in Section 1.2 with the motivation for our approach. In Section 1.3 we summarize our contribution in the area of cost-based optimization of graph queries. Finally, in Section 1.4 we give an overview of this work.

1.1. Queries on Graphs

Graphs occur in many areas of life. Examples are public transport plans, road maps, the World Wide Web (WWW), or social networks. Common to all these graphs is that they consist of nodes and edges. Nodes are stations, junctions, web pages, or people. Edges in such networks are tracks, roads, links, or personal relationships.

All these graphs have interesting features but we are interested in graphs in biology. To understand the content of these graphs we first make a short digression to cell biology. For a more comprehensive introduction we refer the reader to Alberts et al. \cite{AJW+08}.

All biological cells are built in similar fashion, though there exist differences in the structure of cells between the three major groups, prokaryotes, eukaryotes, and archaea. All have in common that they contain a cell membrane as boundary to the outside and a genome, which holds information for building and maintaining the cell. In eukaryotes the genome is contained inside the nucleus, while in prokaryotes and archaea the genome is free in the cytoplasm.

The genome is comprised of long stretches of DNA, the chromosomes. Genes are short regions of the genome that code for a functional product in the cell. During the transcription process genes are read and transcribed into RNA. Either the RNA itself is the functional product or the RNA, possibly with some modifications, is translated to proteins.

Proteins in a cell are the workhorses as they catalyze reactions, process signals, or transport molecules. One class of proteins, the enzymes, catalyze chemical reactions, such as the degradation of sugar or the production of essential amino acids. Another class, the membrane proteins, reside inside the cell membrane and react to outer stimuli or facilitate the transport of substances in and out of a cell. When an outer stimuli occurs membrane proteins may activate or inactivate proteins inside the cell to enhance or suppress reactions. There exist other protein groups such as histones, which are concerned with packing the DNA in the nucleus of eukaryotes, collagens, which occur mainly in muscle cells, or antibodies, which are required in higher organisms for the immune response.
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To give an impression of the complexity of the problem, every human has about 250,000 different proteins in his or her body, according to current estimates. Each protein may interact with numerous other proteins or some of the hundreds of thousands organic and inorganic substances. Biologists have studied these complex interactions involving proteins and other substances. Their knowledge is stored as graphs in publicly available data sources.

Biological graphs may roughly be divided into three categories, *metabolic networks*, *signaling pathways*, and *protein-protein interaction networks*. For a review on different biological networks see [BN05].

*Metabolic networks* are graphs, which represent the conversion of substances in a cell. Nodes in these networks are proteins, other molecules such as sugars or fatty acids, or reactions. Edges in such graphs are usually directed and indicate that a molecule participates in a reaction. The most familiar conversion is the glycolysis. In the glycolysis glucose is converted to pyruvate, which produces energy during the conversion. Proteins and reactions participating in this conversion are said to be in the *glycolysis pathway*. In general, pathways in metabolic networks are subgraphs that stand for specific conversions defined by researchers. The pathways may overlap, i.e., they may share proteins or reactions.

Data sources for metabolic networks are KEGG [KGK+04], BioCyc [KOMK+05], and Reactome [JTGV+05] for instance. Figure 1.1 shows the glycolysis given by KEGG. Circles are molecules that are converted, rectangular boxes on edges stand for reactions catalyzed by enzymes that are identified by their EC number, and the boxes with rounded corners represent other pathways.

*Signaling pathways* are graphs that capture the information flow in a cell. Nodes in these graphs are usually proteins or reactions, while edges represent the flow of information. For example, Figure 1.2 shows the activation of protein kinase A (PKA) by an outer stimuli as given by BioCarta [htt11b].

The activated form of PKA regulates several reactions, including one reaction of the glycolysis presented in Figure 1.1. Depending on the outer stimuli glucose PKA phosphorylates or dephosphorylates the complex of the two enzymes phosphofructokinase 2 and fructose-2,6-bisphosphatase. The phosphorylation status influences the reaction rate of the glycolysis.

The third group of biological graphs are *protein-protein interaction networks*. In these graphs nodes are proteins, while edges represent interactions between proteins and they are usually undirected. Figure 1.3 shows known interactions for the protein complex phosphofructokinase 2 and fructose-2,6-bisphosphatase (PFKFB1) as given by String [vMJS+05], a data source for protein-protein interactions. The red node in the center is PFKFB1. It interacts with protein kinase A (PKACA) and several other proteins. The different colors of the edges code for different evidences, e.g., interactions found in other data sources are represented by blue edges, while interactions derived using text mining methods are shown by light green edges.

Other data sources that contain data about protein-protein interactions are for in-

---

1See http://www.pathguide.org/ Pathguide: the pathway resource list for a list on data sources
Figure 1.1.: The glycolysis as given by KEGG. The circles are molecules that are converted, rectangular boxes on edges stand for reactions catalyzed by enzymes that are identified by their EC number, and the boxes with rounded corners stand for other pathways.
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Figure 1.2.: The activation of PKA through an outer stimuli from BioCarta.

stance DIP [XSD\textsuperscript{+}02], BIND [BBH03], Intact [XSD\textsuperscript{-}02], and PubGene [JLKH01].

1.2. Motivation

The examples in the last section show only small parts of different biological graphs. Table 1.1 shows the number of nodes and edges of selected data sources. For example, KEGG contains 42,002 nodes and 51,450 edges in its reference pathway as of March 2011. The reference pathway is a summarization of the pathways of all species. In contrast, BioCyc stores an individual metabolic network for each of the roughly 400 species. In addition, in contrast to KEGG BioCyc also represents relationships between genes and proteins.

Biologist use specialized graph viewing tools to display those graphs. For a review on the tools see Suderman & Hallett [SH07]. The tools usually display parts of the entire graph, e.g., a single pathway of a metabolic network, possibly with links to other pathways as shown in Figure 1.1. With such tools a biologist is only able to navigate through graphs.

Consider the question ‘How many steps does a cell require to produce the amino acid lysine given the substrate glucose’. A biologist may use the metabolic network of KEGG,
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where she has to start at glucose in the glycolysis pathway, follow the link to the pathway of the citrate cycle, and then follow the link to the pathway of the lysine biosynthesis. This way, she will count that there are 25 steps required to produce lysine from the substrate glucose.

Clearly, when manually navigating through the images of pathways a biologist might not find the shortest path or occasionally even no path at all although there exists one. Thus, tools are required that allow users to pose queries such as the one presented above and return an answer to the user.

In [HNM+00] van Helden and colleagues identified several other questions that are interesting for biologists:

- Get all reactions catalyzed by a given gene product.
- Find all metabolic pathways that convert compound A into compound B in less than X steps.
- Retrieve all genes whose expression is directly or indirectly affected by a given compound.
- Find all compounds that can be synthesized from a given precursor in less than X steps.

Currently, researchers have to write specialized programs to traverse the graphs to
1. Introduction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Biological graph</th>
<th>Number of nodes</th>
<th>Number of edges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Metabolic networks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEGG [KGK⁺⁰⁴]</td>
<td>42,002</td>
<td>51,450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BioCyc A. thaliana [KOMK⁺⁰⁵]</td>
<td>10,951</td>
<td>23,649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reactome [JTGV⁺⁰⁵]</td>
<td>11,795</td>
<td>23,649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signaling pathways</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BioCarta [htt11b]</td>
<td>only images</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NetPath TGF-β [KMR⁺¹⁰]</td>
<td>705</td>
<td>862</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TransPath [KPV⁺⁰⁶]</td>
<td>&gt; 100,000</td>
<td>&gt; 240,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protein-protein interaction networks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>String [vMJS⁺⁰⁵]</td>
<td>&gt; 2,500,000</td>
<td>&gt; 50,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIP [XSD⁺⁰⁲]</td>
<td>23,201</td>
<td>71,276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intact</td>
<td>50,272</td>
<td>543,044</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.1.: Sizes of biological graphs (in March 2011).

answer such queries. Whenever they want to pose a new query these programs need to be adjusted. In this work we present GRICano to overcome this problem.

1.3. Contribution

In this work we present GRICano, a novel tool that efficiently retrieves answers to graph queries. In GRICano we employ ideas from query optimization in relational database management systems (RDBMS) and carry these ideas over to graph query optimization.

In the following chapters we target several aspects of graph queries. We specifically make the following contributions:

- **Extend the existing query language PQL.**
  We present and extend the Pathway Query Language (PQL) [Les05a], which was developed to express graph queries. Using PQL a user may express conditions of a graph query as predicates. In Chapter 3 we describe the syntax as well as the semantics of PQL.

- **Define relational operators to express PQL queries.**
  In order to optimize a graph query we want to be able to alter the order in which predicates of the query are evaluated. We may achieve this by rewriting the PQL query to an algebraic expression and apply rewrite rules for transformation. As standard operators from relational algebra are not sufficient for expressing PQL queries, which we discuss in Chapter 4, we develop new and novel operators in this thesis. We define the path \( \Psi \), path length \( \psi \), distance \( \Phi \), and reachability operator \( \phi \) to express predicates of graphs queries and provide rewrite rules for the exchange of operators.

- **Propose and experimentally evaluate implementations for operators.**
  For each proposed operator we have to provide implementations to compute the result. Thus, in Chapter 5 we discuss implementations to answer reachability,
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distance, path length, and path queries. We may use GRIPP, our newly developed index structure, for answering all four types of graph queries. Chapter 6 shows that we are able to compute the GRIPP index even for very large graphs, for which the transitive closure cannot be created. In addition, we are able to answer reachability queries on average in almost constant time regardless the size and shape of the graph using GRIPP.

- **Develop functions to estimate cardinality of operators and cost of implementations.**
  For cost-based query optimization we require cardinality estimates for the different operators and cost functions for each implementation. In Chapter 7 we develop equations that are based on key figures of the graph, which is to our knowledge a novel approach. Using our cost functions we correctly predict on generated as well as on real-world graphs the result sizes and fastest implementations.

- **Present and evaluate a prototypical implementation of GRICano.**
  In Chapter 7 we present GRICano, the first system that performs cost-based query optimization for graph queries. The underlying cost-based query optimizer is generated using the Volcano framework [GM93]. Volcano requires as input the available operators and rewrite rules of the algebra, the available implementations for the different operators, and the equations for the cardinality and cost estimates. We show the effect of GRICano using exemplary queries.

1.4. Structure of this Work

In Chapter 2 we introduce basic notation on graphs, relational algebra, and cost-based query optimization. Chapter 3 is devoted to a data model for storing graphs, graph queries, and PQL, a language to express graph queries. In Chapter 4 we first argue that PQL queries should be executed like standard SQL queries, i.e., first transforming them to an algebraic expression. We induce the necessity of new operators for the algebra and introduce the path operator, $\Psi$, path length operator, $\psi$, distance operator $\Phi$, and reachability operator $\phi$. We also provide rewrite rules for exchanging operators.

In Chapter 5 we provide implementations for the operators proposed in Chapter 4. We present GRIPP, an index structure to efficiently answer reachability queries even on large graphs. In Chapter 6 we experimentally evaluate the presented implementations.

In Chapter 7 we devise functions to estimate cardinality for the four newly defined operators and cost functions for the different implementations. In that chapter we also introduce GRICano, our graph query optimizer. We show the capabilities of GRICano using selected queries. Chapter 8 concludes the work.
2. Definitions and Terminology

This chapter introduces basic notation on graphs, relational algebra, and query optimization. In Section 2.1 we formally define graphs and properties of graphs. Section 2.2 introduces fundamental concepts behind relational algebra. In Section 2.3 we present an introduction to cost-based query optimization in relational database management systems.

2.1. Graphs

This work mostly deals with graph structured data. We therefore formally introduce graphs. For this purpose we adopt notation from Cormen et al. [CLR01].

2.1.1. Definitions

Definition 2.1 (Graph)

A graph $G = (V(G), E(G))$ is a tuple consisting of a set of nodes $V(G)$ and a set of edges $E(G)$, with $E(G) \subseteq V(G) \times V(G)$.

Whenever the context of the graph is clear we may write $G = (V, E)$.

There exist two types of graphs, directed and undirected graphs. Directed graphs have ordered pairs of nodes in $E$. In contrast, in undirected graphs the set $E$ contains unordered pairs of nodes. Consider $(u, v) \in E$ with $u, v \in V$ and $u \neq v$. In a directed graph only $v$ is adjacent to $u$, while in an undirected graph the relation is symmetric, i.e., $(u, v)$ is the same as $(v, u)$.

If $(u, v) \in E$ in a directed graph we say node $u$ has the outgoing edge $(u, v)$ and therefore $u$ is start node of $(u, v)$. In analogy $(u, v)$ is an incoming edge of node $v$ and therefore $v$ is target node of $(u, v)$. We call $u$ parent of $v$ and $v$ child of $u$.

Definition 2.2 (Size of a graph)

Let $G = (V, E)$. The size of $G$ is the number of nodes $|V|$ plus the number of edges $|E|$ in $G$, i.e., $|G| = |V| + |E|$.

Based on the ratio between edges and nodes, which is called the density of a graph, we are able to divide graphs into two groups – sparse and dense graphs. The literature does not provide a clear distinction between the two types. As rule of thumb, if the number of edges $E$ is close to $|V|^2$ the graphs are called dense, otherwise if $|E| \ll |V|^2$ they are sparse.
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![Directed Graph](image.png)

Figure 2.1.: A directed graph. Circles represent nodes; arrows between nodes represent edges. Nodes in this example are uniquely labeled. The size of the graph is 14 (6 nodes plus 8 edges). For example, the degree of node $b$ is $\text{deg}(b) = 3$.

To describe the shape of a graph we look at the distribution of node degrees. To do so, we first define the degree of a node.

**Definition 2.3 (Degree of a node)**

Given a graph $G = (V, E)$. The degree of node $v \in V$ is $\text{deg}(v)$ is the number of edges in which $v$ participates.

If $G$ is directed we may distinguish between an in-degree $\text{deg}_{\text{in}}(v)$ and an out-degree $\text{deg}_{\text{out}}(v)$ of a node $v$. The in-degree is the number of edges with $v$ as target node and, in analogy, the out-degree is the number of edges with $v$ as start node.

Based on the distribution of the node degree we distinguish between different graph topologies. The distribution of the node degrees of random graphs follows a binomial distribution. Graphs where the distribution of the node degrees follows a power-law are called scale-free. Barabási and Oltvai describe in [BO04] these topologies.

Nodes and edges are often labeled. Therefore we define a label function for nodes and edges of a graph.

**Definition 2.4 (Label function, $\phi$)**

Let $L$ be a set of labels. A label function $\phi$ assigns labels to nodes and edges, $\phi(V, L) : V \rightarrow L$ and $\phi(E, L) : E \rightarrow L$.

In this work we assume each label $l \in L$ consists of a type and a value.

Graphs also contain paths.

**Definition 2.5 (Path and path length)**

Let $G = (V, E)$. A path $p$ is a sequence of nodes $(v_0, v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_k)$, $v_i \in V$ such that $(v_{i-1}, v_i) \in E$ for $i = 1, 2, \ldots, k$. The length of the path is the number of edges in the path.

If there exists a path $p$ from $u$ to $w$ we say $w$ is reachable from $u$, written as $u \leadsto w$. 
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A path is simple if all nodes in $p$ are distinct, otherwise $p$ is said to contain a cycle. Formally, a cycle is a path in a directed graph with nodes $\langle v_0, v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_k \rangle$, where $v_0 = v_k$ and $k \geq 2$. In this work we only consider simple paths.

A directed graph $G$ without cycles is called a directed acyclic graph (DAG). In a DAG a node may have many parent nodes. If a graph $G$ contains no cycles and every node $v \in V$ has at most one parent it is a tree.

**Definition 2.6 (Distance)**

Given a graph $G = (V, E)$. The distance between two nodes $u, w \in V$ is the length of the shortest path $p$ between nodes $u$ and $w$. If no path exists, the distance is $\infty$.

For a pair of nodes $u, w \in V$ there may exist several paths $p_i$ with the same path length.

**Example 2.1 (Paths in graphs).** Consider nodes $a$ and $e$ in Figure 2.1. Node $e$ is reachable from node $a$ as there exist several paths from $a$ to $e$. One path is $p_1 = \langle a, b, c, f, e \rangle$ with length 4, another $p_2 = \langle a, b, c, e \rangle$ with length 3. As there exists no other simple path between both nodes we know the distance between the two nodes is 3. Path $\langle b, c, e, b \rangle$ forms a cycle.

After introducing paths we now define ancestors and descendants of a node.

**Definition 2.7 (Ancestors and descendants of a node)**

Let $G = (V, E)$. A node $u \in V$ is ancestor of $v \in V$ if a path $u \rightarrow v$ in $G$ exists. In analogy all nodes $w \in V$ are descendants of node $v \in V$ for which $v \rightarrow w$ in $G$ exists.

We are able to represent all ancestor-descendant relationships in the transitive closure.

**Definition 2.8 (Transitive closure)**

Let $G = (V, E)$ with $v, w \in V$. The transitive closure is the graph $G^* = (V, E^*)$ with $E^* = \{(v, w) \mid v \rightarrow w \text{ in } G\}$.

When answering graph queries we are interested in certain nodes and edges of a given graph. We thus formally introduce the notation of a subgraph in the following.

**Definition 2.9 (Subgraph and induced subgraph)**

Let $G = (V, E)$. A graph $G' = (V', E')$ is a subgraph of $G$, written $G' \subseteq G$, iff $V' \subseteq V$ and $E' \subseteq E$.

The graph $G' = (V', E')$ is an induced subgraph of $G = (V, E)$ iff $G'$ is a subgraph of $G$ and $E' = \{(u, v) \mid (u, v) \in E, u, v \in V'\}$.

Graphs and subgraphs may have special properties, for example they may be connected. We distinguish between undirected and directed graphs for the definition of connected and strongly connected graphs.
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**Definition 2.10** (*Connected and strongly connected graph*)

- Given an undirected graph $G = (V, E)$. $G$ is **connected** iff for every pair of nodes $u, v \in V$ a path $u \leadsto v$ exists.
- Given a directed graph $G$. $G$ is **strongly connected** iff every two nodes $u, v \in V$ are reachable from each other, i.e., $u \leadsto v$ and $v \leadsto u$.

Given an undirected graph $G$. A **connected component** $G'$ of $G$ is a subgraph of $G$ that is connected and can not be extended. In analogy for a directed graph a **strongly connected component** is a subgraph of $G$ that is strongly connected and can not be extended.

**Example 2.2 (Strongly connected components).** Consider the graph in Figure 2.1. The graph has one strongly connected component of size $> 1$, which contains nodes $b$, $c$, $e$, and $f$. Nodes $a$ and $d$ do not belong to this strongly connected component.

Erdős and Rényi investigated random graphs and discovered that random directed graphs with certain properties contain one giant strongly connected component [ER60]. They showed that undirected graphs with $n$ nodes and $m = c * n/2$ edges contain for $c < 1$ many components, which are no larger than $O(\log n)$ nodes. In contrast, graphs with $c > 1$ already have with high probability one giant component of the size $\Theta(n)$ nodes. For graphs with directed edges the situation is more complicated [CF04]. Let $d = \sum_{i,j} l_{i,j}$ be the average directed degree, with $l_{i,j}$ being the number of vertices with indegree $i$ and outdegree $j$ and $c > 0$. Note, the shape of the graph (random or scale-free) and $c$ influence $i$ and $j$ and thus $l_{i,j}$. For $d < 1$ the graph contains strongly connected components of the size $O(\log n)$ nodes. Otherwise, if $d > 1$ the graph contains with high probability one giant strongly connected component. For a more detailed analysis of random graphs and other graph models see Bornholdt & Schuster [BS03].

2.1.2. Storage and Traversal

So far, we only considered properties of graphs. We now discuss how to store and traverse graphs.

**Representation of Graphs**

To represent graphs we may use two different formats, an *adjacency matrix* or an *adjacency list*. The *adjacency matrix* $M$ is of size $|V| \times |V|$. The entry on position $M(i, j)$ is 1 if an edge between nodes $v_i$, $v_j$ with $1 \leq i, j \leq |V|$ exists, otherwise 0. The matrix representation of a graph is useful for dense graphs.

The *adjacency list* contains one entry for every edge in the graph. Therefore this list is of size $|E|$. That representation is good for sparse graphs. As we mostly deal with sparse graphs, we use adjacency lists.
Graph Traversal

To determine relationships between nodes in a graph we may use graph traversal. Common algorithms use breadth-first or depth-first search.

Algorithm 2.1 shows the function breadth-first to traverse a graph \( G \) in breadth-first order starting from node \( u \). The algorithm requires two lists, queue, which contains all nodes that still have to be considered, and traversed, which stores all descendant nodes of \( u \). Initially, queue only contains \( u \). In the while loop the first node of queue is removed and its child nodes are considered. If the child node has not been encountered before (element of traversed) it is added to both lists. The while loop is executed as long as queue contains nodes. The runtime of algorithms that perform a breadth-first search to find all descendants of \( u \in V \) is \( O(|V| + |E|) \).

**Algorithm 2.1:** Algorithm to perform a breadth-first search on \( G \) starting at \( u \) to find all nodes reachable from \( u \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data: graph ( G ), node ( u )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. traversed ← ( \emptyset )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. queue ← ( \emptyset )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. FUNCTION breadth-first(( u ))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. push(queue, ( u ))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. traversed ← traversed ( \cup u )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. while queue ( \neq \emptyset ) do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. ( u \leftarrow ) pop(queue)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. foreach ( v \in \text{children}(u) ) do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. if ( v \notin \text{traversed} ) then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. push(queue, ( v ))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. traversed ← traversed ( \cup v )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. end</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We may modify the breadth-first search algorithm to return the distance between \( u \) and all descendants of \( u \). Thus, the breadth-first search algorithm may be used to target the single-source shortest-path problem [CLR01].

Another algorithm to traverse a graph is depth-first search. Algorithm 2.2 shows the function depth-first to perform a depth-first search in \( G \) starting from \( u \). The characteristics of a depth-first search is that the algorithm searches “deeper” in the graph whenever possible [CLR01]. The algorithm starts at node \( u \) and considers all child nodes \( v \) of \( u \). If \( v \) is not in list traversed, which stores all descendants of \( u \) and \( u \) itself, the algorithm calls the function depth-first again with \( v \) as new start node. As soon as a node \( u \) has no further untraversed child nodes the algorithm backtracks. As for the breadth-first search, the depth-first search reaches all nodes reachable from \( u \) in \( G \). The runtime of algorithms that perform depth-first search to find all descendants of \( u \in V \) is \( O(|V| + |E|) \).
Algorithm 2.2: Algorithm to perform a depth-first search on $G$ starting at $u$ to find all nodes reachable from $u$.

**Data:** graph $G$, node $u$

1. $\text{traversed} \leftarrow \emptyset$
2. **FUNCTION** depth-first($u$)
3. $\text{traversed} \leftarrow \text{traversed} \cup u$
4. **foreach** $v \in \text{children}(u)$ **do**
5. 5.1 **if** $v \notin \text{traversed}$ **then**
6. 5.1.1 **depth-first**($v$)
7. 5.1 **end**
8. **end**
9. **end**

Several algorithms use depth-first search as basis. For example, it is possible to assign every node in a graph a pre- and postorder value. This labeling scheme has been proposed by Dietz and Sleator [DS87] as indexing method. This scheme was used to label nodes in trees [GvKT04] and DAGs [ABJ89, TL05]. In this thesis we apply it to arbitrary graphs containing cycles in Chapter 5.

**Definition 2.11 (Pre- and postorder value of a node $v$)**

Let $G = (V,E)$. Assume we start a depth-first search at $u$ and reach $v \in V$. The **preorder value**, $v_{\text{pre}}$ is assigned as soon as node $v$ is traversed during a depth-first search of $G$. The **postorder value**, $v_{\text{post}}$ is assigned after all descendant nodes of $v$ have been traversed. After each assignment the counter for the pre- and postorder value is increased.

Algorithm 2.3 shows the functions to assign every node in $G$ a pre- and postorder value. Function **pre-post** ensures that every node in $G$ will receive a pre- and postorder value. The function **depth-first** given in Algorithm 2.2 is extended to also assign these values. The order in which nodes of $G$ are traversed may be determined in function **pre-post**. Note, the algorithm does not properly treat cycles.

We apply Algorithm 2.3 to a tree $T$. Starting at its root node each node receives exactly one pre- and postorder value. A table of all nodes with their assigned pre- and postorder values forms an index with which reachability queries may be answered with a single query. If $v$ is reachable from $u$, $v$ must have a higher preorder and lower postorder value than $w$, i.e., $v_{\text{pre}} > u_{\text{pre}} \land v_{\text{post}} < u_{\text{post}}$ [DS87]. This condition only holds for trees. We developed an algorithm in [TL07], called GRIPP, that uses a modified form of the pre- and postorder labeling and a specific query strategy to also apply pre- and postorder labeling on general graphs. We introduce GRIPP in Section 5.1.

A further application of depth-first search is to determine which nodes of a graph are contained in a strongly connected component. There exist several algorithms to solve the problem, e.g., Kosaraju’s algorithm, Tarjan’s algorithm, Gabow’s algorithm, or Karp’s algorithm [Sed04]. We provide Kosaraju’s algorithm in Appendix A.
2.2. Relational Algebra

This work presents a tool for the optimization of graph queries in relational database management systems (RDBMS). RDBMS use relational algebra during the evaluation of queries. In this section we briefly introduce and define terms and notation of the relational algebra as presented by Date in [Dat03].

2.2.1. Algebra and Relations

To understand relational algebra we first define algebra following Hamilton [Ham82].

**Definition 2.12 (Algebra)**

An algebra consists of a set $\mathcal{A}$ together with a set of operators applied on $\mathcal{A}$.

An algebra allows users to build *expressions* by applying operators to $\mathcal{A}$ and combine those. Parentheses are used to group expressions, sets, and operators. In addition an algebra may define *rules* for its operators. Any rule may be applied to an expression, as long as the result of the expression is not changed. Therefore, not every rule is applicable to every operator. Such rules allow the exchange of operations performed in an expression.

The *relational algebra* is one example of an algebra. The set $\mathcal{A}$ of this algebra consists of *relations* defined according to Maier [Mai83]. The notation for relational algebra used in this work is taken from Garcia-Molina *et al.* [GMUW02].

---

### Algorithm 2.3: Algorithm to assign every node in $G$ a pre- and postorder value.

**Data:** graph $G$

1. $\text{traversed} \leftarrow \emptyset$
2. $\text{pp\_count} = 0$
3. **FUNCTION** `pre-post`
   4. **foreach** $u \in V$ **do**
      5. **if** $u \not\in \text{traversed}$ **then**
         6. `depth-first(u)`
      7. **end**
   8. **end**
9. **FUNCTION** `depth-first(u)`
10. $\text{traversed} \leftarrow \text{traversed} \cup u$
11. $u_\text{pre} \leftarrow \text{pp\_count}++$
12. **foreach** $v \in \text{children}(u)$ **do**
13. **if** $v \not\in \text{traversed}$ **then**
   14. `depth-first(v)`
15. **end**
16. **end**
17. $u_\text{post} \leftarrow \text{pp\_count}++$
18. **end**
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Definition 2.13 (Relation)

Let a relation scheme \( S \) be a finite set of attributes \( A = \{a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_n\} \). Corresponding to each attribute \( a_i \) is a set \( D_i \), \( 1 \leq i \leq n \), called the domain of values of \( a_i \). Let \( D = D_1 \cup D_2 \cup \cdots \cup D_n \).

A relation \( R \) on relation scheme \( S \) is a finite set of mappings \( \{t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_j\} \) from \( S \) to \( D \) with the restriction that for each mapping \( t \in R \), \( t(a_i) \) must be in \( D_i \).

The mappings are called tuples. The value of attribute \( a_i \in A \) in tuple \( t \in R \) is \( t(a_i) \). A tuple \( t \in R \) is represented as \( t = \{(a_1, t(a_1)), \ldots, (a_n, t(a_n))\} \).

2.2.2. Operators

Operators of relational algebra apply to relations or expressions. Expressions of the relational algebra construct new relations using operators. We distinguish between operators for single and for multiple relations.

There exist different standard operators applied to a single relation:

- **Selection** (\( \sigma \)) – eliminates tuples of a relation.
- **Projection** (\( \pi \)) – eliminates attributes of a relation.
- **Renaming** (\( \rho \)) – does not change the data of a relation, but changes the name of the relation or the name of attributes in the relation.

Operators for multiple relations are:

- **Set operators** (\( \cup, \cap, \setminus \)) – the known set operators union, intersection, and difference applied to two relations.
- **Cartesian Product** (\( \times \)) – produces all possible combinations of tuples from two relations.
- **Join operators** (\( \bowtie \)) – selectively join tuples from the two input relations based on a condition.

In the following we formally introduce some of the operators.

**Selection**

The selection operator is applied to a single relation \( R \). It produces a new relation \( R' \), such that \( R' \) contains all tuples of \( R \) that fulfill a given conditional expression.

Definition 2.14 (Conditional expression, \( C \))

A conditional expression \( C \) consists of conditions \( c_1, \ldots, c_i \), \( i \geq 1 \) combined by Boolean operators **AND**, **OR**, and **NOT**.
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Every condition $c_i$ of the conditional expression must evaluate to true or false. Combining these single conditions using Boolean operators returns true or false for the entire conditional expression.

We now define the selection operator for a single condition $c$.

**Definition 2.15 (Selection operator, $\sigma$)**

Given a relation $R$ with attributes $A$, and given a condition $c$ of the form $c = a \theta b$ or $c = a \theta k$, with $a, b \in A$, $k = constant$, and $\theta \in \{<, \leq, =, \neq, \geq, >\}$.

The selection operator $\sigma$ applied to $R$ with condition $c$ produces a relation as follows

- $\sigma_a \theta_b(R) = \{t \mid t \in R, t(a) \theta t(b)\}$
- $\sigma_a \theta_k(R) = \{t \mid t \in R, t(a) \theta k\}$

When applying the selection operator $\sigma$ to the relation $R$ using a conditional expression $C$ the resulting relation will contain all tuples $t \in R$ for which the conditional expression evaluates to true.

**Projection**

The projection operator is used to produce a new relation $R'$ from a given relation $R$, such that $R'$ only has a subset of attributes of $R$.

**Definition 2.16 (Projection operator, $\pi$)**

Given a relation $R$ with attributes $A = \{a_1, \ldots, a_n\}$ and a set of attributes $A'$ with $A' \subseteq A$.

The projection operator $\pi$ applied to relation $R$ produces a relation as follows

$\pi_{A'}(R) = \{t[A'] \mid t \in R\}$, with $t[A'] = \{(a_i, t(a_i)) \mid (a_i, t(a_i)) \in t, a_i \in A'\}$.

**Join operators**

In a cartesian product all possible combinations of tuples from both relations occur. More often we want to join only those tuples that match in some way. The natural join operator and the theta join provide this behavior.

The natural join combines tuples of two relations only if the values in common attributes are equal. The theta join relaxes this requirement by adding a conditional expression $C$ to the join. We now define the theta join for a single condition $c$.

**Definition 2.17 (Theta join, $R \Join_c S$)**

Given two relations, $R$ with attributes $A$ and $S$ with attributes $B$, and a condition $c$ in the form $c = a \theta b$, with $a \in A$, $b \in B$, and $\theta \in \{<, \leq, =, \neq, \geq, >\}$. Applying the theta join operator to the two relations results in $R \Join_c S = \{r \cup s \mid r \in R, s \in S, r(a) \theta s(b)\}$. 
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The theta join only joins tuples for which condition \( c \) is true. If the theta join contains a conditional expression, only tuples are joined for which the conditional expression evaluates to true.

In \( R \bowtie_c S \) we may write \( R.a \) and \( S.a \) for an attribute \( a \) contained in both relations \( R \) and \( S \) to distinguish the different origins of the attribute. This is different to the natural join, where common attributes occur only once.

**Additional operators**

There exist additional operators, which we just mention, that are required for working with relations. In commercial database systems relations are not sets of entities, but may be bags of entities, i.e., a tuple might occur more than once in a relation [GMUW02].

- **Duplicate-elimination operator** (\( \delta \)) turns a bag into a set.
- **Grouping operator** (\( \gamma \)) groups tuples in a relation according to their values in an attribute or a set of attributes.

### 2.2.3. Equivalence Rules

In relational algebra we may form expressions that contain multiple relations and operators. We are able to change the order of operators in an expression applying rules. We only introduce some relevant equivalence rules. For a more comprehensive overview see [GMUW02].

#### Selection and Join Operator

We consider the combination of join operators with selection operators. Note, we only show this rewrite rule for the natural join, for the theta join the same applies. The expression \( \sigma_c(R \bowtie S) \), with \( c = a \theta k \) and \( k = \text{const} \) may be rewritten as Equations 2.1 and 2.2 show.

\[
\sigma_c(R \bowtie S) = \sigma_c(R) \bowtie S \quad \text{iff} \quad a \in A \tag{2.1}
\]

\[
\sigma_c(R \bowtie S) = R \bowtie \sigma_c(S) \quad \text{iff} \quad a \in B \tag{2.2}
\]

When the selection operator contains a conditional expression we have to split the conditional expression and apply the rules described above for every condition.

**Example 2.3 (Reformulating a query).** Given two relations Protein and Type and the query 'Return the names of proteins that bind DNA (stated in Type) and whose sequence starts with 'M". The relational algebra expression for this query is \( \pi_{\text{name}}(\sigma_{\text{sequence}=\text{'M'.*'}}(\text{Protein}) \bowtie \sigma_{\text{description}=\text{'Bind DNA'}}(\text{Type})) \).

We are able to represent every expression from relational algebra as expression tree. Figure 2.2 shows two possible expression trees for the combination of a selection and projection operator on a single relation. The root of the expression tree is the result of
the expression, the leafs are the original relations, and inner nodes are intermediate relations resulting from applying operators. Using this representation we say the selection operators are pushed down in Figure 2.2(a). An alternative is to first join both relations, then select the desired tuples, and then project the required attribute. Figure 2.2(b) shows this possibility.

Both expressions are equivalent, i.e., they will return the same result. When giving both expressions to a relational database system returning the answer might take longer in the second case as intermediate relations may be larger. In the next section we introduce cost-based query optimization. The knowledge of the possibilities to rewrite relational algebra expressions is important for cost-based query optimization.

Figure 2.2.: Two possible expression trees to answer the query 'Give me the names of proteins that bind DNA and whose sequence starts with 'M'.

2.3. Cost-Based Query Optimization

Many relational database management systems (RDBMS) use cost-based query optimization [GMUW02]. One of the aims of cost-based query optimization is to minimize the time for the execution of a given query. As we propose to use these ideas for optimizing graph queries in [Tri07] we first describe query processing and query optimization in an RDBMS in general.

2.3.1. Query Processing

We now provide a short introduction to cost-based query optimization in RDBMS. For more elaborate reviews on this topic see [Ioa96, Cha98]. Figure 2.3 shows the typical workflow of query processing in an RDBMS.

A user poses a query to the database system. The user usually does not enter a relational algebra expression but a query written in a query language. The most common query language for relational database systems is the structured query language (SQL) [DD97]. We assume familiarity of the reader with SQL.
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The first step in query processing is to parse the query and rewrite it to a relational algebra expression. For query optimization the query planner uses three different sources of information. First, rules for rewriting a relational algebra expression as given in Section 2.2. Second, the RDBMS considers available implementations of operators and produces possible execution plans. We discuss implementations of operators in Section 2.3.2. Third, the execution of a plan produces costs. These costs are accumulated over every step of the plan. Thus, every implementation requires a cost model to produce the cost of execution for this step. We discuss cost models in Section 2.3.3. Finally, the query optimizer chooses the execution plan with lowest estimated cost. For this plan the query processor generates the code and executes the query. The result is then returned to the user.

2.3.2. Implementation of Operators

The operators presented in Section 2.2 are only abstract representations of an actual process to handle data in an RDBMS. Consider the selection operator applied on a relation. To evaluate the expression the database system first has to access the data and then find tuples that fulfill the conditional expression given in the selection operator. For each step the database system requires implementations. We briefly discuss implementations for selected operators in the following.

For all implementations we assume we only need to read the data of relations from disk, while the result of an operation fits into main-memory or is immediately returned to the user.

Access to Relations

An RDBMS stores a relation in blocks on secondary storage devices (disks). Thus, for the evaluation of an expression we have to access these blocks from disk and bring them to main-memory. RDBMS provide two possibilities to access relations, i.e., read the entire relation from disk or use indexes of a relation first.

To read the relation from disk and bring it to main-memory the RDBMS has to locate the first block of the relation on disk. Every block contains a pointer to its next block. The RDBMS has to follow these pointers to retrieve the remaining blocks of the relation until all block are read. If the main-memory is not able to accommodate all blocks
of the relation some blocks have to be removed from main-memory before the entire relation is read. This will affect the choice of implementations for operators as discussed in following sections.

Alternatively the RDBMS may access indexes of the relation first. Initially, an index is created for a single attribute or a set of attributes from one relation. As the index usually does not contain all attributes its space consumption is smaller than that of the relation itself. Thus, it may fit entirely into main-memory and can possibly even be kept there. The index stores a set of pointers for each unique value of the relation pointing to the location where this tuple is stored on disk. This way an index helps to efficiently find the location of tuples of interest on disk. For one-dimensional data the most common indexes are B-tree indexes [Bay72] or hash tables. For multi-dimensional data the most common indexes are grid files or R-tree indexes [Gut84]. For a description on the index structures mentioned as well as for other index structures see Database Systems: The Complete Book by Garcia-Mollina et al. [GMUW02].

Selection Operator

An implementation of the selection operator must return tuples that fulfill the conditional expression given by the operator. To compute the result the RDBMS either accesses the relation from disk or employs a suitable index of the relation. In the first case the implementation sequentially reads tuples from disk and keeps or outputs those for which the conditional expression evaluates to true. The second case only applies when there exists an index on attributes given in the conditional expression. In this case the implementation may first use the index to find the tuples that fulfill the conditional expression and then specifically access these tuples on disk. Even if an index exists the RDBMS has to estimate if it is cheaper to read the entire relation sequentially from disk or to access the index and then perform a random read of the required tuples.

Cartesian Product and Join Operators

The cartesian product operator as well as join operators work with two relations whose tuples are combined in some way. For now, we assume at least one relation fits into main memory. If this is the case the implementations first read one relation into main-memory and then sequentially read the tuples from the second relation.

Implementation of the cartesian product operator, natural join operator, and theta join operator are similar, except for the tuples that are joined. Implementations are nested-loop join, which uses two loops for the two relations, sort-merge join, where the relations are sorted on the attributes involved in the join, and hash join, where tuples are sorted into buckets and then joined. In case none of the relations fits into main-memory there exist variations of the algorithms. For a thorough description of the algorithms we refer the reader to [GMUW02].

Clearly, different implementations of operators require different amount of time to execute. To decide which implementation is best for the given relational operator we have to assign a cost function for each implementation. We describe the cost function
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more closely in the next section.

2.3.3. Cost Function and Query Optimization

A cost function tries to correlate the cost of executing an implementation of a relational algebra operator with the time required. For the cost function several aspects are considered, which we mention in the following. First, the location of the data, i.e., is it necessary to read the input distributed in blocks from disk or is it already present in main-memory. Second, it takes the size of the relations that are input to operators and the sizes of intermediate results into account. Third, the complexity of the algorithm, e.g., the choice of the sorting or join algorithm. There exist many more factors, such as buffer size, disk seek time, layout of data on disk, available main-memory, or statistics such as the approximate number and frequency of values for an attribute that may be considered for a cost function.

Access to Data

The cost of accessing data depends on the location of the data. Accessing data in secondary storage devices is about $10^5$ times slower than accessing data residing in main-memory [GMUW02]. Consider relation $R$ stored in $B(R)$ blocks on disk. To read these blocks the system initially has to locate the first block on disk, where the time depends on the disk seek time. If the blocks are continuous on disk, the system requires time proportional to the number of blocks of the relation on disk. Otherwise, more seek steps need to be performed. Depending on the number of blocks and the available main-memory (for this operation) a relation may or may not fit into main-memory.

Indexes of a relation also require space, but usually not as much as the entire relation. Although it would be preferable to keep indexes permanently in main-memory it is not always possible. Thus the system must load indexes from disk to main-memory if necessary. If an index is actually used is down to the estimated costs.

Size and Shape of Relations

For the size of relations we have to differentiate between the size of the relation on disk, i.e., the number of blocks it occupies on disk, which is $B(R)$ and the number of tuples in the relation $T(R)$, also called cardinality. The number of tuples that fit into one block depends on the number and type of attributes. To estimate the cost of an implementation we require $B(R)$ as well as $T(R)$. Additionally, the RDBMS must know or must be able to estimate the cost for retrieving a block from disk (IO-cost) or handle a tuple in main-memory (CUP-cost). For relations stored on disk both parameters may be gathered by the RDBMS in advance.

The RDBMS has also to estimate the size of the output of an operator. For some operators the size of the output is clear, e.g., for the projection operator, cartesian product, or sorting operator. For others such as the selection or join operator the RDBMS is only able to estimate the size of the result, e.g., by gathering statistics of the relation. These statistics may include the number of different values for an attribute but
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also the distribution of values for which histograms are employed. For a review on this topic see Chaudhuri [Cha98].

Computational Complexity

Consider the sorting operator. We assume we want to sort relation $R$, which fits into main-memory. For reading we have costs of $B(R) \cdot \text{IO-cost}$. As algorithm for sorting we use bucket sort, which has the computational complexity of $O(n \cdot \log(n))$ [CLR01]. In the cost function we take this complexity into account by adding $T(R) \cdot \log(T(R)) \cdot \text{CPU-cost}$. Thus in total the cost for sorting $R$ is $B(R) \cdot \text{IO-cost} + T(R) \cdot \log(T(R)) \cdot \text{CPU-cost}$. The proposed equation to estimate the cost of sorting using bucket sort is a simplified assumption, but may be sufficient for cost-based query optimization. For cost functions of other operators we refer the reader to [GMUW02].

Query Optimizer

The query optimizer receives a relational algebra expression and produces execution plans. The chosen plan is the plan with lowest estimated cost of execution. This cost is the sum of the costs for executing every single step in the execution plan (when no parallelization is applied). To find the plan with lowest cost the query optimizer considers three different sources of information as shown in Figure 2.3 on page 20. First, it uses relational algebra and the given rewrite rules to reformulate expressions. Second, there may exist multiple implementations for each operator. And third, for each implementation a cost function is provided.

To find the best execution plan the query optimizer could compute for a given SQL query equivalent relational algebra expressions. It then could try all possible implementations for every operator and accumulate the cost of executing the plans. This strategy is called exhaustive search strategy. It results in the best plan given the costs, but generating all possible plans might be very time consuming. Thus, the query optimizer uses strategies to reduce the time spent on hopefully finding the best plan. Strategies a RDBMS may use are heuristic selection, branch-and-bound plan enumeration, hill climbing, or dynamic programming [GMUW02]. These strategies take less time than the exhaustive search strategy with the trade-off that they might not find the plan with lowest cost. Such strategies were first proposed by Selinger and colleagues in [SAC†79] who developed System R, one of the first cost-based query optimizers. It was later improved by Haas et al. in [HFLP89]. Graefe and McKenna developed the Volcano framework [GM93], a query optimizer generator, which we use in this work. The optimizer generator requires the definition of rules for relational algebra expressions, knowledge about implementations for operators and their cost functions as well as their requirements. The Volcano optimizer uses dynamic programming to find the best execution plan for the query. In the following section we describe Volcano in more detail.
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2.4. Volcano

In this work we use Volcano, the optimizer generator [GM93], as basis for GRIcano. Figure 2.4 gives a schematic overview of Volcano. In general, to create the optimizer a database implementor has to provide the model specification and compile the optimizer. A database user may present a query to the optimizer, which returns an optimized query plan together with the appropriate algorithms and property information. In the following we describe the system in more detail.

![Volcano schematic overview](image)

Figure 2.4.: Schematic overview of Volcano. The database implementor specifies the capabilities of the database in advance and generates the optimizer. Given a query the optimizer returns the optimized query plan together with the appropriate algorithms and property information.

Initially, a database implementor has provide the model specification, i.e., which operators does the database support, which algorithms are implemented, and which enforcers are required. Additionally, he has to specify which algorithms are implementations for which operators and define rewrite rules for operators.

Example 2.4 (Operators and algorithms in Volcano). We assume the database system is able to perform join and selection. We specify operators JOIN and SELECT and as algorithms hash, merge, and filter. As merge join expects its input sorted on the join attributes we also have to define an enforcer SORT.

We specify that algorithms hash and merge are implementations for JOIN and filter for SELECT. In addition we specify rewrite rules. For example, it is not relevant in which order the two input relations are used for the join operator as shown in Equation 2.3.
Only the join condition needs to be adapted.

\[
\text{JOIN}_{\text{join\_cond}}(R_1 \ R_2) = \text{JOIN}_{\text{join\_cond}}(R_2 \ R_1)
\] (2.3)

Rewrite rules may also contain conditions as when to apply this rule.

For each operator system properties, which are cardinality and record width, and logical properties, which are the schema of the resulting relation and selectivity estimates for attributes, need to be defined. These properties are independent of the algorithm applied. Algorithm dependent properties are physical properties, such as the sorting of a relation or the distribution of data. In addition, a cost function must be specified that estimates the cost for applying an algorithm. An algorithm may not always be applicable, which must also be specified. Having specified all necessary components, the optimizer generator creates optimizer source code, which is then compiled to produce the optimizer.

Example 2.5 (Properties for operators and algorithms). To illustrate the different properties we use JOIN and its two implementations. Cardinality and record width are system properties. The record width of the resulting relation is the sum of the record widths of the two input relations. For the cardinality of the resulting relation the join condition and the selectivity of the join attributes needs to be considered and the size estimated. The schema of the resulting relation is the logical property. For JOIN it contains all attributes from the first relation together with the attributes from the second relation.

hash and merge are two implementations for JOIN. As physical property hash produces an unsorted, while merge a sorted relation. In addition, merge may only be applied if both input relations are sorted on the join attribute, requiring a sorting step first, which causes additional cost. The two algorithms also have different cost functions. The cost function for hash is \(3 \cdot (B(R_1) + B(R_2))\). In contrast, merge requires \((B(R_1) + B(R_2))\), if the input relations are already sorted on the join attributes.

The generated optimizer is then used to optimize a given user query. The original query only contains operators required together with their conditions. In addition, knowledge about the input relations is also required, such as the attributes, width, and cardinality of the relation. The Volcano optimizer uses, what the authors call, a directed dynamic programming approach to optimize the query. The optimizer does not create all possible equivalent expressions and plans, but only those that actually participate in sub-queries of the query. For a sub-query Volcano stores the best plan for each set of properties (sort order, distribution of data). Using this knowledge sub-plans with identical properties, but worse cost are immediately discarded. According to the authors this pruning strategy efficiently reduces the number of different plans that need to be considered.

The optimizer produces as output the optimized plan, which contains not only the order and type of operators that must be applied, but also the appropriate algorithm and additional properties, such as estimated cardinality and cost, for each step.
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This chapter describes a model for representing graphs, graph queries, languages to express graph queries, and the evaluation of graph queries.

Consider the query 'Find all paths leading from a node with label name='Arginine' to a node with label name='D-Proline' whose path length is shorter than 6' in KEGG. To answer this query we first have to define the model to represent biological graphs before we proceed to answer the query.

In Section 3.1 we describe a model for representing graphs. In Section 3.2 we define queries on graphs and the result of a graph query. Section 3.3 introduces PQL, a language to express graph queries. After introducing the query language we present the semantics of a graph query in Section 3.4. This chapter concludes with an overview of related work on graph models and graph query languages.

3.1. Data Model

In this work we consider data that are structured as graphs, e.g., biological networks, social networks, or web graphs. Nodes for example are proteins, persons, or web pages. Every node may have additional information attached, such as the sequence of a protein, the name of a person, or the content of a web page.

Nodes are connected by binary edges. Edges represent, for example, the participation of a protein in a reaction, two persons knowing each other, or a link on a web page pointing to another page. An edge might also have information attached.

We describe our model to store such graphs in the following. Figure 3.1 depicts the schema for representing graphs. For every graph we may include additional information such as the name of the graph, its origin, or creation date.

![UML schema to represent a graph.](image)

Figure 3.1.: UML schema to represent a graph.
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Nodes

A node of the graph, identified by its `external_id`, is represented as one object in class `Node`. In our representation, each node receives a unique node-ID.

The labels of nodes are objects in class `Label`, which is discussed below. Each node may have many labels and each label may be used for many nodes or edges. In the implementation this many-to-many relationship between the two classes is resolved.

Edges

Each edge in the graph is represented as object in class `Edge`. This class resembles the adjacency list of a graph. The class `Edge` contains three attributes, `edge_id`, `from_id`, and `to_id`. The attribute `edge_id` allows us to uniquely identify an edge, while the other two attributes point to an object in class `Node`.

We store edge labels in object `Label`. Each edge may have many labels and each label may be used for many nodes or edges.

Labels

Labels of nodes and edges are stored in object `Label`. This object contains attributes `label_id`, `label_type`, and `value`. Labels are stored according to Definition 2.4 on page 10, where each label contains a type and a value. Thus, in relation `Label` the type of the label is not a primitive data type, but a fixed collection of label types, such as 'name' or 'sequence'.

Nodes and Edges in Biological Graphs

In biological graphs it is not clear per se, which objects are nodes and edges. There is a common agreement that molecules, which are consumed or produced by a reaction, are nodes in a graph. The situation for proteins and reactions is more complicated. Consider KEGG [KGK+04] for example. Only molecules consumed or produced by a reaction are nodes. Reactions themselves are represented as hyperedges, i.e., edges with many start and end nodes. These edges are labeled with names of enzymes that are responsible for the reaction. In contrast, in Reactome [JTGV+05] molecules, enzymes, as well as reactions are modeled as nodes. Edges represent the fact that a molecule participates in a reaction. Both representations may be transformed into each other by either adding nodes for reactions and enzymes to KEGG and creating new edges or by representing reactions in Reactome as labeled hyperedges. Our model complies to the second representation. In a review by Schaefer [Sch04] a more detailed discussion of different graph types may be found.

3.2. Graph Queries

After describing the data model that we use to represent graphs we proceed to describing queries on graphs and their evaluation. The goal of querying graphs is to retrieve certain
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nodes and edges of the graph. To achieve this we want to pose a graph query. In the query we must be able to specify the nodes in which we are interested in. In addition, we also must be able to specify relationships between these nodes. As the query consists of nodes and relationships between nodes we consider the query as graph itself. Thus, in the following we first introduce query graphs intuitively and informally, before we proceed to the evaluation of graph queries. In Section 3.3 we introduce a query language that allows users to express graph queries. In this section we also formally specify the semantics of a graph query.

3.2.1. Query Graph

We start with an example to illustrate query graphs, before we introduce in Definition 3.1 the term query graph more formally.

Example 3.1 (First graph query). Assume a biologist wants to know if an organism produces D-Proline given the amino-acid Arginine in less than 6 steps. Figure 3.2 shows the query as graph. Nodes in the query graph are placeholders for nodes in a given graph. Our example contains two nodes, whose possible instantiations are restricted by the conditions name='Arginine' and name='D-Proline'. Edges in a query graph are placeholders for paths in the given graph. In Figure 3.2 the edge contains the restriction that only paths may be mapped that start at a node with label name='Arginine', end at a node with label name='D-Proline', and whose path length is shorter than 6.

![Figure 3.2.: A query graph to find a path between Arginine and D-Proline.](image)

Definition 3.1 (Query graph)

A query graph $Q = (V, E, C, \phi_C)$ is a quad-tuple consisting of a set of nodes $V$, a set of edges $E$, with $E \subseteq V \times V$, a set of conditions $C$, and a condition function $\phi_C$ that assigns conditions to nodes and edges in $Q$.

According to Definition 3.1 a graph query also forms a graph. To each node and edge in $Q$ conditions may be assigned. In Section 3.3 we present these conditions.

3.2.2. Evaluation of Graph Queries

We now consider the evaluation of a query graph given a data graph $G_D$. The data graph is the collection of graphs that we use for the evaluation of a query. To illustrate the evaluation of a graph query we first consider the result of the query given above on the data graph KEGG.
Example 3.2 (Evaluation of the first graph query). Figure 3.3 shows the Arginine and Proline metabolism as given by KEGG. We find one node with a label of type `name` whose value is `Arginine` and one node with the label of type `name` whose value is `D-Proline`. Figure 3.4 shows two different paths, which exist in the data graph between the two nodes that are shorter than 6. One path leads from Ornithine over L-Glutamate 5-Semialdehyde and L-1-Pyroline 5-Carboxylate to L-Proline, while another goes directly from Ornithine to L-Proline. Apart from the two paths presented there exist other paths in the data graph, e.g., one leading over Citrulline.

Figure 3.3.: The Arginine and Proline metabolism as given by KEGG.

When querying a graph we search for a subgraph of $G_D$ that fulfills certain criteria. In Section 3.3 we specify possible criteria, while in Section 3.4 we give the semantics of these criteria.

In general, given a data graph $G_D$ and a query graph $Q$ the subgraph search problem is to find all subgraphs of $G_D$ for which nodes, edges, and paths of the subgraph of $G_D$ fulfill the conditions given by the query graph $Q$.

Up to now, we have not defined what we mean by fulfill the conditions of $Q$. For now, let us assume every edge in $Q$ stands for one edge in $G_D$. Solving the subgraph
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Given graphs $G_1 = (V, E)$ and $G_2 = (V', E')$. An isomorphism of $G_1$ and $G_2$ is a bijection $f : V' \rightarrow V$ such that for every $(u, v) \in E$ there exists $(f(u), f(v)) \in E'$.

Finding subgraphs of $G_D$ that are isomorphic to $Q$ is NP-complete [CLR01]. In the case when nodes or edges in $G_D$ have labels and $Q$ contains conditions on those labels the problem may be solved more easily as shown by Koyutürk and colleagues in [KGS04]. The reason is that for a given condition on a node we may find only a few nodes in $G_D$, depending on the selectivity of the condition. Thus, not all possible subgraphs of $G_D$ that are isomorphic to $Q$ are of interest, but only those that contain specific nodes or edges. Using this knowledge we may start the search at this node or edge.

Solving the graph isomorphism problem would be sufficient if we only allow edges in $Q$ to stand for edges in $G_D$. In this work we assume edges in $Q$ may also stand for paths in $G_D$. Thus finding an isomorphic subgraph to the query graph is not sufficient, but we want to find homeomorphic subgraphs of $Q$ in $G_D$ [LR78].

Let $G_1 = (V, E)$ and $G_2 = (V', E')$. An homeomorphism of $G_1$ and $G_2$ is a bijection $f : V' \rightarrow V$ such that for every $(u, v) \in E$ there exists a path $\langle f(u), \ldots, f(v) \rangle$ in $G_2$.

Definition 3.3 defines graph homeomorphism in the general case. This definition basically means an edge in $G_1$ may stand for an edge or a path in $G_2$. Thus, in our case, given a query graph $Q$ we try to find all homeomorphic subgraphs in the data graph.
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$G_D$. In its general case, i.e., if no bindings of nodes in $Q$ to nodes in $G_D$ is known, the subgraph homeomorphism problem is also NP-complete [LR78].

Like Koyutürk and colleagues in [KGS04] we assume nodes and paths in the data graphs have labels and the query graph contains conditions on those labels. The conditions and their semantics are introduced in the following section when we introduce the query language for graph queries.

For one query graph $Q$ multiple homeomorphic subgraphs whose labels or properties comply to the conditions of $Q$ in $G_D$ may exist. We therefore introduce the match graph of $Q$ in $G_D$.

**Definition 3.4** (Match graph $G_M(Q)$)

Given a query graph $Q$ and a data graph $G_D$. Let $G = \{G_1, ..., G_n\}$ be the set of all homeomorphic subgraphs of $Q$ in $G_D$ whose labels or properties comply to the conditions of $Q$.

The match graph for $Q$ in $G_D$, written $G_M(Q)$ is defined as

$$G_M(Q) = \bigcup_{G_i \in G} G_i$$

We give an example for a match graph in the following section, where we introduce the pathway query language, PQL, as syntax to express query graphs.

3.3. Pathway Query Language

The syntax and semantics of the Pathway Query Language (PQL) was first described 2005 by Leser [Les05a]. A more detailed description may be found in [Les05b]. Two diploma theses suggested extensions of the language [Ahl06, Lis07]. In this work we enhance PQL in the following points:

- Ability to query multiple graphs simultaneously using the FROM clause
- Introducing the LET clause to declare variables for nodes and paths
- Possibility to use ordinary relations in the FROM clause

3.3.1. Graphs in PQL

In the previous section we introduced the data graph $G_D$, the query graph $Q$, and the match graph $G_M$. In this work we search for homeomorphic graphs of $Q$ in $G_D$, which form $G_M$. A user may only be interested in parts of $G_M$, such as nodes. Thus, we allow users to specify a select graph $G_S$, which is a subgraph of $Q$, that specifies the parts of $G_M$, which should be returned. When we restrict $G_M$ based on the specifications of $G_S$ we get the result graph $G_R$. PQL allows users to specify $Q$ and $G_S$ as we show in this section. In addition, we formally specify which nodes and edges are contained in $G_M$ and $G_S$ based on $Q$ and $G_S$. 
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To summarize, evaluating a PQL query conceptually requires five different graphs, namely:

- data graph(s) \( G_D \)
- query graph \( Q \)
- match graph \( G_M \), with \( G_M \subseteq G_D \)
- select graph \( G_S \), with \( G_S \subseteq Q \)
- result graph \( G_R \), with \( G_R \subseteq G_M \)

Example 3.3 (Graphs for the query from Example 3.1). To illustrate the different types of graphs we use the same query as in the last section, where we wanted to find all paths in KEGG between a node with label \( \text{name} = '\text{Arginine}' \) and a node with label \( \text{name} = '\text{D-Proline}' \) that are shorter than 6.

Figure 3.5(c) shows the query graph \( Q \) for this query. It contains nodes A and B, with conditions \( \text{name} = '\text{Arginine}' \) and \( \text{name} = '\text{D-Proline}' \), respectively. In addition, it contains an edge with the condition that a directed, simple path between nodes A and B whose path length is shorter than 6 exists. The data graph \( G_D \) is a small part of the metabolic network of KEGG shown in Figure 3.5(a).

Figure 3.5(b) shows the match graph for \( Q \) in \( G_M \). We bind the node with label Arginine in \( G_D \) to node A of \( Q \) and the node with label D-Proline to node B. For the path we find four bindings in \( G_D \). There exist other paths between these two nodes, but these are longer than 6.

In a PQL query we may also specify the subgraph that is returned to the user. This subgraph is the select graph \( G_S \), which is a subgraph of \( Q \). Figure 3.5(d) shows the \( G_S \). In this case we are only interested in nodes of \( G_D \) bound to A and B of \( Q \). Figure 3.5(e) shows the result graph \( G_R \) of the query. In this case we get only one binding for each node variable as the conditions on the node variables are very restrictive. Clearly, for other queries we might find more bindings as following examples show.

3.3.2. Syntax

In this section we specify the syntax of PQL. We start with the general syntax of a PQL query, before we specify the different parts separately.

General Syntax and Examples

The syntax of PQL is closely related to the syntax of SQL. A PQL query consists of five parts – a SELECT, FROM, LET, WHERE, and HAVING clause. Figure 3.6 shows the syntax of a PQL query.

To give a first impression of the query language we give two examples.
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(a) Data graph $G_D$: metabolic network of KEGG.

(b) Match graph $G_M(Q)$.

(c) Query graph $Q$: node A, node B, and path P.

(d) Subgraph specification $G_S$: node A, node B.

(e) Result graph $G_R$.

Figure 3.5.: The five different graphs of a PQL query.

Example 3.4 (PQL statement for graph query from Example 3.1). In the following we provide the PQL statement for the query graph from Example 3.1.

```sql
SELECT A, B
FROM Kegg k
LET node A IN k, node B IN k, path P IN k
WHERE A.name = 'Arginine'
AND B.name = 'D-Proline'
AND P.path = A[->]B
AND P.length < 6;
```
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Example 3.4 shows that the data graph 'Kegg' is specified in the FROM clause. In the LET clause we may state node and path variables. In the WHERE and HAVING clause a user may specify conditions on node and path variables. Finally, the SELECT clause specifies the select graph.

In the following we formally specify the syntax of the different parts of a PQL query. We first specify the FROM and LET clause, before we specify conditions on nodes and paths in the WHERE and HAVING clause. We conclude the language specification with the SELECT clause. To illustrate the clauses we introduce a second example for which the query is built during the introduction of the syntax of PQL.

Example 3.5 (Running example). Consider Figure 1.1 on page 3. The conversion of α-D-glucose to pyruvate involves 22 enzymes. Assume a biologist is interested in all proteins that interact with one of those enzymes present in mammals and the direct interaction partners of those enzymes. No single data source for biological graphs supplies all required data. Thus, we use two different sources, namely KEGG for the conversion of substances and Intact for protein-protein interactions.

FROM clause

Let \( G_D \) be the set of graphs consisting of \( G_1, \ldots, G_n, n \geq 1 \), which are input to the graph query. We may specify this set of graphs in the FROM clause as Figure 3.6 shows.

\[
\text{FROM clause} := \text{FROM graph, (graph)*}
\]

\[
\text{graph} := \text{graph_name (alias)}?
\]

\[
\text{alias} := ('A' \ldots 'Z' | 'a' \ldots 'z')+
\]

Every data graph in the database may be referred in the FROM clause by its name. Multiple graphs are separated by colons. Every graph in the FROM clause may optionally
be associated to an alias for this graph. The alias of the graph must be unique in the query.

**LET clause**

The LET clause specifies the node and path variables of the query graph \( Q \). In addition, it allows a user to state of which graph nodes and paths must be bound to node and path variables in the query. Every node and path variable must be assigned to exactly one data graph.

\[
{\text{LET clause}} := \text{LET variable (, variable)*}
\]

\[
{\text{variable}} := \text{variable_type variable_name (IN graph)?}
\]

\[
{\text{variable_type}} := \text{'node' | 'path'}
\]

\[
{\text{variable_name}} := (\text{'A' ... 'Z'| 'a' ... 'z'}+)\]

\[
{\text{graph}} := \text{graph or graph alias specified in FROM clause}
\]

A variable in the LET clause stands either for a node or an edge in the query graph \( Q \). Thus, a variable in the LET clause may be of two different types, node and path. The variable_name is the name of the variable, by which it is referred to in other clauses. The variable_name must be unique within the query.

The last part of the variable declaration consists of the specification from which graph nodes or paths must be bound to this variable. We may only use graphs or graph aliases specified in the FROM clause. If the FROM clause contains only one graph this last part may be omitted.

**WHERE clause**

The WHERE clause specifies conditions on variables in \( Q \). All conditions must be connected by AND or OR\(^1\).

\[
{\text{WHERE clause}} := \text{WHERE condition (connector condition)*}
\]

\[
{\text{condition}} := \text{node_condition | path_condition}
\]

\[
{\text{connector}} := \text{AND | OR}
\]

**Node conditions**

We first describe conditions on node variables of the query graph \( Q \). The node variables of \( Q \) are given in the LET clause. In the WHERE clause we may pose conditions on nodes in \( Q \), e.g., the node has a specific label.

Given two variables \( A \) and \( B \) that are specified as node variables in the LET clause, i.e., ... LET node \( A \), node \( B \) ... We specify the following conditions on nodes.

\(^1\)Note, PQL currently does not support negation or parenthesis.
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\[ A = B \]
\[ A \neq B \]

\[
\begin{align*}
A &.type \; op \; n \\
A &.type \; text\_op \; string \\
A &.type \; op \; B.type
\end{align*}
\]

\[ A \; \text{HAS (ontology|hierarchy, node-concept)} \]

\[
\begin{align*}
type & := \text{any label type of } G_D \mid (\text{in|out})\text{degree} \\
op & := '=' | '!=' | '<' | '>' | '<=' | '>=' \\
text\_op & := op | '\text{LIKE}' \\
n & := \text{numeric value}
\end{align*}
\]

In the following we give an example for conditions on node variables in the \textit{WHERE} clause.

Example 3.6 (WHERE clause with node conditions). In our running example we use six node variables in the \textit{LET} clause. The following PQL statement shows the conditions for those node variables.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{...} \\
\text{FROM} & \text{ Kegg } k, \text{ Intact } i \\
\text{LET} & \text{ node } A \; \text{IN } k, \text{ node } B \; \text{IN } k, \text{ node } C \; \text{IN } k, \text{ node } D \; \text{IN } k, \\
& \text{ path } O \; \text{IN } k, \text{ path } P \; \text{IN } k, \text{ path } Q \; \text{IN } k, \\
& \text{ node } X \; \text{IN } i, \text{ node } Y \; \text{IN } i, \text{ path } R \; \text{IN } i \\
\text{WHERE} & \text{ A.name = 'α-D glucose} \\
& \text{ AND B.name = 'Pyruvate'} \\
& \text{ AND C \; \text{HAS (Type, 'Reaction')} \\
& \text{ AND D \; \text{HAS (Type, 'Enzyme')} \\
& \text{ AND D \; \text{HAS (NCBI Taxonomy, 'Mammal')} \\
& \text{ AND X.name = D.name \\
& \text{ AND Y \; \text{HAS (Type, 'Protein')} \\
\text{...}
\end{align*}
\]

In Section 3.4 we formally define the semantics of the conditions. For now we describe the result intuitively. On node variable \( A \) we bind nodes from KEGG that have a label with type 'name' whose value equals 'α-D Glucose'. In similar fashion, on node variable \( B \) we bind nodes from KEGG that have a label with type 'name' whose value equals 'Pyruvate'.

For node variable \( C \) we consider a Type hierarchy that contains concepts for node types, which biological graphs use, such as reaction, protein, enzyme, or catalytic enzyme, and their relationships. We may bind all nodes of KEGG that have a label of type 'Type' whose value is either 'Reaction' or the name of a successor concept of 'Reaction' in the
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*Type* hierarchy, e.g., 'catalyzed' and 'self-catalyzed'. Similarly on node variable $D$ we may bind all nodes of KEGG that have a label of type 'Type' whose value is 'Enzyme' or a successor concept of 'Enzyme' in the Type hierarchy. In addition these nodes must have a label of type 'NCBI Taxonomy' whose value is 'Mammal' or a successor concept of 'Mammal', such as 'Human', 'Mouse', or 'Chimp', in the NCBI Taxonomy.

To node variables $X$ and $Y$ we may only bind nodes of the data graph Intact. For node variable $Y$ we may bind nodes that have a label of type 'Type' with the value 'Protein' or a successor concept of 'Protein' in the Type hierarchy. For node variable $X$ the case is more complicated. We may bind to $X$ all nodes that have a label of type 'name' whose value is equal to the value of a label of type 'name' from a node bound to node variable $D$. Note, these are not the same nodes as they originate from different graphs. Those two nodes must share the same label.

**Path conditions**

Until now, PQL queries are not much more powerful than searching keywords in a database of node labels. Thus, we now introduce path conditions.

Given variables $A$ and $B$ specified as nodes and $P$ and $R$ specified as paths in the LET clause, i.e., $\ldots$ LET node $A$, node $B$, path $P$, path $R$ $\ldots$. We specify the following conditions for paths:

\[
\begin{align*}
P\text{.} path &= A[-|->|<->]B \\
P\text{.} start &= A \\
P\text{.} end &= B \\
P\text{.} edge &= [-|->|<->] \\
P\text{.} length num\_op n \\
\text{num\_op} &= '=' | '!' | '<' | '>' | '<=' | '>=' \\
n &= \text{positive integer}
\end{align*}
\]

For every path variable in the LET clause we only bind directed paths to this variable, unless otherwise specified in the WHERE clause using $P\text{.} path$ or $P\text{.} edge$. The direction of edges in a path is specified by providing one of the options from $[-|->|<->|<->$. For $-$ we consider all edges, regardless their direction. If $->$ is given the path may only contain directed edges, while for $<->$ each edge in the path must be bi-directional.

**Example 3.7 (WHERE clause with path conditions).** In our running example we have path variables $O$, $P$, $Q$, and $R$. On $O$, $P$, and $Q$ we may only bind paths from KEGG, while on $R$ only paths from Intact may be bound. On $O$ we bind paths that start at a node bound to $A$ and end at a node bound to $C$, while for $P$ the paths must start at a node bound to $C$ and end at a node $B$. On $Q$ we bind paths of KEGG that start at a node bound to $C$ leading to a node bound to $D$, and whose length equals one. In addition all edges on this path must be bi-directional, i.e., for an adjacent node pair $u,v$ there must exist both directed edges $(u,v)$ and $(v,u)$. 
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To find all interacting proteins for the enzymes in Intact we require the path variable \( R \). We bind all paths from Intact regardless of the direction of the edges to paths that start at a node bound to \( X \) and end at a node bound to \( Y \), whose length is shorter or equal to two.

```sql
... FROM Kegg k, Intact i
LET node A IN k, node B IN k, node C IN k, node D IN k,
    path O IN k, path P IN k, path Q IN k,
    node X IN i, node Y IN i, path R IN i
WHERE ...
    AND O.path = A[-]C
    AND P.path = C[-]B
    AND Q.path = C[<->]D
    AND Q.length = 1
    AND R.path = X[-]Y
    AND R.length <= 2
...```

**HAVING clause**

Assume in our running example a user is interested in the result only if there exists exactly one binding for node variable \( A \). This means, there must exist only one node with label (name, ‘\( \alpha \)-D glucose’) in KEGG. This example shows we want to pose a condition on the number of bindings for a node or path variable. To specify this we introduce the **HAVING** clause for PQL.

**HAVING clause**

\[
\text{HAVING clause} := \text{HAVING condition} \ (\text{connector condition})^* \\
\text{connector} := \text{AND}
\]

The conditions on nodes or paths filter the result according to the number of existing bindings.

Given two variables \( A \) and \( P \) that are specified as node and path in the **LET** clause, i.e., ... **LET node A, path P** ... We specify the following conditions:

\[
\begin{align*}
A.\text{count} & \quad \text{num_op} \quad n \\
P.\text{count} & \quad \text{num_op} \quad n \\
\text{num_op} & := '=' \mid '!=' \mid '<' \mid '>' \mid '<=' \mid '>=' \\
n & := \text{positive integer}
\end{align*}
\]
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Example 3.8 (HAVING clause). Consider our running example again. A user might only be interested in an answer to the query if only one node with label ('name', 'α-D glucose') and one with label ('name', 'pyruvate') exists. In addition the number of different paths between both nodes should not exceed five. The following HAVING clause expresses this.

```
... FROM Kegg k, Intact i
LET node A IN k, node B IN k, node C IN k, node D IN k,
    path O IN k, path P IN k, path Q IN k,
    node X IN i, node Y IN i, path R IN i
WHERE ...
HAVING A.count = 1
    AND B.count = 1
    AND P.count <= 5
...
```

SELECT clause

Until now we only specified the query graph $Q$ and its bindings to nodes and paths in the data graph $G_D$. The query graph may contain node and path variables in which a user is not interested in. Thus, PQL offers a possibility to state which node and path variables should occur in the result using the SELECT clause.

```
SELECT clause := SELECT subgraph-specification
                (, subgraph-specification)*
```

Given two variables $A$ and $P$ that are specified as node and path variable in the LET clause, i.e., ... LET node A, path P ... We specify the following subgraph-specifications in the SELECT clause:

- $*$
- $A$
- $P$
- $P.start$ | $P.end$

$n := \text{positive integer}$

Example 3.9 (Complete PQL statement for the running example). We complete the PQL statement of our running example by adding the SELECT clause. For Example 3.5 we are only interested in the proteins that interact with the enzymes and the shortest paths between them. Thus, we give the complete PQL statement in the following.
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```sql
SELECT X, Y, R
FROM Kegg k, Intact i
LET node A IN k, node B IN k, node C IN k, node D IN k,
    path O IN k, path P IN k, path Q IN k,
    node X IN i, node Y IN i, path R IN i
WHERE A.name = 'α-D glucose'
    AND B.name = 'Pyruvate'
    AND C HAS (Type, 'Reaction')
    AND D HAS (Type, 'Enzyme')
    AND D HAS (NCBI Taxonomy, 'Mammal')
    AND X.name = D.name
    AND Y HAS (Type, 'Protein')
    AND O.path = A[->]C
    AND P.path = C[->]B
    AND Q.path = C[<->]D
    AND Q.length = 1
    AND R.path = X[-]Y
    AND R.length <= 2
HAVING A.count = 1
    AND B.count = 1
    AND P.count <= 5
```

To illustrate this PQL statement Figure 3.7(a) shows the query graph. Nodes and edges contain conditions given in the `WHERE` clause of the PQL query. Figure 3.7(b) shows the select graph $G_S$. From the entire result we are only interested in nodes bound to node variables $X$ and $Y$ and paths bound to path variable $R$.

### 3.3.3. PQL and Non-graph Relations

So far, we only allowed graphs to be input to a PQL query. This might not always be sufficient as the following example shows.

**Example 3.10 (Introducing non-graph relations to PQL).** In Example 3.9 we provide the complete PQL statement to identify all proteins that interact directly or via another component with an enzyme that participates in the conversion of α-D glucose to pyruvate. Assume we also have a relation called `Microarray_experiment` that stores information about microarray experiments [THC*99], i.e., gene name, fold change for this gene, and experiment number.

We are now only interested in proteins that directly or indirectly interact with enzymes if both, the protein as well as the enzyme with which it interacts with, is up-regulated in the same microarray experiment.

Although, we might have stored all relevant data in the same database, i.e., graphs and other relations, we have no opportunity to express a query such as the one of
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Figure 3.7.: The query and select graph specified in the PQL query for Example 3.5.

Example 3.10 in a PQL statement. Thus, we extend PQL to also use relations that are not part of the graph model (see Section 3.1) as input to a PQL query.

**Extension to the FROM clause**

The FROM clause of PQL contains the graphs that are input to the graph query. It is a natural extension to also state all non-graph relations in the FROM clause of a PQL query as well. Thus, the FROM clause of a PQL query is as follows.

```
FROM clause := FROM graph, (graph | relation)*

graph := graph_name (alias)?
relation := relation_name (alias)?

alias := ('A' ... 'Z' | 'a' ... 'z')+  
```

As for the alias for the graph the alias or tuple variable of the relations must be unique within the query.
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**Extension to the WHERE clause**

To use non-graph relations we also have to extend the syntax of the *WHERE* clause. This extension is straightforward. If an expression only affects attributes of a relation the same rules apply as in an SQL statement. There is only a difference when we want to pose a condition on node variables involving a relation. In this case the definition of the semantics of node conditions must be extended.

Given a node variable \( A \) specified in the *LET* clause and relation \( R \) with attribute \( \text{attr} \) specified in the *FROM* clause. We define the following condition for nodes.

\[
A.\text{type} \ op \ R.\text{attr}
\]

\( \text{op} := \ '=' | '!=' | '<' | '>' | '<=' | '>=' \)

**Example 3.11 (PQL query with non-graph relations).** To illustrate the usage of relations in a PQL query we extend the PQL statement from Example 3.9 to also account for the expression level of different enzymes and proteins as given in Example 3.10.

```sql
SELECT X, Y, R.shortest
FROM Kegg k, Intact i,
     Microarray_experiment ma, Microarray_experiment mb
LET node A IN k, node B IN k, node C IN k, node D IN k,
    path O IN k, path P IN k, path Q IN k,
    node X IN i, node Y IN i, path R IN i
WHERE ...
    AND D.name = ma.name
    AND ma.fold_change > 2
    AND mb.fold_change > 2
    AND mb.name = Y.name
    AND ma.exp_no = mb.exp_no
HAVING ...
```

### 3.4. PQL Semantics

There may be many interpretations on the meaning of a PQL query with multiple graphs, relations, node and path variables. We first start by giving the semantics of node conditions, path conditions, *HAVING* conditions, and the subgraph specification.

#### 3.4.1. Semantics of Node Conditions

Let \( A \) and \( B \) be two node variables specified in the *LET* clause. A node condition in the *WHERE* clause is interpreted as Boolean function. Given a mapping of node variables \( A \) and \( B \) to nodes in \( G_D \) a condition evaluates to TRUE or FALSE.

- \( A = B \) returns TRUE if \( A \) and \( B \) are mapped to the same node in \( G_D \), and otherwise FALSE.
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- A \(!=\) B returns TRUE if A and B are not mapped to the same node in \(G_D\), and otherwise FALSE.
- A.type op n returns TRUE if the node of \(G_D\) mapped to node variable A in Q contains a label of type type, whose value is equal to, not equal to, smaller than, or larger than (depending on op) the given numeric value, and otherwise FALSE.
- A.type text_op string returns TRUE if the node of \(G_D\) mapped to node variable A in Q contains a label of type type, whose value is equal to, not equal to, smaller than, larger than, or LIKE (depending on text_op) the given string, and otherwise FALSE.
- A.type op B.type returns TRUE if the node of \(G_D\) mapped to node variable A contains a label of type type whose value is equal to, not equal to, smaller than, or larger than (depending on op) the value of the label of the node mapped to B whose type equals type, and otherwise FALSE.
- A HAS (ontology|hierarchy, node-concept) returns TRUE if the node of \(G_D\) mapped to A has a label of type ontology|hierarchy with the value node-concept or any successor of node-concept in the ontology or hierarchy specified by ontology|hierarchy, and otherwise FALSE.
- A.type op R.attr returns TRUE if the value of label with type type of the node mapped to A is equal to, not equal to, smaller than, larger than (depending on op) the value of tuple t for attribute attr, t(attr) and otherwise FALSE.

3.4.2. Semantics of Path Conditions

Let A and B be node variables and P be a path variable specified in the LET clause. A path condition is interpreted as a Boolean function. Given an assignment of path variables P to paths in \(G_D\) a condition evaluates to TRUE or FALSE.

- P.path = A[-|->|<->]B returns TRUE if the simple path assigned to P = \(\langle v_0, v_1, \ldots, v_k \rangle\) with \(i = 1, 2, \ldots, k\) has
  - \(v_0 \in \text{set of nodes bound to A}\), \(v_k \in \text{set of nodes bound to B}\), and
  - \((v_{i-1}, v_i) \in E(G_D) \lor (v_i, v_{i-1}) \in E(G_D)\) for A[-]B
  - \((v_{i-1}, v_i) \in E(G_D)\) for A[->]B
  - \((v_{i-1}, v_i) \in E(G_D) \land (v_i, v_{i-1}) \in E(G_D)\) for A[<->]B
  otherwise FALSE.
- P.start = A returns TRUE if the simple path assigned to P begins at a node bound to A, and otherwise FALSE.
- P.end = B returns TRUE if the simple path assigned to P ends at a node bound to B, and otherwise FALSE.
- P.edge = [-|->|<->] returns TRUE if the simple path assigned to P = \(\langle v_0, v_1, \ldots, v_k \rangle\) with \(i = 1, 2, \ldots, k\) only contains edges such that
  - \((v_{i-1}, v_i) \in E(G_D) \lor (v_i, v_{i-1}) \in E(G_D)\) for [-]
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- \((v_{i-1}, v_i) \in E(G_D)\) for [\(\rightarrow\)]
- \((v_{i-1}, v_i) \in E(G_D) \land (v_i, v_{i-1}) \in E(G_D)\) for [\(\leftarrow\)]

for all \(i = 1, 2, \ldots, k\), and otherwise FALSE.

- \(P.\text{length num_op n}\) returns TRUE if the simple path assigned to \(P\) has a length equal to, not equal to, shorter than, or longer than (depending on \(\text{num_op}\)) \(n\), otherwise FALSE.

3.4.3. Semantics of HAVING Conditions

Let \(A\) be a node variable and \(P\) be a path variable specified in the LET clause. A node condition in the HAVING clause is interpreted as Boolean function. Given an assignment of node variable \(A\) to nodes in \(G_D\) or a path variable \(P\) to paths in \(G_D\) a condition evaluates to TRUE or FALSE.

- \(A.\text{count num_op n}\) returns TRUE if the number of different nodes from \(G_D\) assigned to node \(A\) equals, not equals, is smaller, or is larger than (depending on \(\text{num_op}\)) the numeric value \(n\), and otherwise FALSE.

- \(P.\text{count num_op n}\) returns TRUE if the number of different paths from \(G_D\) assigned to path \(P\) equals, not equals, is smaller, or is larger than (depending on \(\text{num_op}\)) the numeric value \(n\), and otherwise FALSE.

3.4.4. Semantic of the Subgraph Specification

Let \(A\) be one of the node variables and \(P\) be one of the path variables specified in the LET clause. To construct the result graph \(G_R\) all subgraph-specification elements in the SELECT clause are evaluated successively.

- If the element is ‘*’ all unique nodes and paths bound to any node or path variable of the LET clause are added to \(G_R\).
- If the element is ‘A’ then all unique nodes bound to \(A\) are added to \(G_R\).
- If the element is ‘P’ then all unique paths (nodes and edges) bound to \(P\) are added to \(G_R\).
- If the element is ‘P.start’ then all unique start nodes of paths bound to \(P\) are added to \(G_R\).
- If the element is ‘P.end’ then all unique end nodes of paths bound to \(P\) are added to \(G_R\).

3.4.5. Conversion to Relational Algebra

The syntax of PQL is closely related to the syntax of SQL. Thus, we also convert PQL statements to relational algebra in the same way as SQL statements are converted.

To convert an SQL statement into a relational algebra expression we require the following steps [GMUW02]:
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- Start with the tuple variables given in the FROM clause and create the cartesian product of their tuples.
- If the WHERE clause contains conditions, apply the selection operator \( \sigma \) on this product with the conditions of the WHERE clause.
- Apply the projection operator \( \pi \) with the attributes in the SELECT clause.

The expression created this way may then be transformed using the equivalence rules for relational algebra operators given in Section 2.2.

In the same spirit we want to convert a PQL statement to a relational algebra expression. The problem is, a PQL query may contain multiple graphs, node and path variables, and relations with their tuple variables. We have to consider the node and path variables as well as the tuple variables for the conversion of a PQL query. The first step of the conversion is to bind all tuples of a relation to its tuple variable, bind all nodes and paths of the graph to node and path variables given in the LET clause. Thus, the evaluation of a PQL query is as follows:

- Start with the node and path variables given in the LET clause and the tuple variables given in the FROM clause and create the cartesian product of
  - all nodes bound to node variables
  - all paths bound to path variables
  - all tuples bound to tuple variables
- If the WHERE clause contains conditions apply the selection operator \( \sigma \) on this product with the conditions of the WHERE clause.
- Apply the projection operator \( \pi \) on the result with the node and path variables stated in the SELECT clause.

If the PQL statement contains an aggregate function we also have to use an aggregation operator. Thus, converting a PQL query to an algebra expression conceptually follows the same principle as in SQL. The only difference is that PQL also uses node and path variables. So far, we have not defined what node and path variables are. We will do this in the following.

**Binding Nodes and Paths to Variables**

To store graphs we map our graph data model to the relational data model. In addition, we also translate PQL statements into an algebra expression. Thus, node and path variables must also comply to the relational data model. While tuple variables in a PQL statement are treated in the same way as in an SQL statement, we have to specify the data model for node and path variables. We define a virtual relation for each of the node and path variables given in a PQL statement. Figure 3.8 shows the two virtual relations that represent nodes and paths of a graph. We discuss in Chapter 4 how and when these virtual relations are filled. Depending on the PQL statement and the condition on nodes and paths these virtual relations may contain only few nodes or paths of the graph.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Nodes</th>
<th>Paths</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>node_id</td>
<td>node_id</td>
<td>path_id</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>external_id</td>
<td>external_id</td>
<td>start</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>label_id</td>
<td>label_id</td>
<td>end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>label_type</td>
<td>label_type</td>
<td>length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>value</td>
<td>value</td>
<td>node_id</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>position</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Node view

(b) Path view

Figure 3.8.: Virtual relations Nodes and Paths. The view Nodes holds all nodes together with their annotation, while the view Paths may hold information for every cycle-free path of the graph.

Example 3.12 (Expression tree for PQL statement). To show the translation of a PQL statement to a relational algebra expression we consider the PQL statement from Example 3.4.

```
SELECT A, B
FROM Kegg k
LET node A IN k, node B IN k, path P IN k
WHERE A.name = 'Arginine'
    AND B.name = 'D-Proline'
    AND P.path = A[->]B
    AND P.length < 6;
```

When converting this PQL statement into an algebra expression we require twice the virtual relation Nodes and once Paths. Figure 3.9 shows two possible expression trees for the given PQL statement. The tree in Figure 3.9(a) shows the tree that is initially produced, while Figure 3.9(b) shows a tree, which is transformed according to relational algebra rules. Note, the views that stand for node and path variables are not resolved. How to resolve these views and rules for rewriting are described in Chapter 4.

Evaluation of the HAS function

The HAS function is a special construct in the WHERE clause of a PQL query. It takes as argument the name and one concept of a hierarchy or an ontology. We consider a hierarchy or an ontology as graph as well. Thus, to retrieve all successor nodes of a given concept we pose a PQL statement.

Example 3.13 (PQL query to retrieve successor concepts of a given concept). Assume we want to retrieve all successor concepts of 'macromolecule' from the Type hierarchy. If we consider the Type hierarchy as graph we use the following PQL statement to get an answer to this question.
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```sql
SELECT B
FROM Type t
LET node A IN t, node B IN t, path P IN t
WHERE A.concept = 'macromolecule'
AND P.path = A[->]B
```

This basically means the construct \textbf{HAS} is an abbreviation for the type of query given in Example 3.13. More specifically, the following holds:

\[
\text{HAS} \ (\text{hierarchy}, \ 'value') = \text{SELECT B FROM hierarchy}
\]

\[
\text{LET node A, node B, path P}
\]

\[
\text{WHERE A.concept_name = 'value'}
\]

\[
\text{AND P.path = A[->]B}
\]

When converting a PQL statement to a relational algebra expression we thus expand the \textbf{HAS} condition. To find all successor concepts of an hierarchy or ontology the same algorithms and optimizations are applicable as for optimizing graph queries.

3.5. Related Work

In this section we discuss related work on graph queries. Angles and Gutierrez present a survey on models to represent graphs and graph query languages in \cite{AG05}. In the following we also discuss the works presented there, with main focus on the following points. First, the data model and its ability to store graphs as well as non-graph data. Second, we discuss the capabilities, usage, and optimization possibilities of existing languages. Third, we discuss if the data models together with their respective query languages are implemented in existing systems and if these systems are already used for storing biological graphs.
Deductive Databases

Several works discuss the possibility to represent graph structured data using first order logic. Bancilhon and Ramakrishnan introduce in [BR86] Datalog as possibility to represent and query graphs. Datalog is a logical query language [GMUW02], which is inspired by Prolog. Nodes and edges in Datalog are represented by predicates. To access data in other data sources these data also must be modeled as predicates.

In Datalog a graph query is expressed using rules on predicates. Using these predicates it is possible to form complex queries that may contain cycles or regular expressions over paths, i.e., the path should not contain a node with a specific label. This is certainly an advantage over PQL, but on the other hand, the formulation of graph queries using rules is quite complex. Rules may be combined to form programs as presented for G-Log by Jaredaens and colleagues in [PPT95]. Writing rule-based programs might be difficult for scientists used to programming languages and SQL, thus Consens and Mendelzon presented in [CM90] GraphLog, a graphical query language to express graph queries. This query language is an extension to G and G+ presented by Mendelzon and Wood in [MW89] and may be led back to Datalog. As the complexity of evaluating arbitrary combination of rules is high, GraphLog does not allow queries that contain cycles for performance reasons.

Object-oriented Graph Representation

In the object-oriented model nodes, edges, and paths are represented as objects of specific classes. Every class may contain further attributes, e.g., the class for nodes may contain the attribute name. Güting presents in [Güt94] GraphDB, a database that uses such a data model. This data model allows the storage of any type of graph. One drawback is, for any new attribute the classes need to be rewritten. Accessing data from other data sources is possible if a class for these data exists and the relationship between nodes or edges and these data is defined. To query GraphDB a scientist may use the proposed query language. The query language allows the specification of the subgraph of interest, which may also contain paths or regular expressions over path labels. This clearly is an advantage over PQL, but GraphDB never left the stadium of a proposal for a data model and query language.

In the same style Amann and Scholl propose in [AS92] a graph data model and the query language GRAM. The model assumes that there exist classes for nodes and edges. The query language is based on regular expressions over these classes to find paths in a graph. Sheng and colleagues present in [SÖÖ99] an object-oriented graph model and the query language GOQL. To query graphs they introduce new capabilities to OQL, the standard query language for object-oriented databases. This extension is capable to express graph queries, including regular expressions over path labels.

Object-oriented database system and the capabilities of the proposed query languages make these systems interesting for storing and querying graphs, but implementations of the query languages never left the status of prototypes. For example Sheng and colleagues [SÖÖ99] implemented GOQL to VStore, an object-oriented database system.
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VStore is based on the o-algebra, an algebra similar to relational algebra, but adapted for object-oriented database systems. In their work the authors introduce new operators for the o-algebra to capture the capabilities of GOQL, but they do not give rewrite rules or special implementation for path expressions as we introduce for PQL in Section 4. In addition, research on object-oriented databases is currently much less popular than for relational database systems. Thus, in our work we prefer to store and query graphs in an RDBMS and not in an object-oriented environment.

Semi-structured Data and XML

Abiteboul describes in [Abi97] the main aspects of semi-structured data and argues for the need of query languages for this type of data. The structure of these data is irregular and only implicitly given by the data. Intuitively, semi-structured data may be considered as graphs (in most cases they are trees or DAGs).

A special case of semi-structured data are data that comply to the Extensible Markup Language (XML) [BPSM06]. XML data usually form a tree, where nodes are elements of the XML document and edges are given by the nested structure of the document. In addition, there exists an order between sibling nodes. The tree structure is broken (then forming DAGs or graphs) when XPointer [DJG02] or XLink [DMO01] elements are used in the document. The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) recommends XML Query (XQuery) [DFF07] as query language. This language is based on FLWOR expressions (FOR, LET, WHERE, ORDER BY, and RETURN), which is similar to SQL and PQL. A subpart of XQuery is XPath, which allows the specification of path structured query graphs to retrieve parts of an XML document. The main drawback of XQuery compared to PQL is that it is only capable to query tree structured XML documents, thus making it inapplicable for storing and querying biological networks.

Prior to XQuery other query languages have been proposed to query semi-structured data that form general graphs. In [AQM97] the group around Abiteboul proposes the query language Lorel. This language is specifically designed to cope with schema heterogeneity and additionally allows regular path expressions. The authors briefly introduce the implementation in the Lore system, which also performs query optimization. In [BDHS96] Buneman and colleagues present a query language for unstructured and semi-structured data called UnQL. They also introduce new operators to rewrite the queries to a calculus. The group around Shasha present in [GS02] GraphGrep, a method for querying graphs. They introduce the query language Glide, which combines features from XPath and Smart, a language to query chemical molecules. To evaluate graph queries efficiently they index the data, which we discuss more closely in Section 5.6.

Most systems proposed above never left the status of prototypical implementations. Current systems to store XML data are native XML databases such as eXist [htt08] or XML extensions to RDBMS. These systems provide XQuery as query language. As much research is put into optimization of queries on XML documents as well as on index structures for XML documents we discuss some works in Section 4.3 and in Section 5.6, respectively.

Several groups use XML to store biological data. The most prominent exchange for-
mats for biological graphs are the Systems Biology Markup Language (SBML) and BioPAX. Both exchange formats are based on XML with XLink elements. For an overview over the predominant formats SBML, PSI, MI, and BioPAX we refer the reader to Strömbäck and Lambríx [SL05]. Although XML allows the storage of biological graphs, querying the data using XQuery is not possible as especially XLink elements cannot be resolved. Thus, making the result of an XQuery possibly incomplete. Sohler and colleagues present in [SHZ04] ToPNet, a tool for storing and querying biological graphs. They query ToPNet using XML-based templates. In [SZ05] they give algorithms to find matching subgraphs to such an XML template. They only allow users to query for subgraphs that are isomorphic to the XML template. In PQL we also allow the search for homeomorphic subgraphs.

Semantic Web and RDF

The semantic web aims to provide semantic information about resources on the web. A W3C recommendation for the representation of information is the Resource Description Framework (RDF) [Bec04]. RDF allows the representation of semantic information as graphs. As for semi-structured data several query languages have been proposed.

Karvounarakis et al. present in [KAC+02] the query language RQL, which is inspired by OQL. For an RQL query graph the matching subgraphs may be found by subgraph isomorphism, but not by subgraph homeomorphism. The W3C also provides a recommendation for querying RDF graphs, called SPARQL [PS08]. As for RQL this language only allows the specification of query graphs in which the edges are mapped to edges in the data graph, but not to paths in the data graph. Several groups presented extensions to the query language SPARQL that allow regular path expressions. Kochut & Janik introduce in [KJ07] SPARQLeR, Alkhateeb and colleagues present in [ABE09] PSPARQL, and Detwiler et al. describe in [DSB08] GLEEN.

For the efficient execution of SPARQL queries indexing techniques for RDF graphs have been proposed. Heese et al. [HLQR07] suggested to index the RDF graph for graph patterns in analogy to index frequently queried attributes in RDBMS. In addition, Hartig and Heese presented in [HH07] operators to logically represent a SPARQL query. They also present transformation rules to optimize such a query. We discuss both in Section 4.3 more closely. We may not be able to transfer knowledge gained from these works to the evaluation of PQL queries. The reason is we intend to find homeomorphic subgraphs, i.e., where an edge in the query may stand for a path in the data graph, which is more complex than to find isomorphic subgraphs, the intention of SPARQL. In contrast, the authors of PSPARQL present algorithms that find homeomorphic subgraphs. We discuss these algorithms in Section 5.6.

Relational Database Management Systems

In RDBMS graphs may be stored in relations. Due to the high flexibility in schema design RDBMS are well suited to store graphs. In this work we propose in Figure 3.1 (on page 27) a model to store any type of graph. Dar and Agrawal use a similar model
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to store graphs in an RDBMS and extend in [DA93] SQL to query graphs. They propose a syntax where the closure of the graph is stated in the `FROM` clause. In the `WHERE` clause it is possible to restrict paths by their start or end node, while a subquery on the paths is necessary to restrict paths by their properties, such as path length. This proposed extension to SQL allows users to pose all types of graph queries, but as conditions may be stated in two different location its syntax is difficult to understand. In [DNR09] Dries and colleagues describe a graph model for relational database systems and a query language. The graph model consists of objects and relations between objects. Thus, in their model nodes and edges of a graph are objects and the connection between an edge and a node is given by the relationship between the objects. Their proposed query language is a mixture of SQL and query languages developed for deductive databases, i.e., it contains a `SELECT`, `FROM`, and `WHERE` clause as in SQL and allows the specification of regular path expressions as in query language for deductive databases. In contrast to PQL only one data graph at a time may be used and the query language is not able to query normal relations in parallel. Moreover, the authors only propose the query language, but state that the development of an efficient and scalable implementation remains an important issue.

He and Singh present in [HS08] GraphQL, a graph query language. As this language is similar to Datalog, the specification of the query graph is not as straightforward as in PQL. In addition to the query language the authors also present a graph algebra to rewrite a graph query into a graph algebra. Moreover they present algorithms to answer graph queries and optimization methods. We discuss both in Section 7.4.

For biological graphs different database schemas have been developed, an overview may be found in Schaefer [Sch04]. For the metabolic network aMAZE the database schema may be found in Lemer et al. [LAC+04] and for Reactome in Vastrik et al. [VDS+07]. In addition RDBMS also allow users to access further data stored as relations. This is a great advantage over other systems, as many data are available for RDBMS. Some RDBMS also store and query graphs differently. In [EB06] Eckman and Brown propose to store graphs as first-class SQL data type within the database. This extension is called the Systems Biology Graph Extender (SBGE), which performs various functions on the data type graph, such as graph set operations, shortest path computation, and subgraph isomorphism tests. One drawback of their approach is that the graph must be loaded entirely in main-memory for efficient query execution.

The predominant query language in RDBMS is the Structured Query Language (SQL). Since the ANSI SQL-99 standard it is possible to express recursive queries using the syntax `WITH RECURSIVE` [GP99]. Database systems have adopted this standard by now [PBBS10]. Some database system use their own syntax, e.g., Oracle10g uses `CONNECT BY PRIOR`. The current specification only targets edge disjunct paths using the additional condition `NO CYCLES`, but we are interested in node disjunct paths, which is not possible using the given syntax.

Many researchers work on cost-based query optimization in RDBMS [Cha98]. The insights of this research have gone into commercial as well as open-source RDBMS. To our knowledge current RDBMS do not optimize the recursive part of an SQL query. Therefore, the evaluation of an SQL statement that contains a recursive part may be
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prohibitively slow as we show in Section 6. One reason for missing optimization is that known operators from relational algebra are not sufficient to express recursion [Agr88]. We target this problem in the next chapter.
4. Operators for Graph Queries

This chapter discusses the possibility to express graph queries using algebra expressions. In Section 4.1 we show that existing relational algebra operators are sufficient for binding nodes to node variables. In Section 4.2 we then motivate the need for new operators to express PQL statements. We introduce four new operators, the path operator $\Phi$, path length operator $\phi$, distance operator $\Psi$, and reachability operator $\psi$. Finally in Section 4.3 we present related work in the area of algebraic operators for graph query execution.

4.1. Operators for Nodes

In Section 3.4 we introduced view $\text{Nodes}$. This view is basically composed of information that is already present in the model for storing graphs, which is given in Figure 3.1 (on page 27). Assume, we create a relation for each class present in the model. We first show how view $\text{Nodes}$ is defined and then explain how to evaluate node conditions on this view.

Figure 4.1 gives the SQL statement to declare view $\text{Nodes}$. Equation 4.1 shows the relational algebra expression to resolve it. We see, relational algebra operators presented in Section 2.2 are sufficient to resolve this view.

$$\text{CREATE VIEW Nodes AS}$$
$$\text{SELECT Node.node_id, Node.external_id,}$$
$$\text{Label.label_id, Label.label_type, Label.value}$$
$$\text{FROM Node, Node_label, Label}$$
$$\text{WHERE Node.node_id = Node_label.node_id}$$
$$\text{AND Node_label.label_id = Label.label_id;}$$

Figure 4.1: View definition for view $\text{Nodes}$.

$$\text{Nodes} = (\text{Node} \bowtie \text{Node_label} \bowtie \text{Label})$$

Example 4.1 (Sample graph). To illustrate views $\text{Nodes}$ and $\text{Paths}$ we provide a small exemplary graph. Figure 4.2 shows a simplified subgraph of the Arginine and Proline metabolism shown in Figure 3.3 (on page 30). We store the data of the graph according to the model presented in Figure 3.1 (on page 27). Figure 4.3 shows the relations for the exemplary graph.
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Figure 4.2.: Exemplary subgraph of the Arginine and Proline metabolism as given by KEGG. Reactions together with their catalyzing enzymes are omitted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>node_id</th>
<th>external_id</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Arginine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Ornithine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Urea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Citrulline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>L-Argininosuccinate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Aspartate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) NodeKegg

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>edge_id</th>
<th>from_id</th>
<th>to_id</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) EdgeKegg

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>edge_id</th>
<th>label_id</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(c) EdgeKegg_label

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>node_id</th>
<th>label_id</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(d) NodeKegg_label

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>label_id</th>
<th>label_type</th>
<th>value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>name</td>
<td>Arginine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>name</td>
<td>Ornithine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>name</td>
<td>Urea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>name</td>
<td>Citrulline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>name</td>
<td>L-Argininosuccinate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>name</td>
<td>Aspartate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>compound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td>null</td>
<td>null</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(e) LabelKegg

Figure 4.3.: Relations to represent the exemplary graph from Figure 4.2.

Selection on Nodes

In PQL it is possible to select specific nodes from the graph using type op n or type text_op s in the WHERE clause. Equation 4.2 defines the rewrite rule for the selection condition type op n. The equation also shows the selection condition on the resolved view. The rewrite rule for selection condition type text_op s is easy to deduce from
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Equation 4.2 and thus omitted.

\[ \sigma_{\text{type op} \sigma_{\text{label_type}=\text{type} \land \text{value op} \sigma_{\text{label_type}}}(\text{Nodes} \bowtie \text{Node}_\text{label} \bowtie \text{Label})} \]

Equality Condition on Nodes

The WHERE clause may also contain equality conditions for nodes, i.e., \( A = B \). Equation 4.3 shows how to rewrite the expression to be applicable on view Nodes. We are able to transform the original expression, which contains a cartesian product, to an expression with a theta join by applying relational algebra rules.

\[ \sigma_{A=B}(\text{Nodes} A \times \text{Nodes} B) = \sigma_{A.\text{node_id}=B.\text{node_id}}(\text{Nodes} A \times \text{Nodes} B) = \text{Nodes} A \bowtie_{A.\text{node_id}=B.\text{node_id}} \text{Nodes} B \]

Label Comparison for Nodes

The WHERE clause may also contain the condition \( A.\text{type op} B.\text{type} \). Equation 4.4 shows how to rewrite the expression to be applicable on two views Nodes.

\[ \sigma_{A.\text{type op} B.\text{type}}'(\text{Nodes} A \times \text{Nodes} B) = \sigma_{A.\text{label_type}=\text{type} \land B.\text{label_type}=\text{type}' \land A.\text{value op} B.\text{value}}(\text{Nodes} A \times \text{Nodes} B) \]

4.2. Operators for Paths

If we resolve the Paths view using an SQL statement that joins relation Edge \( n \) times we face two problems. First, we run into cycles, i.e., nodes occur more than once in a path. Second, even if we join Edge of cycle-free graphs we do not know how long the longest path in the graph is, and thus how many joins are required. In relational algebra we are only able to express that we want to join Edge exactly \( n \) times. This means, classical operators of relational algebra are not sufficient to express path queries. Therefore, we have to introduce new operators.

4.2.1. Path Operator, \( \Psi \)

To resolve the Paths view we introduce the path operator \( \Psi \). This operator uses relation Edge as input and takes the orientation of edges in the path and possibly conditions on the length of the path as parameters.

Definition 4.1 (Path operator, \( \Psi \))

Given relation Edge, which stores all edges \( E \) of a graph \( G \) as \( \{(\text{edge_id}, e), (\text{from_id}, v_m), (\text{to_id}, v_n)\} \), with \( v_n, v_m \) being node_ids of nodes in \( G \). Given condi-
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4.1. Operations on Paths

### Operators for Graph Queries

When working with paths, the operator `cond` is used to specify conditions on paths, where `cond := ([->] | [->] | [<-]), (length_cond)`. The `length_cond` is defined as `length op n (AND length op n)*`.

The path operator `Ψ_{cond}` applied to `Edge` produces a relation `Paths` such that

\[ Ψ_{cond}(Edge) = \{(path_id,j),(start,u),(end,w), (length,length(p_j)),(node_id,v_i),(position,i)\} \]

for any `v_i ∈ p_j = ⟨v_0, ..., v_i, ..., v_n⟩`, where `0 ≤ h,i < n`, `u = v_0`, `w = v_n`, and `v_i ≠ v_h` for `i ≠ h`.

- `• (e_k,v_i,v_{i+1}) ∈ Edge` if `cond = [->]`
- `• (e_k,v_i,v_{i+1}) ∈ Edge ∨ (e_l,v_{i+1},v_i) ∈ Edge`, `k ≠ l` if `cond = [->]`
- `• (e_k,v_i,v_{i+1}) ∈ Edge ∧ (e_l,v_{i+1},v_i) ∈ Edge`, `k ≠ l` if `cond = [<-]`

If no length condition is given, all paths regardless their length are of interest.

Example 4.2 (The `Paths` relation). To illustrate the idea of the path operator `Ψ` and the content of view `Paths` we use nodes and edges from Example 4.1 to produce `Ψ_{[->]}(EdgeKegg)`. Figure 4.4 shows all directed paths for the graph from Figure 4.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>path_id</th>
<th>start</th>
<th>end</th>
<th>length</th>
<th>node_id</th>
<th>position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Paths

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>path_id</th>
<th>start</th>
<th>end</th>
<th>length</th>
<th>node_id</th>
<th>position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Paths (cont.)

Figure 4.4: `Ψ_{[->]}(EdgeKegg)` for the graph in Figure 4.2. Tuples displayed in bold are the result of the query given in Example 4.3.

### Path Operator with Restriction on Start and End Nodes

In a PQL query we may state that paths bound to a path variable start or end at a node bound to a node variable. Consider the following example.

Example 4.3. Assume we want to find all paths in KEGG that start at a node that has as label (name, 'Arginine'). We express the query using the following PQL statement.

We do not support disjunction inside the operator. This needs to be resolved differently, like by enhancing the PQL query capabilities.
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SELECT *
FROM Kegg
LET node A, path P
WHERE A.name = 'Arginine'
AND P.start = A;

Converting the given PQL statement to an algebra expression results in
\( \sigma_{P.\text{start}} = \text{A.node_id AND A.name} = \text{Arginine}'(\text{NodesKegg A} \times \Psi_{[->]}(\text{EdgeKegg P})) \).

A naive strategy to evaluate this statement would be to first resolve the Paths view using \( \Psi \), create the cartesian product with the nodes view, before restricting the tuples to those whose start nodes are nodes bound to node variable A and whose label has the value (name, 'Arginine'). Actually computing the result would require to first compute all paths of a graph, before possibly discarding many unnecessary tuples. A more reasonable step would be to only compute paths that start at a node bound to A. Using \( \Psi \) we are not able not express this fact.

The example above motivates the introduction of three more operators, called \( \Psi_{\text{start}} \), \( \Psi_{\text{end}} \), and \( \Psi_{\text{both}} \), which are derived from \( \Psi \). Equations 4.5 – 4.7 show the definition of these operators (cond stands for '[->], (length_cond)?', '[<-], (length_cond)?', or '[<->], (length_cond)?').

\[
\begin{align*}
\Psi_{\text{start}}\text{cond}_{\text{start}} &= \text{A.node_id}(\text{Nodes A, Edge}) \\
&:= \sigma_{\text{start}} = \text{A.node_id}(\text{Nodes A} \times \Psi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Edge})) \\
&= \text{Nodes A} \bowtie_{\text{A.node_id} = \text{start}} \Psi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Edge}) \quad (4.5) \\
\Psi_{\text{end}}\text{cond}_{\text{end}} &= \text{B.node_id}(\text{Edge, Nodes B}) \\
&:= \sigma_{\text{end}} = \text{B.node_id}(\Psi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Edge}) \times \text{Nodes B}) \\
&= \Psi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Edge}) \bowtie_{\text{end} = \text{B.node_id}} \text{Nodes B} \quad (4.6) \\
\Psi_{\text{both}}\text{cond}_{\text{start}} &= \text{A.node_id AND end} = \text{B.node_id}(\text{Nodes A, Edge, Nodes B}) \\
&:= \sigma_{\text{start}} = \text{A.node_id AND end} = \text{B.node_id}(\text{Nodes A} \times \Psi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Edge}) \times \text{Nodes B}) \\
&= \text{Nodes A} \bowtie_{\text{A.node_id} = \text{start}} \Psi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Edge}) \bowtie_{\text{end} = \text{B.node_id}} \text{Nodes B} \quad (4.7)
\end{align*}
\]

Rewrite Rules for Path Operators

We also define rewrite rules for path operators in combination with other operators from relational algebra as rewriting expressions is an essential step in query optimization. No rewrite rules for operator \( \Psi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Edge}) \) are necessary. Equation 4.8 shows the rewrite rule for operator \( \Psi_{\text{start}}\text{cond}_{\text{cond}}(\text{Nodes, Edge}) \) together with a selection operator. This rewrite rule may only be applied if the selection operator contains only attributes from relation
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Nodes.

\[ \sigma_{\text{sel}_{\text{cond}}} \left( \Psi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Nodes, Edge}) \right) = \Psi_{\text{cond}} \left( \sigma_{\text{sel}_{\text{cond}}} (\text{Nodes, Edge}) \right) \]  
(4.8)

if \( \text{sel}_{\text{cond}} \) contains only conditions on attributes of \( \text{Nodes} \)

Clearly, we may also push the selection operator to relation \( \text{Nodes} \) for operators \( \Psi_{\text{end}} \) and \( \Psi_{\text{both}} \). The according rewrite rules may be found in Appendix B.

We also give rewrite rules for path operators and the join operator. Equation 4.9 shows the equation for \( \Psi_{\text{start}} \). This equation shows that we may push a join down to the \( \text{Nodes} \) view, if the join condition only involves an attribute from the \( \text{Nodes} \) view and one from the second relation. For \( \Psi_{\text{end}} \) and \( \Psi_{\text{both}} \) the equations are also given in Appendix B.

\[ R \bowtie_{A.\text{attr} \text{op} A.\text{attr}} \Psi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Nodes A, Edge}) \]  
(4.9)

**Example 4.4.** The PQL statement from Example 4.3 may be converted to a relational algebra expression. We picture this statement as expression tree in Figure 4.5(a). We are able to transform this tree into the expression tree given in Figure 4.5(b). Clearly, we may first split the selection operator and then push the operator with the condition \( A.\text{name} = \text{'Arginine'} \) down to the \( \text{Nodes} \) view.

**4.2.2. Reachability operator, \( \phi \)**

In the examples so far we required the entire information contained in view \( \text{Paths} \), such as intermediate nodes or path lengths, for the result. Sometimes we also want to answer simpler queries, such as the one given in Example 4.5.

**Example 4.5 (Reachability query).** Assume we want are interested in all nodes of type 'compound' that are reachable from a node with label (name, 'Arginine'), i.e., for
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which a path between the two nodes exists. The following PQL statement expresses this query.

```
SELECT B
FROM Kegg k
LET node A, node B, path P
WHERE A.name = 'Arginine'
    AND B HAS (type, 'compound')
    AND P.path = A[->]B
```

This query retrieves only nodes bound to node variable B, not actual paths bound to path variable P.

More generally, assume, we have a PQL statement that contains a path variable P, which is not stated in the SELECT clause and only contains conditions on its start and/or end node in the WHERE clause. Such a query only retrieves distinct node pairs between which paths exist. Converting this expression to our algebra using only path, selection, and duplicate-elimination operators results in \( \phi(\pi_{\text{start,end}}(\Psi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Edge}))) \). This statement requires to first resolve the Paths view before projecting attributes start and end and finally de-duplicating the node pairs.

A more efficient way is to only compute reachability information, which is faster than computing paths (see Chapter 6). Therefore, we introduce the reachability operator \( \phi \) to be able to use dedicated algorithms for answering reachability queries.

**Definition 4.2 (Reachability operator, \( \phi \))**

Given relation \( \text{Edge} \), which stores all edges \( E \) of a graph \( G \) as \( \{(\text{edge\_id}, e), (\text{from\_id}, v_m), (\text{to\_id}, v_n)\} \), with \( v_n, v_m \) being node\_ids of nodes in \( G \). And given conditions on paths, \( \text{cond} := ([\rightarrow] | [\leftarrow] | [<\rightarrow]) \).

The reachability operator \( \phi_{\text{cond}} \) applied to relation \( \text{Edge} \) produces

\[
\phi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Edge}) = \{(\text{start}, u), (\text{end}, w)\} | \\
\exists p_j = (v_0, \ldots, v_i, \ldots, v_n), \\
0 \leq h, i < n, u = v_0, w = v_n, v_i \neq v_h \text{ for } i \neq h \text{ and } \\
\bullet (e_k, v_i, v_{i+1}) \in \text{Edge} \text{ if } \text{cond} = [\rightarrow] \\
\bullet (e_k, v_i, v_{i+1}) \in \text{Edge} \lor (e_l, v_{i+1}, v_i) \in \text{Edge} \text{ if } \text{cond} = [\leftarrow] \\
\bullet (e_k, v_i, v_{i+1}) \in \text{Edge} \land (e_l, v_{i+1}, v_i) \in \text{Edge} \text{ if } \text{cond} = [<\rightarrow] \\}
\]

**Example 4.6 (Result for Example 4.5).** Figure 4.6 shows \( \phi_{[\rightarrow]}(\text{EdgeKegg}) \) from Example 4.1. Consider again Example 4.5. To answer the query we have to know the node with label (name, 'Arginine') has node\_id 1 and nodes with node\_id 2, 4, and 5 are compounds. Thus, the answer to the query are node\_ids 2, 4, and 5.
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Figure 4.6.: The reachability operator $\phi$ applied on relation EdgeKegg. The tuples in bold are required for the PQL statement in Example 4.5.

Reachability Operator with Start and End Nodes

Consider Example 4.5, where we have a path variable $P$ on which only paths may be bound that start at a node bound to $A$ and end at a node bound to $B$. For the path operator, $\Psi$ we defined Equations 4.5–4.7, which are also valid in modified form for $\phi$. For example, Equation 4.10 is the modified form of Equation 4.7. The equations for the remaining operators $\phi^{\text{start}}$ and $\phi^{\text{end}}$ are easy to deduce from Equations 4.5 and 4.6 and are thus omitted.

$$
\sigma^{\text{start}=A.\text{node}_i\text{d AND end}=B.\text{node}_i}(\text{Nodes } A \times \phi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Edge}) \times \text{Nodes } B) = \text{Nodes } A \bowtie_{A.\text{node}_i\text{d}=\text{start}} \phi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Edge}) \bowtie_{B.\text{node}_i\text{d}=\text{end}} \text{Nodes } B
$$

(4.10)

From Path Operator $\Psi$ to Reachability Operator $\phi$

So far, we only defined the reachability operator. We gave no rules how to rewrite an expression containing a path operator to an expression containing a reachability operator. Equation 4.11 shows this rewrite rule for $\Psi$ to $\phi$.

$$
\delta(\pi_A(\Psi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Edge}))) = \pi_A(\phi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Edge}))
$$

(4.11)

if $A = \{\text{start, end}\}$ and $\text{cond} = [-\rightarrow] \mid [-] \mid [\leftarrow]\rightarrow$

Using Equation 4.11 and the rewrite rules from $\phi$ to $\phi^{\text{start}}$, $\phi^{\text{end}}$, or $\phi^{\text{both}}$, shown for $\phi^{\text{both}}$ in Equation 4.10, we are able to deduce the rewrite rules for $\Psi^{\text{start}}$ to $\phi^{\text{start}}$, $\Psi^{\text{end}}$ to $\phi^{\text{end}}$, and $\Psi^{\text{both}}$ to $\phi^{\text{both}}$.

Rewrite Rules for Reachability Operators

The reachability operator is defined in the same style as the path operator. Thus, the rewrite rules defined for $\Psi$ in Equations 4.8 – 4.9 may be used. As rewriting the equations for the reachability operator, $\phi$ is trivial, the equations are omitted. Basically,
we push down a selection operator to one of the participating relations of $\phi^{\text{start}}$, $\phi^{\text{end}}$, and $\phi^{\text{both}}$. We also push down a join operator together with its join partner to the respective relation.

### 4.2.3. Path Length Operator, $\psi$

In a PQL statement we may also pose length conditions on paths, as Example 4.7 shows.

**Example 4.7 (Path length query).** Assume, we are still interested in all nodes of type 'compound' that are reachable from a node with label (name, 'Arginine'), as stated in Example 4.5. Now we also require the path length to be equal to 2. The following PQL statement expresses this query.

```
SELECT B
FROM Kegg k
LET node A, node B, path P
WHERE A.name = 'Arginine'
    AND B HAS (type, 'compound')
    AND P.path = A[->]B
    AND P.length = 2
```

We are only interested in nodes bound to node variable B. Thus, we only require information about start and end node of a path and path lengths for paths between the two nodes.

Assume, the WHERE clause contains a length restriction or the HAVING clause a restriction on the number of paths bound to $P$. There may also conditions on the start and end node, but $P$ is not stated in the SELECT clause. Thus, we are only interested in attributes path_id, start node, end node, and length. A possible expression using our algebra results in $\delta(\pi_{\text{path_id, start, end, length}}(\psi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Edge})))$. Figure 4.7 shows $\delta(\pi_{\text{path_id, start, end, length}}(\psi_{\rightarrow}(\text{EdgeKegg})))$ for the graph from Figure 4.2.

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>path_id</th>
<th>start</th>
<th>end</th>
<th>length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

Figure 4.7: $\delta(\pi_{\text{path_id, start, end, length}}(\psi_{\rightarrow}(\text{EdgeKegg})))$ for the graph in Figure 4.2. Tuples displayed in bold are required for the result of the query given in Example 4.7.

Compare the tables in Figure 4.4 and 4.7. As one may see, the latter contains fewer tuples and attributes. In Chapter 6 we show, immediately computing the result of
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\( \delta(\pi_{\text{path}_\text{id}, \text{start}, \text{end}, \text{length}}(\Psi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Edge}))) \) is more efficient than to first compute all paths of a graph, before discarding some information. To give this opportunity to the query optimizer we need a third operator, the path length operator \( \psi \).

**Definition 4.3 (Path length operator, \( \psi \))**

Given relation \( \text{Edge} \), which stores all edges \( E \) of a graph \( G \) as \( \{(\text{edge}_\text{id}, e), (\text{from}_\text{id}, v_m), (\text{to}_\text{id}, v_n)\} \), with \( v_n, v_m \) being node ids of nodes in \( G \). Given conditions on paths, \( \text{cond} := ([-] | [-] | [\leftrightarrow]) \), (length cond)? and length cond := length op n (AND length op n)* ².

The path length operator \( \psi_{\text{cond}} \) applied to \( \text{Edge} \) produces

\[ \psi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Edge}) = \{(\text{path}_\text{id}, j), (\text{start}, u), (\text{end}, w), (\text{length}, \text{length}(p_j))\} \]

\( \forall p_j = (v_0, \ldots, v_i, \ldots, v_n), 0 \leq h, i < n, u = v_0, w = v_n, v_i \neq v_h \) for \( i \neq h \) and

- \( (e_k, v_i, v_{i+1}) \in \text{Edge} \) if \( \text{cond} = [\rightarrow] \)
- \( (e_k, v_i, v_{i+1}) \in \text{Edge} \lor (e_l, v_{i+1}, v_i) \in \text{Edge}, k \neq l \) if \( \text{cond} = [-] \)
- \( (e_k, v_i, v_{i+1}) \in \text{Edge} \land (e_l, v_{i+1}, v_i) \in \text{Edge}, k \neq l \) if \( \text{cond} = [\leftrightarrow] \)

and \( \text{length}(p_j) \) fulfills length cond

Please note, in the result set of the path length operator we might find a pair of nodes with the same path length multiple times. The reason is that multiple paths of the same length between these two nodes may exist. The tuples are only distinguished by their path_id.

**Path Length Operator with Start and End Node**

For the path operator \( \Psi \) we defined \( \Psi^{\text{start}} \), \( \Psi^{\text{end}} \), and \( \Psi^{\text{both}} \) in Equations 4.5–4.7. These equations are also valid in modified form for \( \psi \). The equations are given in Appendix B.

**From Path Operator \( \Psi \) to Path Length Operator \( \psi \)**

We also have to define rules to rewrite an expression containing a path operator \( \Psi \) to an expression containing a path length operator \( \psi \). Equations 4.12 and 4.13 state the rewrite rules.

\[ \delta(\pi_A(\Psi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Edge}))) = \pi_A(\psi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Edge})) \]  
\[ \text{if } A = \{\text{path}_\text{id}, \text{start}, \text{end}, \text{length}\} \]

²We also do not support disjunction inside this operator.
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\[ \delta(\gamma_A, \text{count}(\text{path}_\text{id})(\Psi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Edge}))) = \gamma_A, \text{count}(\text{path}_\text{id})(\psi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Edge})) \]

if \( A = \{\text{path}_\text{id}, \text{start}, \text{end}, \text{length}\} \)

In the same style we define rewrite rules for \( \psi_{\text{start}}, \psi_{\text{end}}, \) and \( \psi_{\text{both}} \), which are given in Appendix B.

**Rewrite Rules for Path Length Operators**

The path length operator \( \psi \) is almost identical to the path operator \( \Psi \). Thus, Equations 4.8 and 4.9 may be modified for \( \psi \) (equations given in Appendix B).

**4.2.4. Distance Operator, \( \Phi \)**

The path length operator may always be applied when a length restriction on a path is given and when the actual path is not required in the \textit{SELECT} clause. In some cases, not all lengths of paths are required. Consider Example 4.8.

**Example 4.8 (Distance query).** Remember, in the last example (Example 4.7) we required that the length of the path between nodes with label (name, 'Arginine') and nodes of type 'compound' must be greater or equal to 2. We now require that the length of the path is less than or equal to 2. To answer this query it is sufficient to know for each node pair that there exists at least one path that is shorter than 2, i.e., the distance (the length of the shortest path) between these nodes must be lower or equal to 2.

**Definition 4.4 (Distance operator, \( \Phi \))**

Given relation \( \text{Edge} \), which stores all edges \( E \) of a graph \( G \) as \( \{(\text{edge}_\text{id}, e), (\text{from}_\text{id}, v_m), (\text{to}_\text{id}, v_n)\} \), with \( v_n, v_m \) being node_ids of nodes in \( G \). And given conditions on paths, \( \text{cond} := (\lceil \rightarrow \rceil | \lceil - \rceil | \lceil <\rightarrow\rceil), (\text{length} < n)\)?:

The distance operator \( \Phi_{\text{cond}} \) applied to relation \( \text{Edge} \) produces

\[ \Phi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Edge}) = \{ (\text{start}, u), (\text{end}, w), (\text{length}, \text{length}(p_j)) | \exists p_j = \langle v_0, \ldots, v_i, \ldots, v_n \rangle \text{ and} \]

\[ \# p_i = \langle v_0, \ldots, v_i, \ldots, v_m \rangle \text{ with } \text{length}(p_i) < \text{length}(p_j), \]

\[ 0 \leq h, i < m < n, u = v_0, w = v_n, v_m, v_i \neq v_h \text{ for } i \neq h, \text{ and} \]

\[ \bullet (e_k, v_i, v_{i+1}) \in \text{Edge} \text{ if } \text{cond} = \lceil \rightarrow \rceil \]

\[ \bullet (e_k, v_i, v_{i+1}) \in \text{Edge} \lor (e_l, v_{i+1}, v_i) \in \text{Edge} \text{ if } \text{cond} = \lceil - \rceil \]

\[ \bullet (e_k, v_i, v_{i+1}) \in \text{Edge} \land (e_l, v_{i+1}, v_i) \in \text{Edge} \text{ if } \text{cond} = \lceil <\rightarrow\rceil \}

Consider the graph given in Figure 4.2 again. \( \Phi_{\lceil \rightarrow \rceil}(\text{EdgeKegg}) \) produces the relation given in Figure 4.8. As one may see, this relation contains fewer attributes and, in this
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example also fewer tuples, than \( \psi_{\rightarrow} (\text{EdgeKegg}) \) given in Figure 4.7. Please note, while the path length operator may produce a node pair with the same length multiple times, only differentiated by the path_id, the distance operator produces each node pair only once with its distance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>start</th>
<th>end</th>
<th>length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.8.: \( \Phi_{\rightarrow} (\text{EdgeKegg}) \) for the graph in Figure 4.2. Tuples displayed in bold are required for the result of the query given in Example 4.8.

Distance Operator with Start and End Node

As for the path operator \( \Psi \), the path length operator \( \psi \), and the reachability operator \( \phi \) we define \( \Phi_{\text{start}} \), \( \Phi_{\text{end}} \), and \( \Phi_{\text{both}} \) according to Equations 4.5–4.7 (given in Appendix B).

From Path Operator \( \Psi \) to Distance Operator \( \Phi \)

In Equation 4.14 we also provide rewrite rules to rewrite an algebra expression containing a path operator to one containing a distance operator.

\[
\pi_A(\Psi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Edge})) = \pi_A(\phi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Edge}))
\]

if \( A = \{\text{start, end}\} \) and \( \text{cond} = [\rightarrow] \mid [-] \mid [\leftrightarrow] \), \( (\text{length}_{\text{cond}})^* \) with \( \text{length}_{\text{cond}} := \text{length} \_\text{op} \_\text{n} \ (\text{AND} \ \text{length} \_\text{op} \_\text{n})^* \) and \( \text{op} := < \mid \leq \)

\[(4.14)\]

In the same style we define the rewrite rules for \( \Phi_{\text{start}} \), \( \Phi_{\text{end}} \), and \( \Phi_{\text{both}} \) (see Appendix B).

Rewrite Rules for Distance Operators

The rewrite rules for the distance operator \( \Phi \) are similar to those for the remaining three operators (see Appendix B).

4.2.5. Summary

The path operator \( \Psi \) would be sufficient to convert all possible PQL statement to relational algebra expressions. For query optimization we introduced three more operators,
the reachability operator $\phi$, the path length operator $\psi$, and the distance operator $\Phi$. For each of these operators we gave rewrite rules as when to transform an expression containing a path operator to an expression containing one of the other operators. In this section we summarize which operators are applicable in which situation. For example, the PQL statement in Example 4.5 expresses a reachability query for which we are interested in the end nodes of paths. Thus, in our extended algebra we may apply the path operator $\Psi$, but we may also transform the expression to contain either the path length operator $\psi$, the distance operator $\Phi$, or the reachability operator $\phi$. In Table 4.1 the applicability of operators for different combinations of projection attributes as well as select conditions is displayed. The PQL statements always have the form of \text{SELECT} \ldots \text{FROM} \ldots \text{LET} \text{node} \ A, \text{node} \ B, \text{path} \ P \ (\text{WHERE})? \ldots (\text{HAVING})? \ldots, \text{i.e.}, with or without a \text{WHERE} and \text{HAVING} clause. Take for example the third column and the third row of Table 4.1. This combination represents the following PQL query without \text{HAVING} clause.

\begin{verbatim}
SELECT A, B
FROM ...
LET node A, node B, path P
WHERE P.path = A[->]B
   AND P.length < n
\end{verbatim}

For this query we may use the path operator $\Psi$, path length operator $\psi$, or the distance operator $\Phi$ to express the query in relational algebra as Table 4.1 shows. The reachability operator $\phi$ is not applicable as a length restriction is applied.

Table 4.1 shows some of the conditions possible in the \text{WHERE} clause of a PQL statement. Further conditions are $A.\text{name}='x'$, $B \ \text{HAS} \ (\text{Type}, \ y)$, or $P.\text{start}=A$. Any select condition on nodes may be directly applied to the \text{Nodes} view and does not influence the choice of operator to assess paths. The remaining conditions $P.\text{start}=A$ and $P.\text{end}=B$ are semantically the same as $P.\text{path}=A[->]B$ and the same operators may be applied.

4.3. Related Work

In this section we discuss related work on operators for extending the relational algebra to handle path queries. Our focus lies on three main points. First, the capability of the introduced operators to answer graph queries. We discuss, which type of queries are supported, such as reachability, distance, path length, or path queries. Second, we discuss rewrite rules for the operators and their applicability. Finally, as outlook to Chapters 5, 6 and 7 we consider if there exist implementations for the operators including cost functions and cardinality estimates, as these are important for efficient query execution.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WHERE</th>
<th>HAVING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \text{WHERE } P\text{.path} = A[-&gt;]B )</td>
<td>( \text{HAVING } \phi )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{WHERE } P\text{.path} = A[-&gt;]B ) ( \text{AND } P\text{.length} &lt; n )</td>
<td>( \text{HAVING } \phi )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{WHERE } P\text{.path} = A[-&gt;]B ) ( \text{AND } P\text{.length} = n )</td>
<td>( \text{HAVING } \phi )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{WHERE } P\text{.path} = A[-&gt;]B ) ( \text{HAVING } A\text{.count op } m )</td>
<td>( \text{HAVING } \phi )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{WHERE } P\text{.path} = A[-&gt;]B ) ( \text{HAVING } P\text{.count op } m )</td>
<td>( \text{HAVING } \phi )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1.: Applicability of operators \( \Phi \), \( \phi \), \( \psi \), and \( \Psi \) for different PQL statements. The PQL statements always have the form of \( \text{SELECT ... FROM ... LET node } A, \text{ node } B, \text{ path } P \text{ (WHERE)? ... (HAVING)? ... } \). \( A \) is meant as start node, \( B \) as end node.

**Path Operators for RDBMS**

Rosenthal *et al.* propose in [RHDM86] new operators for relational algebra to answer graph queries. They state a path enumeration operator is needed, but do neither define its input nor its output. They also state that in the case of distance or reachability queries a grouping and projection is necessary, but they do not explicitly introduce new operators to resolve these combinations. They present some rewrite rules for the new operator by example, but no formal introduction is given.

In [Agr88] Agrawal proposes the \( \alpha \)-operator as additional operator for relational algebra to handle recursive queries. Applying the \( \alpha \)-operator to a relation of edges results in a new relation that stores node pairs and as additional attribute all cycle-free paths between the pairs as an enumeration. As the attribute for the path is not in first normal form, it may not be directly accessed using relational algebra operators. Thus, the author proposes special predicates to work with paths stored in this attribute. The \( \alpha \)-operator is similar to our proposed path operator \( \Psi \), yet no rewrite rules, especially for the situation with a restriction on the start or end node, are given.

In [DAJ91] Dar and colleagues extend the idea given in [Agr88] to overcome this shortage. They state that in case a restriction on the start node or on nodes or edges in the path is given, this selection should be pushed into the path computation. In addition they state in some cases nodes and edges of a path are not required and thus do not...
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have to be computed. Our proposed operators and rewrite rules follow the same idea. In [DA93] Dar and Agrawal refine their previous approach and propose an extension to SQL to provide a syntax to query graphs as discussed in Section 3.5.

Ordonez presents in [Ord05] an extension of the database system Teradata to express recursive views. Using these views it is possible to express recursive queries. The author also presents query optimization strategies for evaluating the recursive views when conditions are applied. One problem of this approach is that recursive views are not able to handle cycles, i.e., an execution will not terminate unless a termination condition is explicitly given in the view definition.

Eckman & Brown follow in [EB06] a different approach. They store biological graphs as data object in an RDBMS. They provide several methods that may be applied to the data object, which perform various analyses. A disadvantage is that the graph is stored as single object and thus, for efficient execution of a query should fit together with is result into main-memory.

Operators for Graph Queries in Other Areas

Query optimization is also important in other areas than RDBMS, for example for semi-structured data or data complying to the RDF data model. For semi-structured data Buneman and colleagues present in [BDHS96] a query language called UnQL. They also introduce new operators to rewrite the queries to lambda calculus. Although the operators are not expressed the same way, the capability and optimization strategies are similar to those proposed for our path operator $\Psi$, but defined only for DAGs and trees. In [BFS00] the authors refine their proposed language and operators, but they do not consider cases where only path length or reachability is required. They also state in the paper that “future work is needed to combine these (calculus and rewriting rules) with a cost model and an optimization algorithm”.

Beeri and Tzaban present in [BT99] SAL, an algebra for semi-structured data. They propose several operators to convert queries on XML documents to an algebraic expression, but this algebra lacks an equivalent to our proposed path operator. Although selection of nodes and edges, projection of subtrees, and join of trees are possible, the algebra is not capable to express paths of arbitrary length, which we find necessary. In [BMR99] Beech and colleagues overcome this problem. Their ‘follow’ operator takes a collection of nodes as input and in its basic form selects edges of a specific type starting at nodes in the input, or, if a Kleene star is added, allows arbitrary paths. Thus, their follow operator is similar to our proposed path operator $\Psi$. In the paper the authors do not give any rewrite rules for optimization nor introduce algorithms to efficiently execute the queries. In [FHP02] Frasincar and colleagues take up the operators proposed by Beech et al. and give rewrite rules involving these operators. Neither reachability queries nor path length queries can be expressed using their proposed algebra. In addition, they do not give algorithms for evaluating their version of the path operator.

Fernandez and colleagues present in [FSW00] an algebra for XML Query. Apart from selection, projection, and join they also introduce a structural recursion operator, which basically resembles our path operator. They also give equivalence and rewrite rules for
query optimization, but their proposed operators are only applicable for tree structured XML documents. In addition reachability or path length are not supported as these are not necessary for querying XML documents.

In [CCS00] the authors follow a different approach. They propose the 'bind' operator to convert queries on XML document to relational algebra expressions. This operator takes as input a collection of trees, contains as argument a tree pattern, and returns variable bindings between the pattern and the input trees. To rewrite the expression they split a bind operator, i.e., split the pattern of the argument, to produce an expression containing two bind operators. In addition, they give rewrite rules to transform expressions containing the bind operator together with selection, projection, join, and map. Following the same concept, Jagadish and colleagues propose TAX [JLST01], an algebra for XML. They propose four operators (selection, projection, product, and grouping) that take as input a collection of trees. The selection operator, similar to the bind operator proposed in [CCS00], returns those trees that satisfy the selection condition, given as pattern tree. In the same line He and Singh [HS08] define their selection operator. Their proposed operator may also be used for general graphs as input and returns isomorphic subgraphs to the input pattern. Thus, it is not comparable to our path operator as we return homeomorphic subgraphs. In addition, all three operators are not capable to express reachability or path length queries. Also, for the first two the authors do not give any algorithms for the proposed operators, no cardinality estimates, or cost functions. Only He and Singh provide in [HS08] algorithms and cost functions, which we discuss in Section 7.4.

Wu and colleagues present in [WPJ03a] an optimization strategy for queries on XML documents. They introduce the structural join to determine ancestor-descendant relationships of XML elements in a document. In this work the authors only introduce a strategy that is similar to our proposed reachability operator $\phi$, while path lengths or paths are not considered, as they are not part of the XQuery language. Apart from the introduction of the structural join, they also investigate the best order for a query that contains multiple structural joins.

In the area of the semantic web Hartig and Heese presented in [HH07] the SPARQL query graph model for the execution of SPARQL queries. This model is based on relational algebra and contains operators and transformation rules to rewrite a SPARQL query. Although RDF data are graph structured, the original query language SPARQL does not allow for queries that contain paths of arbitrary length. Thus, the operators and rewrite rules proposed by the authors may not be applicable in our setting. In the works on extending SPARQL for regular path expressions the authors only introduce the language and some algorithms for execution, but no explicit operator or algebra [ABE09].

Concluding, optimization of graph queries in a RDBMS still requires attention, as current proposals either lack the ability to handle cycles [Ord05], are not capable to express path queries, or lack an efficient implementation for the proposed operators [DA93].
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In this chapter we present implementations for the reachability, distance, path length, and path operator presented in the previous chapter.

We assume that the data are stored in an RDBMS. Our goal is that the entire path computation occurs inside this system. In an RDBMS we find tuples either by scanning the entire data at query time or by using a precomputed index, which according to [GMUW02] is “a data structure that makes it more efficient to find ... tuples”. Conveying this fact to graph queries means, we may either scan relation Edge multiple times at query time or precompute and store index structures. There exist several index structures, which may be used for answering different kinds of queries. In this chapter we present four index structures more closely, namely our newly developed index structure, called GRIPP, the transitive closure, DualLabeling [WHY*06], and Label+SSPI [CGK05].

In Section 5.1 we present GRIPP. We describe how to create the index structure itself before we present different query strategies. We provide implementations for all four types of operators that use the GRIPP index. In Section 5.2 we present the remaining three index structures. In contrast to GRIPP, these index structures may only be used for answering reachability and distance queries.

We also present two methods that traverse the graph at query time. For these methods no precomputed index is necessary. In Section 5.3 we describe the built-in function of an RDBMS to answer graph queries, while in Section 5.4 we show algorithms that recursively traverse a graph. In Section 5.5 we summarize which algorithms are applicable for which operators. All algorithms are experimentally evaluated in Chapter 6.

This chapter concludes in Section 5.6 with a reflection on related work in the area of index structures and algorithms to answer graph queries.

5.1. GRIPP

In this section we present the theoretic foundations of GRIPP. We first describe the GRIPP index structure itself before we present the query strategies to answer reachability, distance, path length, and path queries.

5.1.1. Index Structure

The GRIPP index structure, which we propose in [TL07], is based on pre- and postorder labeling of nodes in a graph as explained in Section 2.1 on page 14. In GRIPP every node in the graph receives at least one pair of pre- and postorder values. As nodes may have multiple parents one pair is not sufficient to encode the entire graph structure. Therefore, some nodes are assigned more than one value pair.
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For now, we assume the graph has exactly one root node, i.e., one node without incoming edges. We also assume an arbitrary, yet fixed order among child nodes, e.g., given by the ID of the node. Later in this section we explain how to deal with graphs with multiple or no root nodes.

For the creation of the GRIPP index we start at the root node of $G$. During a depth-first traversal of $G$ we assign pre- and postorder values. We traverse child nodes according to their order. A node $v$ with $n > 1$ incoming edges is reached $n$ times on edges $e_i$, with $1 \leq i \leq n$. Edge $e_i$ on which we reach $v$ for the first time is called a tree edge. We assign a preorder value to $v$ and proceed the depth-first traversal. After all child nodes have a value pair, $v$ receives its postorder value. We reach $v$ $n - 1$ times again. Assume we reach $v$ over edge $e_j$, with $e_j \neq e_i$. We call $e_j$ a non-tree edge and assign a pre- and postorder value to $v$, but do not traverse child nodes of $v$. We store the pre- and postorder values of tree- and non-tree instances together with the node identifier, depth information, and edge_id as node instances in an index table, $IND(G)$.

The depth of an instance is its distance from the root instance. Every node has as many instances in $IND(G)$ as it has incoming edges in $G$. Analogously to the distinction of tree and non-tree edges we distinguish between tree and non-tree instances in $IND(G)$.

**Definition 5.1 (Tree and non-tree instances)**

Let $IND(G)$ be the index table of graph $G$. Let $v \in V$ be a node of $G$ and $v'$ be an instance of $v$ in $IND(G)$. $v'$ is a tree instance of $v$, iff it was the first instance created for $v$ in $IND(G)$. Otherwise $v'$ is a non-tree instance of $v$.

The GRIPP index structure resembles a rooted tree, which we call the order tree, $O(G)$.

**Definition 5.2 (Order tree)**

Let $G = (V, E)$ and let $IND(G)$ be its index table. The order tree, $O(G)$, is a tree that contains all instances of $IND(G)$ as nodes and all edges of $G$ as edges between the nodes in $O(G)$.

Every non-tree instance in $O(G)$ is a leaf node, while tree instances may be inner or leaf nodes. Note, the shape of $O(G)$ depends on the order with which $G$ is traversed. In Section 5.1.2 we shall explain how we determine an order that is well suited for our purpose.

**Example 5.1 ($IND(G)$ and $O(G)$).** Figure 5.1 shows a graph and Figure 5.2(a) shows its index table resulting from a traversal in lexicographical order of node labels. Nodes $A$ and $B$ have two instances in $IND(G)$ because they have two incoming edges in $G$. In Figure 5.2(b) the instances of $IND(G)$ shown in Figure 5.2(a) are plotted using pre- and postorder values as coordinates. Nodes $A$ and $B$ occur twice in $O(G)$ as they have two instances in $IND(G)$.

The space requirement to store the GRIPP index table is $O(n + m)$, i.e., linear in the size of the graph. More precisely $IND(G)$ has as many entries as $G$ has edges plus one
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Figure 5.1.: A graph $G$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>node</th>
<th>pre</th>
<th>post</th>
<th>depth</th>
<th>type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>non-tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>non-tree</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Index table, $IND(G)$.

(b) Order tree $O(G)$.

Figure 5.2.: GRIPP index table $IND(G)$ and its order tree $O(G)$. Non-tree instances in $O(G)$ are displayed in gray, tree instances in black.

entry for every root node. To create the GRIPP index structure we perform a depth-first traversal, requiring $O(n + m)$ time.

Algorithm for Index Creation

Traversal Order We choose a traversal order of nodes to optimize reachability queries. Based on considerations presented in Section 5.1.2 we found that the degree of nodes is important. We thus traverse nodes in descending order of their degrees.

Graphs with Multiple or no Root Nodes So far, we only explained the creation of the GRIPP index structure for graphs with a single root node. Other kinds of graphs may be treated as follows. We first add a virtual root node $r$ to the graph. We add an edge between $r$ and the node with the highest degree among all nodes. We then traverse and label nodes starting from $r$ and using child nodes in the order of their degree. In general, some nodes will not be reached during this traversal, i.e., nodes without incoming edges
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or nodes in not connected subgraphs. We identify these nodes and add another edge from \( r \) to the node with highest degree. This is repeated until all nodes have at least one instance in the index table. This way, we uniformly handle graphs with none, one, or multiple root nodes.

Algorithm 5.1 shows the algorithm to compute the GRIPP index table \( \text{IND}(G) \). To answer distance, path length, and path queries we also compute and store the depth of an instance, i.e., the distance of the instance to the root instance in \( O(G) \). To store traversed nodes we use the global variable \( \text{seen} \).

**Algorithm 5.1: The GRIPP algorithm to compute \( \text{IND}(G) \)**

```plaintext
1 pre_post ← 0; seen ← ∅
2 PROCEDURE compute_GRIPP()
3 while ¬empty(node \ seen) do
4     pre_node ← pre_post
5     pre_post ← pre_post + 1
6     next_node ← next(node \ seen) // order by degree
7     PPTraversal(next_node, 0)
8     GRIPP ← GRIPP ∪ (next_node, pre_node, pre_post, 0, T)
9     pre_post ← pre_post + 1
10 end
11 PROCEDURE PPTraversal(node, cur_dist)
12     seen ← seen ∪ next_node
13     while child ← next(children(next_node)) // order by degree do
14         pre_node ← pre_post
15         pre_post ← pre_post + 1
16         if child ∉ seen then
17             node_inst ← T
18             PPTraversal(child, cur_dist+1)
19         else
20             node_inst ← N
21         end
22         GRIPP ← GRIPP ∪ (child, pre_node, pre_post, cur_dist +1, node_inst)
23         pre_post ← pre_post + 1
24 end
```

5.1.2. Reachability Queries

In the following section we show how to use the GRIPP index to efficiently answer reachability queries for a fixed pair of nodes. Recall from Section 2.1 reachability queries in pre- and postorder labeled trees are answered with a single lookup as all reachable nodes of \( u \) have a preorder value that is contained within the borders given by \( u_{\text{pre}} \) and \( u_{\text{post}} \). When we try to query the GRIPP index structure in this way, we face two problems. First, \( u \) may have multiple instances in \( \text{IND}(G) \), each with its individual
pre- and postorder value. Second, in the preorder range of an instance \( u' \) we only find instances of nodes that are reachable from \( u' \) in \( O(G) \). Nodes reachable from \( u \) in \( G \) but not from \( u' \) in \( O(G) \) are missed. Thus, to find all reachable nodes in \( G \), we have to extend the search, using the hop technique.

To evaluate if \( v \) is reachable from \( u \) we use the index table \( IND(G) \). Observe, \( u \) may have many instances in \( IND(G) \), but only one of them is a tree instance. Every non-tree instance of \( u \) in \( IND(G) \) is a leaf node in \( O(G) \) and therefore has no successors in \( O(G) \). Let \( u' \) be the tree instance of \( u \). If \( u' \) is an inner node in \( O(G) \) then it has reachable instances \( v' \) in \( O(G) \) such that \( u'_{\text{pre}} < v'_{\text{pre}} < u'_{\text{post}} \). Those are retrieved with a single query. We call this set of instances reachable instance set of \( u \).

**Definition 5.3 (Reachable instance set)**

Let \( u \in V \) be a node of graph \( G \) and \( u' \in IND(G) \) its tree instance. The reachable instance set of \( u \), written \( RIS(u) \), is the set of all nodes that have instances reachable from \( u' \) in \( O(G) \), i.e., which have a preorder value in \( [u'_{\text{pre}}, u'_{\text{post}}] \).

To determine if \( v \) is reachable from \( u \) we proceed as follows. We first search for the tree instance \( u' \) of \( u \) and retrieve its reachable instance set. If \( v \in RIS(u) \), we finish and return true, otherwise we have to extend the search. If \( RIS(u) \) contains non-tree instances of nodes, their child nodes might not have an instance in \( RIS(u) \), i.e., these nodes are reachable from \( u \) in \( G \), but not from \( u' \) in \( O(G) \). To account for this, we have to examine all non-tree instances of nodes in \( RIS(u) \). We call those nodes hop nodes.

**Definition 5.4 (Hop node)**

Let \( u, h \in V \) and \( h' \) be a non-tree instance of \( h \). If \( h' \in RIS(u) \) then \( h \) is called a hop node for \( u \).

**Example 5.2 (RIS(u) and non-tree instances).** In Figure 5.3(a) the reachable instance set of node \( D \) is shown. It contains instances of nodes \( G, B, H \), and \( A \). Two instances in \( RIS(D) \) are non-tree instance, namely \( B \) and \( A \), i.e., both are hop nodes for \( D \).

Every hop node in \( RIS(u) \) has a reachable instance set in \( O(G) \). The nodes in this set are reachable from \( u \) in \( G \), but not from \( u' \) in \( O(G) \). We need to check if \( v \) is in one of those. Therefore, we identify all hop nodes and recursively check their reachable instance sets by performing a depth-first search over \( O(G) \) using hop nodes in ascending order of their preorder values. We stop traversing \( O(G) \) if we find node \( v \) in some reachable instance set or if there exists no further non-traversed hop node.

In \( IND(G) \) exist \( (m-n) \) non-tree instances, each of which may be a hop node. Thus, querying GRIPP to answer if \( v \) is reachable from \( u \) requires in worst case \( (m-n) \) queries. However, in the following we show pruning strategies that allow us to query graphs on average in almost constant time regardless the size and shape of the graph, as shown in Section 6.
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Figure 5.3.: The example shows the evaluation if \( r \) is reachable from \( D \) on the GRIPP index structure from Figure 5.2(a). Nodes \( A \) and \( B \) are hop nodes for \( D \).

Pruning Strategies

Example 5.3 (Query evaluation using GRIPP). Consider Figure 5.3(b) and the question if \( r \) is reachable from \( D \). We find non-tree instances of nodes \( B \) and \( A \) in \( \text{RIS}(D) \). If we first use node \( A \) as hop node, we find non-tree instances of \( A \) and \( B \) in \( \text{RIS}(A) \). Clearly, we do not need to use \( A \) as hop node again. Therefore, we next use \( B \) as hop node. The tree instance of \( B \) is successor of the tree instance of \( A \) in \( O(G) \). This implies \( \text{RIS}(B) \) is contained in \( \text{RIS}(A) \), i.e., we do not find new instances in \( \text{RIS}(B) \) that are not already contained in \( \text{RIS}(A) \). Therefore, using \( B \) to retrieve \( \text{RIS}(B) \) is not necessary; \( B \) is pruned from the list of hop nodes.

In general we want to avoid posing queries for preorder ranges which we have already checked. During our search we keep a list \( U \) of all nodes that have been used to retrieve a reachable instance set. Now assume we have found a new hop node \( h \). The decision whether we need to consider the reachable instance set of \( h \) entirely, partly, or not at all depends on the location of the tree instance \( h' \) of \( h \) relative to the tree instances of nodes in \( U \). There are four possible locations of \( h' \) in relation to the tree instance \( u' \) of a node \( u \in U \) in \( O(G) \). These are shown in Figure 5.4. \( h' \) either is (a) equal to, (b) a successor of, (c) an ancestor of, or (d) a sibling to \( u' \). Given that fact, we may consider all nodes in \( U \) for pruning, it results in four possible cases: (a) \( h' \) is equal to the tree instance of some node in \( U \); (b) \( h' \) is successor of the tree instance of some node in \( U \); (c) \( h' \) is ancestor to all tree instances of nodes in \( U \); (d) \( h' \) is sibling to all tree instances of nodes in \( U \). Note, by construction, the pre- and postorder ranges of two instances never overlap. They are either disjoint or one is entirely contained in the other.

- In the first case (Figure 5.4(a)), we skip \( h \) entirely because a non-tree instance of \( h \) has already been used as hop node and thus \( \text{RIS}(h) \) has already been checked.
In the second case, we also skip \( h \). In this case (see Figure 5.4(b)) there exists \( u \in U \) such that \( h' \) is successor of \( u' \), i.e., \( h' \in \text{RIS}(u) \) in \( O(G) \). Thus, \( \text{RIS}(h) \subset \text{RIS}(u) \).

In the third case (Figure 5.4(c)) we have to be more careful. Consider Figure 5.3(b) and the query \( \text{reach}(D, \rho) \). Assume, we have retrieved \( \text{RIS}(D) \) and \( \text{RIS}(B) \) and expand the search using \( A \) as hop node. \( \text{RIS}(A) \) contains the tree instance of \( B \) and \( D \) and therefore also contains \( \text{RIS}(B) \) and \( \text{RIS}(D) \). Thus, when we consider \( \text{RIS}(A) \) we skip the pre- and postorder range of \( \text{RIS}(B) \) and \( \text{RIS}(D) \).

In the last case (Figure 5.4(d)), no pruning is possible and we have to consider the entire reachable instance set of \( h \), as there exists no previous reachable instance set that covers instances in \( \text{RIS}(h) \).

**Skip Strategy**

We first assume only one \( u' \) exists that is successor of \( h' \). Thus, \( \text{RIS}(u) \subset \text{RIS}(h) \). This situation is displayed in Figure 5.4(c). Considering the entire reachable instance set of \( h \) leads to duplication of work. To avoid this work we use the skip strategy working as follows. For every node \( u \in U \) we stored the pre- and postorder value, i.e., the borders of \( \text{RIS}(u) \). In this range all instances are covered by \( \text{RIS}(u) \) and we are able to skip the preorder range without missing instances. We only have to consider instances from \( \text{RIS}(h) \) whose preorder values lie outside the pre- and postorder range of \( u' \).

If there is more than one successor node of \( h \) in \( U \), the situation is slightly more complicated. Essentially, we skip all their ranges when searching \( \text{RIS}(h) \). We could optimize the search merging ranges iteratively, thus reducing the number of necessary interval operations. However, as we search \( U \) only a few times during a reachability query (see also Section 6) we believe the cost to merge ranges does not account for the gain of merging. Therefore, if multiple \( u \) exist in \( \text{RIS}(h) \) each of their ranges is considered separately for skipping.

**Stop Strategy**

When querying graphs for reachability between nodes \( u \) and \( v \) we stop extending the search as soon as we have found an instance of \( v \) in the reachable instance set of the current hop node \( h \). If \( v \notin \text{RIS}(h) \) we must check every hop node in \( \text{RIS}(h) \) and start a recursive search. It would be advantageous if we knew in advance that in \( \text{RIS}(h) \) no hop node exists that extends the search. In this case we do not have to query for the tree instances of hop nodes. We now show cases where this property may be precomputed.

---

**Figure 5.4.:** Possible locations of \( h' \) of hop node \( h \) relative to \( u' \), \( u \in U \).

- In the second case, we also skip \( h \). In this case (see Figure 5.4(b)) there exists \( u \in U \) such that \( h' \) is successor of \( u' \), i.e., \( h' \in \text{RIS}(u) \) in \( O(G) \). Thus, \( \text{RIS}(h) \subset \text{RIS}(u) \).
- In the third case (Figure 5.4(c)) we have to be more careful. Consider Figure 5.3(b) and the query \( \text{reach}(D, \rho) \). Assume, we have retrieved \( \text{RIS}(D) \) and \( \text{RIS}(B) \) and expand the search using \( A \) as hop node. \( \text{RIS}(A) \) contains the tree instance of \( B \) and \( D \) and therefore also contains \( \text{RIS}(B) \) and \( \text{RIS}(D) \). Thus, when we consider \( \text{RIS}(A) \) we skip the pre- and postorder range of \( \text{RIS}(B) \) and \( \text{RIS}(D) \).
- In the last case (Figure 5.4(d)), no pruning is possible and we have to consider the entire reachable instance set of \( h \), as there exists no previous reachable instance set that covers instances in \( \text{RIS}(h) \).

**Skip Strategy**

We first assume only one \( u' \) exists that is successor of \( h' \). Thus, \( \text{RIS}(u) \subset \text{RIS}(h) \). This situation is displayed in Figure 5.4(c). Considering the entire reachable instance set of \( h \) leads to duplication of work. To avoid this work we use the skip strategy working as follows. For every node \( u \in U \) we stored the pre- and postorder value, i.e., the borders of \( \text{RIS}(u) \). In this range all instances are covered by \( \text{RIS}(u) \) and we are able to skip the preorder range without missing instances. We only have to consider instances from \( \text{RIS}(h) \) whose preorder values lie outside the pre- and postorder range of \( u' \).

If there is more than one successor node of \( h \) in \( U \), the situation is slightly more complicated. Essentially, we skip all their ranges when searching \( \text{RIS}(h) \). We could optimize the search merging ranges iteratively, thus reducing the number of necessary interval operations. However, as we search \( U \) only a few times during a reachability query (see also Section 6) we believe the cost to merge ranges does not account for the gain of merging. Therefore, if multiple \( u \) exist in \( \text{RIS}(h) \) each of their ranges is considered separately for skipping.

**Stop Strategy**

When querying graphs for reachability between nodes \( u \) and \( v \) we stop extending the search as soon as we have found an instance of \( v \) in the reachable instance set of the current hop node \( h \). If \( v \notin \text{RIS}(h) \) we must check every hop node in \( \text{RIS}(h) \) and start a recursive search. It would be advantageous if we knew in advance that in \( \text{RIS}(h) \) no hop node exists that extends the search. In this case we do not have to query for the tree instances of hop nodes. We now show cases where this property may be precomputed.
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Recall, a hop node for node s is a node h that has a non-tree instance in $RIS(s)$. h is not used as hop node if the tree instance of h is in $RIS(s)$ (Figures 5.4(a) and 5.4(b)). We are able to precompute a list of nodes S for which all hop nodes have this property. We call these nodes *stop nodes* as their reachable instance sets do not extend the search.

**Definition 5.5 (Stop node)**

Let $s \in V$ be a node of graph G and let $RIS(s)$ be its reachable instance set in $O(G)$. s is called a *stop node* iff all non-tree instances in $RIS(s)$ also have their corresponding tree instances in $RIS(s)$.

Intuitively, a stop node s is a node in G for which a corresponding tree instance for every non-tree instance in $RIS(s)$ exists in the same set. Thus, all nodes reachable from s in G are reachable from s' in $O(G)$, i.e., have an instance in $RIS(s)$. Clearly, nodes reachable from s in G may also have non-tree instances in other reachable instance sets than in $RIS(s)$. Algorithm C.1 in Appendix C.2 shows the function to compute stop nodes.

When we reach the tree instance of a stop node s during the search we immediately know we do not need to extend the search using hop nodes of $RIS(s)$.

**Example 5.4 (Stop nodes).** The GRIPP index structure in Figure 5.2 contains several stop nodes, namely nodes r, A, B, E, F, and C. As heuristic, during the search we prefer stop nodes as hop nodes over non-stop nodes.

**Algorithms**

In this section we present the algorithm to answer reachability queries using the GRIPP index. We show strategies to answer reachability queries for a single pair of nodes. In addition, we briefly describe how to find all reachable nodes for a given start node.

**Pair of Nodes** To answer if $v$ is reachable from $u$ Algorithm 5.2 starts by testing $v \in RIS(u)$ with a query over the index. If $v \in RIS(u)$ the algorithm stops. Otherwise it adds $u$ to the list $U$ of used nodes. If $u$ is a stop node, the algorithm returns. Next, we perform a depth-first search considering non-tree instances in $RIS(u)$ in ascending order of their preorder rank as hop nodes, unless $RIS(u)$ contains a non-tree instance of a stop node, which is preferentially used. In the next step we select all hop nodes from $RIS(u)$ which are not already covered by another reachable instance set. For every hop node h we determine the location of its tree instance $h'$ and test if $RIS(h)$ is completely or partly covered by nodes in $U$. If not, we proceed, using $h$ as next hop node. We stop once we find an instance of $v$ or if there are no more non-traversed hop nodes.

**Set of Reachable Nodes** In some cases we want to find all nodes that are reachable from a given node u. In this case, we could use Algorithm 5.2 and test for all nodes in G if they are reachable from u. A more efficient way is to use a different function, called *reachability_set(u)* that receives as input u and returns all nodes that are reachable from u in G. This function is a slight variation of Algorithm 5.2 and is given in Appendix C.3.
Algorithm 5.2: Function to answer if \( v \) is reachable from \( u \) using GRIPP.

```plaintext
1 used_hops ← ∅; used_stops ← ∅
2 FUNCTION reachability(u, v) RETURNS boolean
3 if v ∈ RIS(u) then
4     return true
5 else
6     used_hops ← used_hops ∪ (u)
7     if u ∈ STOP_NODES then
8         used_stops ← used_stops ∪ (u)
9         return false
10    else
11        while non_tree_inst ← nextStop(RIS(u)) do
12           tree_inst ← getTreeInst(non_tree_inst)
13           if reachability(tree_inst, v) then return true
14        end
15        if isInRIS(u, used_stops) then return false
16        H₁ ... Hₙ ← getUsedHopsInRIS(u)
17        // skip ranges
18        non_tree_instances ← getNonTreeInst(RIS(u) \ RIS(H₁) \ ... \ RIS(Hₙ))
19        foreach non_tree_inst ∈ non_tree_instances do
20           tree_inst ← getTreeInst(non_tree_inst)
21           if hasChildren(tree_inst) then continue
22           if tree_inst ∈ used_hops then continue
23           // if new hop has been used as hop
24           if isInRIS(tree_inst, used_hops) then continue
25           // otherwise call recursively
26           if reachability(tree_inst, v) then return true
27           if isInRIS(u, used_stops) then return false
28        end
29    end
```

**Theoretic considerations** We would like to estimate how many recursive calls are required to answer \( u \rightsquigarrow w \). We know, in worst case we require \((m - n)\) calls, as \((m - n)\) non-tree instances are in \( IND(G) \). But on average we need less calls as the following considerations show.

In every graph one may identify strongly connected components \( C₁ \ldots C_k \) in linear time using Algorithm A.1 on page 152. Each component is collapsed into a representative node (see Figure 5.5(a)). The reachability information for nodes within one component are identical (this obvious optimization is used by many graph indexing strategies, such as [ABJ89] or [WHY⁺06]). Therefore, we divide the problem in two separate parts. First, estimate the number of calls if \( u \) and \( w \) are within one strongly connected component, and second, if they belong to different components of the component graph.

To estimate the number of recursive calls if \( u \) and \( w \) are in the same component we have to consider the traversal order for nodes within one strongly connected component.
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(a) Structure of a graph. Solid lines indicate edges, dotted lines paths. The gray area marks strongly connected components of the graph.

(b) Optimal GRIPP index structure. Circles indicate tree instances, squares non-tree instances. The double circled node is the stop node, the double squared nodes are its non-tree instances. In gray is the area of instances of the giant strong component.

Figure 5.5.: General idea of an optimal index structure for GRIPP.

Assume, during index creation we reach node $c \in C$. We add the tree instance of $c$ to $\text{IND}(G)$. If no other node of $C$ has been traversed before, we traverse all remaining nodes of $C$ – all are reachable from $c$ since $C$ is a strongly connected component. Thus, every node in $C$ will have a tree instance in $\text{RIS}(c)$ and we are able to answer if $w$ is reachable from $u$ for $u = c$ and $w \in C$ with a single lookup.

If $u \neq c$, but $u \in C$ the situation is different. Suppose $\text{RIS}(u)$ contains a non-tree instance of $c$ and suppose we use $c$ as first hop node. Then we are able to answer if $w$ is reachable from $u$ (with $w \in C$) with two recursive calls, i.e., one to retrieve $\text{RIS}(u)$ and one for $\text{RIS}(c)$. To achieve this for every $u \in C$, we have to find a traversal order such that for every node $u \in C$, $\text{RIS}(u)$ contains a non-tree instance of $c$. We therefore must solve the following problem: Find a node $c \in C$ such that we may divide $C$ in partitions $P_1, \ldots, P_n$ with $n \leq \text{deg}_{\text{in}}(c)$. For every $P_i$, $1 \leq i \leq n$ compute a Hamilton path starting at node $u$ and ending at node $c$, with $u = c$ or $u$ child node of a node in $P_j$, $j \neq i$. If we create GRIPP along those Hamilton paths we ensure for every node $u \in C$ that $\text{RIS}(u)$ contains at least one non-tree instance of $c$.

Now suppose, we have not traversed any successor node of $c$ in $G$ when we traverse $c$, i.e., we have not traversed any nodes of $C$ or any nodes in successor components of $C$. We traverse nodes in $C$ along Hamilton paths [BS03] and also traverse all nodes in successor components of $C$. This means all reachable nodes of $c$ in $G$ have a tree instance in $\text{RIS}(c)$. In addition, every non-tree instance in $\text{RIS}(c)$ must also have its corresponding tree instance in $\text{RIS}(c)$, i.e., $c$ is a stop node. In Figure 5.5(b) the tree instance of $c$, $c'$ is shown as double circled node in the gray area. Given $u \in C$ we may answer if $w$ is reachable from $u$ for any node $w \in G$ with at most two calls, one initial call to test $\text{RIS}(u)$, finding a non-tree instance of $c$ (or possibly already an instance of
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...w), and a second call using c as hop node to test RIS(c). As c is a stop node we do not have to use any further hop node, regardless if RIS(c) contains an instance of w or not.

Next, we have to consider the case when both nodes are in different components of the component graph. In case the start node is in C and the end node in a successor component of C we have to ensure component C is traversed before any of its successor components. Clearly, this is not possible for any C, but the problem is alleviated (for some graphs) by the following observation. Erdős and Rényi [ER60] proved that directed random graphs with more edges than nodes contain one giant strongly connected component C. The size of C depends on the graph density. The experimental results given in [Wag06] show it is also true for scale-free graphs (but we are not aware of a formal proof). Therefore, graphs of a certain density usually appear as shown in Figure 5.5(a), with one component being very large (giant) and all other components being small. In this setting, it is only important to traverse the giant component before any of its successor components. Recall, for nodes in a component C that has been traversed before any of its successor components we may answer if w is reachable from u, with u ∈ C and w ∈ G, with two recursive calls.

We may also estimate the number of recursive calls if both nodes are not in C. If RIS(u) contains no non-tree instance we immediately return false using one call. Otherwise, we have to query GRIPP recursively, but we use at most \( m' - n' \) recursive calls with \( m' \) number of edges and \( n' \) number of nodes in the component graph. In some cases this number may even be reduced. Consider the case where u is sibling to nodes in C and RIS(u) only contains non-tree instances of nodes in C and possibly of nodes in successor components of C. Suppose we first use a node from C as hop node. We then need at most three recursive calls to answer if w is reachable from u. One call to retrieve RIS(u), finding the non-tree instance \( h' \) of a node \( h \in C \) and using \( h \) as hop node, one call to retrieve RIS(h), which contains a non-tree instance of c, and one call to test RIS(c). If we ensure this order of hop nodes we may also answer reachability queries for such cases with a constant number of calls.

Clearly, these considerations also have implications for a good traversal order of the graph. An algorithm to determine a good traversal order would proceed as follows. First identify all strongly connected components and build the component graph. Using Kosaraju’s algorithm (Appendix A) this takes \( O(n + m) \) time. Second, determine the traversal order of components in the component graph by computing the size of the successor sets of all \( k \) components, which basically means to compute the transitive closure over the components and thus requires \( O(k^3) \) time. Third, compute a good order for nodes within every component C by first identifying a node c and then computing Hamilton paths as described above. As finding Hamilton paths in graphs is NP-complete [CLR01], especially this step is not feasible for practical application. Thus we use a heuristic when creating the GRIPP index, which we present in the following.

Heuristic for Traversal Order During index creation, we want to ensure to traverse nodes from the giant strongly connected component before any other nodes. We assume nodes with a high degree have many successor nodes and may be reached by many nodes,
thus they are very likely member of the giant strongly connected component. Choosing
the node with the highest degree as first node to traverse during index creation has the
additional advantage that it also has many incoming edges and therefore will get many
non-tree instances in $\text{IND}(G)$. Thus, it is likely to find a non-tree instance of this node
in the reachable instance set of other nodes, and recall, this node is a stop node.

During graph traversal we try to traverse the child node with the largest reachable
instance set first as this node covers a large part of the remaining graph. We use the
heuristic that a node with a high degree is likely to have a larger reachable instance set
than a node with a lower degree. Therefore, we prefer child nodes with a high degree,
i.e., we traverse child nodes according to their degree. In Chapter 6 we show this using
these heuristics we reach an almost constant query time over different sizes and shapes
of graphs.

5.1.3. Distance Queries

In this section we show how to answer distance queries using GRIPP. Please remember,
for reachability queries it was sufficient to find one path between a given pair of nodes.
For distance queries it is not the case as we want to find a specific path.

We first consider a strategy for computing the distance between a given pair of nodes.
We use a bidirectional breadth-first traversal for which the basic idea is shown in Fig-
ure 5.6. In a bidirectional search we start the search from the start node in forward
direction and from the end node in reverse direction. In each step we expand both sets
of reachable nodes. The search terminates when we find a node that is common in both
sets or no set may be expanded further. In case we find a common node in both sets, the
sum of the distances between the start and common node and common and end node is
the distance between the two nodes.

The bidirectional search to answer distance queries for a given pair of nodes $u, w$
using GRIPP works as follows. We first retrieve the tree instance $u'$ of $u$ from $\text{IND}(G)$.
Next, we retrieve $\text{RIS}(u)$. For each reachable instance $v' \in \text{RIS}(u)$ we may compute
$v'_\text{depth} - u'_\text{depth}$. Note, the difference in depth values does not reflect the distance between
the two nodes $u$ and $v$. It is possible that we reach $v$ starting from $u$ on a shorter
way by using hop nodes. This has two implications for the algorithm. First, we know
the distance between \( u \) and \( v \) only after all hop nodes with lower depth difference have been traversed. Second, we have to use more hop nodes than for answering reachability queries.

After retrieving \( RIS(u) \) we want to retrieve \( RIS(w) \), which are the ancestors of \( w \). We could retrieve some ancestors from \( IND(G) \), i.e., those that are on a path from the virtual root of \( O(G) \) to instances of \( w \). This is neither complete nor efficient. Instead, we compute a second index called GRIPPreverse. This index is built in the same fashion as the original GRIPP index, which we now call GRIPPforward, but on the reverse edges of the graph. Thus, using GRIPPreverse we retrieve all ancestors for \( w \) the same way as we retrieve successors from GRIPPforward for \( u \).

The next step in the bidirectional search is to compare the instances in \( RIS(u) \) and \( RIS(w) \). If we do not find instances of the same node in both sets we have to proceed the search using the hop node with lowest difference of depth values. This instance may either be in \( RIS(u) \) or \( RIS(w) \). Otherwise, if we find instances of \( v \) in both sets, i.e., \( v' \in RIS(u) \) and \( v'' \in RIS(w) \), we have to check if there exists an instance \( x' \in RIS(u) \) such that \( x'_\text{depth} - u'_\text{depth} < v''_\text{depth} - v''_\text{depth} \). If this is the case we have to proceed using hop nodes as we have not yet determined the distance between \( u \) and \( v \). In analogy we perform this step for \( v'' \). We have to continue until no further hop nodes are available or we have found a node that has instances in both sets and no further hop nodes with shorter depth difference can be used.

**Example 5.5 (Distance query evaluation).** Consider again Figure 5.3 on page 76 and the GRIPP index structure in Figure 5.2(a) on page 73, which now becomes GRIPPforward. We are interested in the distance between nodes \( D \) and \( E \). For simplicity we only describe a breadth-first search in forward direction. In \( RIS(D) \) we find no instance of \( E \), thus we have to use a hop node. We may use \( A \) or \( B \) as hop nodes as both hop nodes have the path length of \( 4 - 2 = 2 \). We select \( A \) as next hop node. In \( RIS(A) \) we find an instance of \( E \) with path length \( 2 + 3 - 1 = 4 \). In case of a reachability query we could stop here, but for the distance query we need to explore all hop nodes with shorter path length than the currently found shortest path length. Thus, we also have to use \( B \) as hop node. In \( RIS(B) \) we also find an instance of \( E \) with path length of \( 2 + 3 - 2 = 3 \). As there are no further unexplored hop nodes we know the distance between \( D \) and \( E \) is 3.

**Pruning Strategies**

For answering distance queries we may only prune in two cases. Consider again Figure 5.4 (page 77).

- In the first case (Figure 5.4(a)), we skip \( h \) entirely because a non-tree instance of \( h \) has already been used as hop node and therefore the reachable instance set of the tree instance of \( h \) has already been checked, no shorter path may be found.
- In the second case (see Figure 5.4(b)), we cannot skip \( h \) when answering distance queries. There exists \( u \in U \) such that \( h' \) is successor of \( u' \), i.e., \( h' \in RIS(u) \) in \( O(G) \). Although, we have seen the entire reachable instance set of hop node \( h \), we
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may find shorter path lengths to instances in $RIS(h)$. Thus, we have to use $h$ as hop node.

- In the third case (Figure 5.4(c)) we again have to be careful. We skip the pre- and postorder range of $RIS(h)$ as we have already found $h$ and thus all instances in $RIS(h)$ with a shorter path length during the breadth-first search. We only have to consider the remaining instances of $RIS(u)$.

- In the last case (Figure 5.4(d)), again, no pruning is possible.

Algorithms

We compute the distance between nodes using the GRIPP index. As for reachability we differentiate between computing the distance for a pair of nodes and the distance for all reachable nodes given a start node. In the following we describe the more complicated algorithm for determining the distance for a pair of nodes. We briefly describe the set-based algorithm later in this section.

Pair of Nodes Algorithm 5.3 shows the function to compute the distance for a given pair of nodes. For the start and end node we have two sets each, one set for possible hop nodes ($poss\_hop\_start$ and $poss\_hop\_end$) and one set for reached nodes ($found\_start$ and $found\_end$). Initially, $poss\_hop\_start$ and $found\_start$ contain only the start node.

For each node in both sets we also store the length of the shortest path between the start node and this node found so far. For the start node to itself this length is 0. We do the same for the end node.

In contrast to a bidirectional breadth-first search, where each step increases the distance by exactly one in each direction, in GRIPP we may increase the distance by more than one. Thus, we first check, in which direction we should expand the search. If the distance from the start node is smaller or equal to the distance from the end node, we expand the search in forward direction (line 7) by using function $search$. In this function we first consider all possible hop nodes from $poss\_hop\_start$ to find the next hop node (lines 23 – 32). We basically use the hop node, whose path length to the start node is lowest (called $next$). In addition, in this step we delete all possible hop nodes for which we have found a tree instance with shorter path length to the start node (line 25).

If we are not able to identify a next hop node we return (line 44). Otherwise, we use $next$ to expand the search (lines 35 – 42). We add the node of $next$ to $found$ and delete it from $poss\_hop$. In the next step we retrieve all reachable instances of $next$. For each instance we check if we have already seen an instance of this node. If we have not seen this node or seen this node with a longer path length to the start, we adjust $found$ for this node. In addition, if it is a non-tree instance, we have to add it to the set of possible hop nodes. Otherwise, we delete it from this set if it exists. Before we return from $search$ we adjust the distance for which we have already checked all hop nodes (line 45).

After expanding either set we have to check if $found\_start$ and $found\_end$ contain instances of the same nodes (lines 11 – 17). Note, even if both sets have nodes in common, we may not have found the distance between the nodes. In $found\_start$ we only
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know the distance from the start node for those nodes, whose path length is shorter than
or equal to the minimum path length in poss_hop_start. We return the distance if the
path length for both nodes is shorter than distance_start and distance_end, respectively,
and the sum of both shorter than the distance found so far.

**Distance for Sets** For a given start node we may compute the distance to all reachable
nodes. We use a variation of Algorithm 5.3. In this algorithm, we only require the
search in forward direction starting from the start node. We terminate the search only
if no further possible hop nodes are available. The set found_start contains all reachable
nodes together with their distances to the start node.

**Distance with Length Restrictions** In case we have a restriction on the maximal
length of paths we have to add a condition. Whenever we compute distance_start or
distance_end we check if they exceed the given path length. If this is the case, we
return.

### 5.1.4. Path Length and Path Queries

We may use GRIPP to answer path length and path queries. The strategy for GRIPP is
similar to the approach for the recursive query strategy, but we may utilize the knowledge
from the order tree $O(G)$.

**Example 5.6 (Path query evaluation).** Consider the GRIPP order tree, $O(G)$ in
Figure 5.2(b). We are interested in all paths between $D$ and $E$. In $RIS(D)$ exists a path
from $D$ over $H$ to $A$. We may use $A$ as hop node and find a path from $A$ over $B$ to $E$.
Thus, the entire path is $p_1 = \langle D, H, A, B, E \rangle$ with length 4. We also find a second path
$p_2 = \langle D, G, B, E \rangle$ with length 3 when we use $B$ as hop node.

Example 5.6 shows that we have to consider the GRIPP index structure only three
times to find all paths between the two nodes. In comparison, for the recursive query
strategy we would have to consider relation Edge six times.

**Pruning Strategies**

For path length and path queries we may use the same pruning strategies as for distance
queries.

**Algorithms**

In this subsection we describe the function to compute actual paths using GRIPP. The
computation of path lengths is a slight variation and thus described later in this subsec-
tion.
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Algorithm 5.3: Function to find the distance between two given nodes $u$ and $v$ using the GRIPP index.

```plaintext
distance = ∞; dist_start = 0; dist_end = 0; continue = true
poss_hop_start [u] = dist_start; poss_hop_end [v] = dist_end
found_start [u] = dist_start; found_end [v] = dist_end

FUNCTION distance(u, v) RETURNS integer

repeat
  if dist_start ≤ dist_end then
    continue = search(poss_hop_start, found_start, dist_start, RIS_fw)
  else
    continue = search(poss_hop_end, found_end, dist_end, RIS_rw)
  end
  foreach n ∈ (found_start ∩ found_end) do
    if poss_hop_start [n] ≤ dist_start AND poss_hop_end [n] ≤ dist_end
      AND poss_hop_start [n] + poss_hop_end [n] ≤ distance then
      continue = false
    end
  end
  continue = true
  foreach i ∈ RIS_dir(next) do
    if (!found[i].exists) OR (found[i].exists AND found[i] > d) then
      found[i] = d
      if inst(i) = non_tree_inst then poss_hop[i] = d
    else if poss_hop[i].exists then poss_hop[i].delete
    end
  end
  if next ≠ null then
    found[next] = dist; poss_hop[next].delete
    foreach i ∈ RIS_dir(next) do
      d = dist + depth(i) - depth(next)
      if (!found[i].exists) OR (found[i].exists AND found[i] > d) then
        found[i] = d
        if inst(i) = non_tree_inst then poss_hop[i] = d
      else if poss_hop[i].exists then poss_hop[i].delete
      end
    end
  else return false
  dist = getMinVal(poss_hop); return true
end
```

Paths for Sets  Algorithm 5.4 shows the function to compute paths given a single start node. We decided not to use the bidirectional search because we are only interested
in cycle-free paths. Computing paths in forward and reverse direction would require
to check each forward path if it contains nodes from the reverse path. As this is time
consuming we decided to compute all paths in forward direction and then restrict them
to those containing an end node.

In Algorithm 5.4 we basically perform a depth-first traversal of the GRIPP index, dur-
ing which we store nodes of the path that we are currently exploring in list path_nodes.
The algorithm starts by retrieving $RIS(u)$ ordered by their preorder values. For each
instance inst we first compute the length to the start node, before we check if we have
already seen the node of inst in the path we are currently expanding. If this is not the
case, we add the node of inst to path_nodes at position len, which is the length to the
start node. As we are interested in all paths, including their intermediate nodes, we loop
through the nodes of the current path (lines 13 - 15) and add all nodes together with
the remaining information as new tuples to relation Paths, which is returned in the end
(line 22). If inst is a non-tree instance, we use this node as hop node by calling function
paths. We continue using hop nodes until no further hop node may be used.

If an end node or a set of end nodes is given, we restrict the returned paths to those
containing as end node one of the nodes in the given set.

Algorithm 5.4: Function to find all paths that start at a given node $u$ using the
GRIPP index.

<p>| | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>path_nodes (0) = u</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>start = u</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>FUNCTION paths(u, length) RETURNS Paths</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The algorithm for computing all path lengths is a slight variation of Algorithm 5.4.
Instead of returning paths, we are only interested in node pairs with their path length.
This means, instead of looping through all nodes of the current path in lines 13 - 15 of
Algorithm 5.4 we only return the start node, the current instance and the length of the path. The rest of the algorithm is the same.

**Paths and Path Lengths Queries with Length Restrictions** If we have restrictions on the length of paths we add in line 16 of Algorithm 5.4 the condition that we only call the function `paths(u, length)` again if the path length does not exceed the given maximal path length.

### 5.2. Other Index Structures

There exist several other index structures to support reachability and distance queries. In the following we present three of them, namely the transitive closure, Dual Labeling [WHY+06], and Label+SSPI [CGK05]. The latter two may only be used to answer reachability queries. The transitive closure may be modified to also store distance values for each node pair.

#### 5.2.1. Transitive Closure

The transitive closure of a graph was formally defined in Definition 2.8 (page 11). The transitive closure for a directed graph contains one entry for each node pair \((u, v)\) for which a directed path from \(u\) to \(v\) exists. The computation of the transitive closure may easily be extended to also contain the distance between the two nodes.

**Theorem 5.1.** Computing the transitive closure using the Floyd-Warshall algorithm requires \(O(n^3)\) time and \(O(n^2)\) space [CLR01].

For a proof of this theorem see Cormen *et al.* [CLR01].

**Index Creation**

Several algorithms [AJ87, Ioa86, War75, War62] were developed to compute the transitive closure inside an RDBMS. We use the semi-naive algorithm presented by Lu in [Lu87], as it is well suited for the implementation in an RDBMS. For this algorithm we give experimental results in Section 6.2.

**Reachability and Distance Queries**

We use the transitive closure to answer reachability and distance queries. For path length and path queries the transitive closure cannot be applied as this information is not present in the index structure. To answer reachability or distance queries a single lookup of relation T\(C\) is sufficient.
5.2. Dual Labeling

In [WHY+06] Wang et al. emphasize that the size of the transitive closure grows quadratic in the number of nodes in the graph. Their conclusion is that the transitive closure is not applicable for large graphs. In their work they propose a different approach, called Dual Labeling, which we briefly present here.

Index Creation

The algorithm to create the Dual Labeling index consists of three steps. Given a graph $G$, the first step is to compute all strongly connected components of $G$. After identifying the components they construct the component graph $G_C$, which forms a DAG and is usually smaller than $G$. The second step is to label a spanning tree of $G_C$ using pre- and postorder values as given in Algorithm 2.3 on page 15. To also encode the reachability information induced by non-tree edges of $G_C$ they create a transitive link table, which basically represents the transitive closure over non-tree edges of $G_C$.

The resulting index structure has the size $O(n+t^2)$, where $n$ is the number of nodes in $G$ and $t$ is the number of nodes in $G_C$. As $G_C$ is usually smaller than $G$, the index created by Dual Labeling also generally is smaller than the transitive closure. An advantage is it may be queried for reachability in constant time as we explain in the following.

Reachability Queries

The algorithm for querying the index structure generated by Dual Labeling proceeds in three steps. Given a pair of nodes $u, w$ and the question whether $w$ is reachable from $u$. The algorithm first consider if both nodes are in the same connected component. If this is the case it returns true, otherwise it considers the pre- and postorder encoded spanning tree. If $u$ is in a component that has a lower preorder and higher postorder number than the component in which $w$ is, the algorithm returns true, otherwise it proceeds to query the transitive link table. Using this table and the pre- and postorder values of the components of $u$ and $w$ it is possible to determine whether $w$ is reachable from $u$ over non-tree edges. For further details on the index structure and query method we refer the reader to the original publication [WHY+06].

Concluding, querying the index of Dual Labeling requires at most three queries and thus the query time is constant.

5.2.3. Label + SSPI

For Dual Labeling it is still necessary to compute a transitive closure. In [CGK05] Chen et al. present an index structure to answer reachability queries where no such computation is necessary. They call their index Label + SSPI.

Index Creation

To create Label + SSPI the first two steps are identical to the first steps of Dual Labeling. They also start by identifying connected components, compute the component
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graph $G_C$, and then label a spanning tree using pre- and postorder values. In the third step they only store the non-tree edges of $G_C$ plus adjacent edges in the Surrogate & Surplus Predecessor Index (SSPI). For more details please refer to the original publication [CGK05].

Reachability Queries

The query processing for Label + SSPI is similar to the reachability query processing of Dual Labeling. To answer the query whether $w$ is reachable from $u$ Label + SSPI also first considers if the two nodes are contained in the same component. If not, the reachability information encoded in the pre- and postorder labels is considered. If the two components are not reachable via a tree edge, they might be reachable via a combination of tree and non-tree edges. Thus, the algorithm has to consider the SSPI index. As this index only stores the non-tree edges plus some additional information, but no transitive relationships, it has to recursively traverse the SSPI index to answer the query. Thus, this method does not have a constant query time, but it depends linearly on the number of nodes and edges in the component graph.

5.3. RDBMS Capabilities

The SQL 99 standard [GW02] defines WITH as syntax to answer recursive queries using SQL. Several database systems have implemented this standard so far [PBBS10]. The advantage of using recursive SQL is that no specialized, precomputed index is required to answer recursive queries inside an RDBMS.

Oracle’s implementation \(^1\) does not comply to the SQL 99 standard as they use the syntax CONNECT BY PRIOR [Pri04].

In Section 6 we use Oracle 10g to answer reachability and distance queries. We cannot use recursive SQL for path and path length queries as it does not produce node disjunct paths. Instead it produces edge disjunct paths, which means, a node may occur multiple times in a path. This does not comply to the requirement given in Section 3.3 that paths returned from a PQL query must be simple, i.e., no node may occur multiple times in a path.

Answering reachability and distance queries using Oracle’s syntax requires as input relation Edge. This relation is then joined multiple times to itself using the condition given by CONNECT BY PRIOR .... To ensure that the statement terminates on a graph containing cycles the additional keyword NOCYCLE has to be included. It is also possible to add a start node using START WITH. We may state the end node inside the WHERE clause. To also answer distance queries Oracle provides the attribute level, which is the number of edges traversed starting from the start node.

Example 5.7 (Distance query using RDBMS capabilities). Using the following SQL statement in Oracle we find all nodes that are reachable from node D, including the distance from node D. The edges of the graph are stored in relation Edge.

\(^1\)www.oracle.com
5.4. Recursive Strategies

We may also answer graph queries using user defined functions that implement the algorithms presented in Section 2.1. We either use breadth-first traversal strategies as presented by Algorithm 2.1 on page 13 or depth-first traversal strategies as presented by Algorithm 2.2 on page 14. The advantage of recursive query strategies is they require no precomputed index structure.

In the following we omit any algorithms as they are only slight variations of the breadth-first and depth-first traversal given in Section 2.1. For each operator we only state the type of search and the alterations one has to make in comparison to the original algorithms.

Reachability Queries

For reachability queries we use depth-first traversal. For a given pair of nodes we start at the start node and stop as soon as we have found the target node. If only a start node is given, we continue the traversal until we have no more untraversed nodes available and return all traversed nodes.

Distance Queries

For distance queries we apply a breadth-first traversal. In case we are looking for distances for a pair of nodes we apply the bi-directional breadth-first traversal. We describe the principle in Section 5.1.3. If just a start node is given, we use a simple breadth-first search starting from the start node.

Path Length and Path Queries

To answer path length queries we perform a depth-first traversal, during which we store all nodes of the current path. The traversal stops as soon as we have traversed all paths. This may require to traverse nodes multiple times when these nodes lie on different paths.

For path length queries we only return the node pair together with their path lengths, while for path queries we also return the entire path for the each pair of nodes.
5. Implementations for Operators

5.5. Summary

Table 5.1 summarizes the available implementations for the different operators for directed paths. For paths where the direction of the edges is irrelevant and for cases where we require the edges to be bidirectional we may use a specialized form of the recursive query strategies, which is not discussed in this work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>GRIPP</th>
<th>recursive</th>
<th>TC</th>
<th>SQL</th>
<th>Dual Label</th>
<th>Label +SSPI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reachability</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path length</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1.: Summary of the available implementations for the different operators (✓ means the implementation is available).

5.6. Related Work

The aim of this thesis is to query large biological graphs fast and efficiently. Whenever possible we want to employ index structures for graphs. Many groups investigated index structures for different types of graphs to answer a variety of graph queries. We first consider strategies to index graphs for answering reachability and distance queries. We survey methods to compute the transitive closure and then proceed to various node labeling techniques, before we present methods that combine both. In [YC10] Yu and Cheng also review several of the methods presented in the following. In the area of path queries we present index structures that are based on common substructures, before we describe query strategies that do not rely on precomputed index structures, but traverse the graph at query-time.

For all methods presented we discuss their applicability on typical biological graphs. As presented in Section 1.2 biological graphs have sizes between a few thousand nodes and edges and millions of nodes and edges. Table 5.2 summarizes the indexing times, index sizes, and query times for different index structures. In addition, in that table we present the maximum number of nodes and edges for which the index structure was created.

Transitive Closure Based Methods

Using the transitive closure (TC) we may answer reachability and distance queries. Many researchers have developed and improved algorithms to compute the transitive closure. The earliest ideas were to compute TC using an adjacency matrix. Warshal presented in [War62] this idea first. In [War75] Warren improved the algorithm given by Warshal. Both algorithms are based on three nested loops over all nodes in the graph. Agrawal and
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Jagadish revisited the ideas and presented in [AJ87] algorithms to reduce the amount of main-memory consumption by successively looping over specific blocks of the adjacency matrix.

In an RDBMS it is advantageous to use an adjacency list instead of an adjacency matrix as input. In [Lu87] Lu thus presents an algorithm that is based on the idea from Warren, which works on adjacency lists. Lu et al. show this algorithm only is advantageous if the intermediate results fit into main-memory [LMR87]. The naive, semi-naive, and logarithmic algorithm presented by Ioannidis in [Ioa86] are better suited to compute TC if this is not the case. In this work we use the semi-naive algorithm, which takes the tuples in TC with the highest distance at each step and produces new node pairs by joining those with the edge table. In contrast, the naive algorithm joins all tuples in TC with the edge table, thus producing more new tuples, but also more irrelevant tuples. The logarithmic algorithm takes all tuples with highest distance in TC and joins these with relation TC producing in step \( n \) node pairs for paths with length up to \( 2^{n-1} \). Thus, this algorithm requires only log \( n \) steps to produce TC.

The transitive closure has a great disadvantage for large graphs. It requires \( O(n^3) \) time to compute and \( O(n^2) \) space to store. Therefore, other index structures have been developed.

Cohen et al. present the 2-Hop-Cover [CHKZ03], an index structure, which may be much smaller than the transitive closure. The idea of 2-Hop-Cover is the following. Determine a node \( h \) over which many paths lead. Use this node and find all nodes that reach \( h \) (stored in \( L_{in}(h) \)) and which \( h \) reaches (stored in \( L_{out}(h) \)). Repeat finding new hop nodes \( h \) until all node pairs of TC are covered. To answer a reachability query one has to join the sets \( L_{in}(h) \) and \( L_{out}(h) \) on the same \( h \). To compute the 2-Hop-Cover we still require the transitive closure first. In [STW04] Schenkel et al. proposed HOPI, a method that is based on graph partitioning. They first compute 2-Hop-Covers for partitions of the graph, which is advantageous, as the 2-Hop-Cover for a partition is smaller than for the entire graph. To also cover cross-partition edges they have to do a postprocessing step. In [CYL+08] Cheng et al. also propose to partition the graph for constructing the 2-Hop-Cover. In contrast to Schenkels approach they partition the graph hierarchically, i.e., they keep splitting the graph into two subgraphs. In their algorithm called MaxCardinality-I they try to create splits that are optimal for the 2-Hop-Cover. In [CY09] they use this strategy to compute a distance-aware 2-Hop-Cover, i.e., an index structure with which distance queries may be answered. On the downside, the size of this distance-aware 2-Hop-Cover is much larger than that of the reachability only encoding. The disadvantage of 2-Hop-Cover is that the transitive closure either for the entire graph or for partitions has to be computed, which may be impossible for typical biological graphs.

In [JXRF09] Jin et al. extend the 2-Hop-Cover to a 3-Hop-Cover for answering reachability queries. They follow the idea presented by Bast et al. [BFM06] to create the 3-Hop-Cover. Bast et al. produce an index structure for road networks, which stores for each node a set of nearby hop nodes. The idea is as follows. For a sufficiently long distance regardless where you start you have to pass one close-by hop node to reach your destination, most likely on a highway. Likewise, before you reach your destina-
tion you have to pass through a hop node close to the destination. The challenge is to identify these hop nodes for each node. Bast et al. limit the complexity by applying a grid to the road network and searching only within a cell for those hop nodes. For the 3-Hop-Cover this method is not applicable as the graphs do not have 2-dimensional coordinates. In [JXRF09] the authors use a chain decomposition of a DAG. The chains may be viewed as highways, on which to identify hop nodes. For each reachability query they have to hop from a start node to a chain and find a hop from this chain to the end node, thus 3-Hop-Cover. Although the 3-Hop-Cover reduces the size of the 2-Hop-Cover as their experiments show, this index structure is still bigger than GRIPP.

Node Labeling Based Methods

The transitive closure or the 2-Hop-Label have the disadvantage that both have to store many node pairs. Index schemes that are based on node labeling only provide labels for each node, but may also be used to answer reachability queries.

In [DS87] Dietz and Sleator present the pre- and postorder labeling. This method is heavily used in the area of XML documents to label elements of a document [Gru02, GvKT03, GvKT04]. Grust et al. present the Staircase join in [GvKT03]. They use pre- and postorder values to retrieve ancestor, successor, and sibling concepts efficiently. In [BKS02] Bruno et al. use this scheme to efficiently answer path and twig queries on XML documents. The drawback of pre- and postorder labeling is, it is only applicable to trees.

In a DAG some nodes have to get more than one pre- and postorder label to cover the entire reachability information. In [TL05] we solve the problem by traversing and labeling each node as often as this node has a path to the root node. This leads to an exponential growth for the number of pre- and postorder labels in the number of additional edges. In [ABJ89] Agrawal et al. present a method to label a DAG using pre- and postorder labels, but they propagate intervals of a child node with multiple parent nodes to all their ancestor nodes. When appropriate, they merge intervals of ancestor nodes. Using this technique they avoid an exponential growth, but the construction requires $O(n^2)$ time. In [CGK05] Chen et al. propose to index a DAG-structured XML document by first indexing a spanning tree and encode the remaining non-tree edges using a special index structure (SSPI, see 5.2.3). Yildirim et al. present in [YCZ10] GRAIL an indexing method for DAGs to answer reachability queries. In GRAIL they label each node with $d$ postorder values, generated by $d$ depth-first traversals using a random order of child nodes in each of the traversals. This way they quickly answer that $w$ is not reachable from $u$ by comparing the postorder values, but to verify that $w$ is reachable from $u$ they need to do a depth-first traversal. Thus, this method is only well suited for very sparse graphs, where few node pairs are reachable from each other, while for denser graphs other indexing methods should be employed. Jin et al. present in [JXRW08] a different method to label nodes of a DAG. They determine a traversal order based on a path decomposition of the DAG, where nodes on the same path are traversed before nodes of other paths. Each node receives a postorder value and a path identifier. The edges that are not covered by this index structure need to be traversed.
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recursively utilizing the information given by the postorder value and the path identifier, just as for GRIPP.

Another node labeling scheme is the Dewey encoding. In [TVB+02] Tatarinov et al. and in [GV07] Georgiadis & Vassalos applied this scheme to XML documents to answer XPath and XQuery queries. As with the pre- and postorder labeling the Dewey encoding is only applicable for tree structured graphs.

Hybrid Methods

Both indexing schemes, the transitive closure as well as node label based methods, provide advantages. Thus, several groups have developed indexes that combine these two schemes.

In [HWYY05] He et al. present HLSS. The algorithm first computes strongly connected components and merges all nodes of a component to get the component graph. Next, they index a spanning tree using pre- and postorder labeling, and encode the non-tree edges using 2-hop-labeling. This achieves a constant query time. In [CYL+06] Cheng et al. use the same idea as He et al., but in their algorithm called MaxCardinality-H they compute the 2-Hop-Cover differently. Wang et al. present in [WHY+06] Dual Labeling, where they compute the transitive closure for non-tree edges as described in Section 5.2.2.

All hybrid methods reduce the number of edges, which need to be indexed, by first identifying strongly connected components and then indexing a spanning tree separately. Over the remaining non-tree edges the transitive closure or the 2-Hop-Cover needs to be computed and their complexities remain. Thus, for huge graphs those methods might not be applicable. In addition, all methods that reduce the graph by identifying the strongly connected components are not suitable to also index the distance between nodes.

Subgraph Based Methods

Queries on semi-structured or XML documents may also be considered as graph queries. For this type of queries several index structures have been developed, which we briefly discuss here for the sake of completeness. Most of these index structures rely on graphs that contain only a few distinct labels, which is not the case for typical biological networks. In [GW97] Goldman and Widom present DataGuides, an index structure that summarizes the structure of a semi-structured document, such as an XML document. The actual data values of leaf nodes are omitted. This index structure assumes that there exist few different labels on inner nodes, which result in only few different paths and thus in a small DataGuide compared to the original document. Milo & Suciu present in [MS99] a similar structure, which they call 1-index. They also present an index called T-index that is based on indexing paths of semi-structured data. The index of Giugno & Shasha, called GraphGrep [GS02], indexes all paths of a semi-structured document. As this index might grow quite considerably, this group presents in [SWG02] an index that holds all paths up to a specific length. The authors of [CMS02] also want to reduce the number of indexed paths. They analyze the workload and index only those paths
that frequently occur in results to queries. Kaushik et al. follow in [KSBG02] a different idea. They merge nodes in a DataGuide to produce the A(k) index, in which k stands for the length of the paths that must be preserved. This way, the DataGuide may be condensed.

Yang and Sze describe in [YS07] a method to extract meaningful pathways from biological networks. Given a graph query \( q \). Their aim is to find similar subgraphs in the data graph \( G \). They present an algorithm that either maps an edge in \( q \) to an edge in \( G \) or that allows for up to \( n \) inserted, deleted, or mismatched edges between any two nodes in \( q \). To achieve this, the authors compute the distance between selected node pairs and build and index of these at query time. In [ZL07] the authors argue this procedure is time consuming, especially for greater \( n \) and thus present an index structure, which enhances the performance of subgraph matching. Their index only allows the search for isomorphic subgraphs, i.e., an edge in \( q \) is mapped to an edge in \( G \). Although interesting, both methods suffer from the fact that a user has to specify a concrete subgraph, of which isomorphic or very similar subgraphs in a data graph are retrieved. A researcher may find such similar subgraphs also by browsing the data graph.

Indexing subgraphs is not just of interest for semi-structured data, but also in the following scenario. Given a database \( D \) that contains \( k \) graphs. Given a query \( Q \), find the graphs of \( D \) for which the query graph is a subgraph. One option is to index all paths up to a specified length as proposed in [SWG02]. Several groups [KK04, YYH04, YYH05, HS06, CYY+07, CKNL07, ZHY07] show it is better for this scenario to not just index paths, but build an index on frequent subgraphs. All these methods differ in their choice of frequent subgraphs and how to use the knowledge gained from these subgraphs for a query. These methods are interesting, but not applicable for PQL, as they only try to find graphs that are isomorphic to the query graph, which is not sufficient in our scenario. In addition, all methods that summarize the structure of the data or that are based on frequent subgraphs assume that many nodes in the graph share the same label. In biological graphs every node may have a different set of labels and each node must be considered independently. Thus, biological graphs provide no simple possibility to summarize the structure or to find frequent subgraphs.

**Querying Without Indexing**

Rosenthal et al. describe query strategies to answer reachability, distance, and path queries [RHDM86]. Their methods are solely based on graph traversal, no precomputed index is used. Clearly, this method has some advantages (no computation and storage of an index, no update problems), but on the downside, recursively traversing the graph at query-time requires lots of time as we show in Section 6. In [MW89] Mendelzon & Wood assume that they have a graph that has labeled nodes and edges. They also assume the query is a regular expression over node and edge labels, which may also include Kleene stars. They suggest to solve the query by using a finite state automaton, for which they present an algorithm that is based on graph traversal at query time.

Kim et al. propose in [KYHJ02] a strategy to find the distance between a node pair in scale-free graphs with directed, unlabeled edges. Given a start node they traverse the
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child nodes in order of their degree. The assumption is that the shortest path for many node pairs leads over the node with highest degree – called hub – in a scale-free graph. The experiments show the returned distance for a node pair is only about 50 % worse than distance of the exact algorithm. Zwick proposed in [Zwi98] also an exact and an almost exact algorithm to determine the distance for a pair of nodes. Their proposed algorithms only work on graphs with weighted (≠ 1), directed edges.

In [ABE09] Alkhateeb et al. want find matching homeomorphic subgraphs in an RDF dataset given a PSARQL query containing a regular expression. They use a non-deterministic finite automaton to represent the given regular expression pattern and then try to find instantiations of it in the RDF data set using a variation of the recursive search. Koschmieder [Kos09] et al. also answer graph queries containing regular path expressions. Both methods differ only in the usage of the automaton. As PQL does not allow for regular path expressions, it is not necessary to build an automaton for its execution.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Index Time</th>
<th>Index Size</th>
<th>Query time</th>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Largest Graphs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GRIPP [TL07]</td>
<td>$O(n + m)$</td>
<td>$O(n + m)$</td>
<td>$O(m - n)$ (worst), $O(1)$ (average)</td>
<td>PP labeling</td>
<td>5,000,000 nodes; 10,000,000 edges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transitive Closure [Lu87]</td>
<td>$O(n^2)$</td>
<td>$O(n^2)$</td>
<td>$O(1)$</td>
<td>TC</td>
<td>10,000 nodes; 20,000 edges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual Labeling [WHY+06]</td>
<td>$O(n + m + n^2)$</td>
<td>$O(n + m + n^2)$</td>
<td>$O(1)$</td>
<td>Component Graph + PP labeling + TC over $m'$ non-tree edges</td>
<td>13,969 nodes; 17,694 edges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Label+SSPI [CGK05]</td>
<td>$O(n + m)$</td>
<td>$O(n + m)$</td>
<td>$O(m - n)$</td>
<td>PP labeling (graph)</td>
<td>400,000 nodes; 720,000 edges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-Hop-Cover [CHKZ03]</td>
<td>$O(n^2)$</td>
<td>$O(nm^{1/2})$</td>
<td>$O(1)$</td>
<td>2-Hop-Cover</td>
<td>900 nodes; 1,740 edges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOPI [STW04]</td>
<td>$O(n^3)$</td>
<td>$O(nm^{1/2})$</td>
<td>$O(1)$</td>
<td>Graph partitioning + 2-Hop-Cover</td>
<td>5,244,872 nodes; 5,308,087 edges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MaxCardinality-I [CYL+08]</td>
<td>$O(n^2)$</td>
<td>$O(nm^{1/2})$</td>
<td>$O(1)$</td>
<td>Graph partitioning + 2-Hop-Cover</td>
<td>500,000 nodes; 700,000 edges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-Hop-Cover [JXRF09]</td>
<td>$O(kn^2)$</td>
<td>not given</td>
<td>$O(\log n + k)$</td>
<td>Partial TC</td>
<td>10,000 nodes; 20,000 edges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP labeling in XML [GvKT04]</td>
<td>$O(n + m)$</td>
<td>$O(n)$ (tree)</td>
<td>$O(1)$ (tree)</td>
<td>PP labeling (tree)</td>
<td>5,077,531 nodes; 5,077,530 edges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP labeling in DAGs [ABJ89]</td>
<td>$O(n^2)$</td>
<td>$O(nm^{1/2})$</td>
<td>$O(1)$ (DAG)</td>
<td>PP labeling (DAG)</td>
<td>1,000 nodes; 10,000 edges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRAIL [YCYZ10]</td>
<td>$O(d(n + m))$</td>
<td>$O(d(n))$</td>
<td>$O(n + m)$ (worst), $O(d)$ (best)</td>
<td>multiple (d) PP labelings</td>
<td>100,000,000 nodes; 500,000,000 edges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path tree [JXRW08]</td>
<td>$O(m + n \log n)$</td>
<td>not given</td>
<td>$O(1)$ (DAG)</td>
<td>Path decomposition + PP labeling</td>
<td>100,000 nodes; 200,000 edges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLSS [HWY05]</td>
<td>$O(n + m + m^3)$</td>
<td>$O(n + m + m^{1/2})$</td>
<td>$O(1)$</td>
<td>Component Graph + PP labeling + 2-Hop-Cover over $m'$ non-tree edges</td>
<td>1,000 nodes; 3,000 edges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MaxCardinality-G [CYL+06]</td>
<td>$O(n + m + m^3)$</td>
<td>$O(n + m + m^{1/2})$</td>
<td>$O(1)$</td>
<td>Component Graph + PP labeling + 2-Hop-Cover over $m'$ non-tree edges</td>
<td>336,244 nodes; 397,713 edges</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2.: Overview of methods described in literature to answer reachability queries.
6. Performance of GRIPP

In this chapter we evaluate the performance of the algorithms proposed in Chapter 5. In Section 6.1 we first describe the graphs used for our experiments, before we present the actual experimental setup. In Section 6.2 we show index times and index sizes for GRIPP in comparison to other methods, such as the transitive closure, Dual Labeling, and Label + SSPI.

In Section 6.3 we show the query performance of GRIPP and compare it to other methods. For reachability and distance queries we compare GRIPP to the recursive query strategy, the transitive closure, and built-in recursive query capabilities of the RDBMS. For path length and path queries we compare GRIPP only to the recursive query strategy. From these experiments we shall deduce cost functions and cardinality estimates in Chapter 7.

6.1. Experimental Setup

6.1.1. Generated Graphs

To systematically evaluate our approach we use synthetic data. We created random and scale-free graphs in the size of 25 to 2,500,000 nodes and average outdegree between 1 and 10 using the methods described in [BA99]. The degree distribution in scale-free graphs follows a power law with an exponent $\gamma = 2.7$. More information about the graphs may be found in Appendix D.

6.1.2. Real-world Graphs

We also use real-world data for evaluation. We use data of signal transduction pathways from NetPath [KMR+10] and metabolic networks provided by KEGG [KGK+04], Reactome [JTG+05], and BioCyc [KOM+05]. Nodes represent enzymes, chemical compounds, or reactions, while edges represent the participation of an enzyme or compound in a reaction. The degree distribution in these networks follows a power law with exponent $\gamma = 3.0$, i.e., they are also scale-free. Properties of these data set are provided in Table 6.1.

6.1.3. Implementation Details

GRIPP as well as all competitive methods (based on the original code kindly provided by their authors and reimplemented for RDBMS) are implemented as stored procedures in Oracle 10g. We performed the tests on a DELL dual Xeon machine with 4 GB RAM. Queries were run without rebooting the database or emptying the cache.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Database</th>
<th>No. nodes</th>
<th>No. edges</th>
<th>Max. degree</th>
<th>No. degree zero</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Signal transduction pathways</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NetPath KitReceptor</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>331</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NetPath Notch</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>391</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NetPath TGF-β</td>
<td>705</td>
<td>862</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NetPath TNF-α</td>
<td>809</td>
<td>1,010</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Metabolic pathways</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEGG</td>
<td>42,002</td>
<td>51,470</td>
<td>1,745</td>
<td>25,028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reactome</td>
<td>11,795</td>
<td>19,357</td>
<td>411</td>
<td>1873</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BioCyc A. thaliana</td>
<td>10,951</td>
<td>23,649</td>
<td>488</td>
<td>707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BioCyc E. coli</td>
<td>3,844</td>
<td>8,277</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BioCyc H. sapiens</td>
<td>8,816</td>
<td>18,821</td>
<td>437</td>
<td>484</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1.: Number of nodes and edges in biological graphs.

Indexing is performed by stored procedures entirely inside the database system. The resulting index structure is stored in relations. The indexing times are averaged over five different graphs for every graph type (random and scale-free), number of nodes, and number of edges.

All query functions are implemented as stored procedures as well. Therefore, we are able to compute the result entirely inside the RDBMS. Depending on the type of query (path, path length, distance, or reachability query) the procedure returns relation Paths given in Figure 3.8(b) on page 47 or a relation containing a subset of the attributes of Paths. For path length queries these are path_id, start, end, and path_length, for distance queries attribute path_id is omitted from this set and for reachability queries only attributes start and end are returned.

For each query type, i.e., path, path length, distance, and reachability, different methods are available to query the graph. These methods are pair, setA, setB, setAB, and all. For example, for reachability queries the method pair expects as input a pair of nodes and uses the algorithms presented in Chapter 6 to return the node pair if they are reachable from each other. Methods setA and setB expect as input a set of start nodes (A) or a set of end nodes (B) and use for each node in the set the algorithm for a start node to find all reachable nodes either on forward edges (setA) or on reverse edges (setB). The method setAB expects as input a set of start and end nodes and uses for each pair of input nodes the algorithm for pairs of nodes. Method all uses the algorithm for a start node to find all end nodes to process each node of the graph. These five methods are implemented for each operator and each query type.

Method pair is repeated 1,000 times on each graph, i.e., giving an average over 5,000 queries on 5 graphs. The methods ‘setAB’, ‘setA’, ‘setB’, and ‘all’ are repeated 2 times on each graph, i.e., giving an average over 10 queries on 5 different graphs.
6.2. Index Creation

For indexing we compare GRIPP to the Transitive Closure (TC), the Dual Labeling approach by Wang et al. [WHY+06], and the Labeling+SSPI approach by Chen et al. [CGK05]. The latter two algorithms are only able to index directed, acyclic graphs (DAG). Therefore we first identify strongly connected components (SCC) of G and collapse each component into one node. This step requires $O(n + m)$ using Kosaraju’s algorithm [CLR01] presented in Appendix A.1.

Table 6.2 (page 114) shows the average time required to create the different index structures for scale-free graphs with 100 to 2.5 million nodes and twice the number of edges. The data show that GRIPP scales roughly linear with the number of nodes for a fixed density. For example, we computed the GRIPP index table for a scale-free graph with 2,500,000 nodes and 5,000,000 edges in less than three hours. Thus, we may compute the GRIPP index even for very large graphs. In contrast, the time to compute the TC grows roughly quadratic in the number of nodes. Therefore, we did not compute the transitive closure for graphs with more than 10,000 nodes. For example, computing the transitive closure for graphs with 10,000 nodes and 20,000 edges requires about 30,000 seconds or 8.5 hours. In comparison, computing GRIPP for the same graphs takes less than 35 seconds. The time to create the list of stop nodes for GRIPP always takes less than five seconds. We computed the SCC and thus Dual Labeling and Label+SSPI only for graphs with 25,000 nodes or less. The reason is that Dual Labeling does not scale well for index creation and Label+SSPI for query times. While the indexing times for Label + SSPI grow linear – similar to GRIPP –, the indexing time for Dual Labeling grows quadratic.

Indexing times for random graphs are similar and thus omitted.

Table 6.3 shows the average number of tuples for the different index structures for scale-free graphs with 100 % more edges than nodes. The figures show that the size of the GRIPP index table (figures are only shown for forward, figures for reverse are similar) grows linear with the size of the graph. The GRIPP index table of a scale-free graph with 10,000 nodes and 20,000 edges contains about 22,000 instances (20,000 instances for the edges, 2,000 instances for nodes without incoming edges, root nodes of subgraphs). In contrast, the transitive closure for the same graph contains more than 60 million node pairs. For graphs with twice the number of edges than nodes we always identify exactly one stop node. The figures for random graphs behave similar and are therefore omitted.

Identifying strongly connected components and building the component graph reduces the number of nodes and edges. The component graph for graphs with average outdegree 2 contains about 45 % of the initial number of nodes and about 30 % of the initial number of edges. Dual Labeling as well as Label+SSPI use this component graph for indexing. Both index structures require three index tables, one to map nodes in the original graph to nodes in the component graph (contains as many tuples as there are nodes in the original graph), one for the pre- and postorder labeling of the spanning tree (contains as many tuples as there are nodes in the component graph) and either the transitive links for Dual Labeling or the Surrogate and Surplus predecessor index (SSPI) for Label+SSPI.
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The figures show that the transitive link table also grows quadratic in the number of the nodes in the graph, while the SSPI index grows linear with the number of edges in the component graph.

Table 6.4 shows the time required to index graphs with 5,000 nodes and an increasing number of edges. The indexing times for GRIPP (times only shown for GRIPP forward, times for GRIPP reverse are similar) and the computation of the strongly connected components grow linear with increasing number of edges in the graph. Note, the indexing time for GRIPP is faster than the time for computing the strongly connected components. This behavior has two reasons, first in GRIPP we require only one pass of the graph, while for SCC we require two, and second constructing the component graph also takes time. The indexing times for the transitive closure also grow with increasing number of edges. In comparison, for Dual Labeling and Label+SSPI the indexing times drop. This behavior is due to size of the component graph. Table 6.5 shows that the component graph shrinks with increasing number of edges in the graph. While the component graph of a graph with 5,000 nodes and 5,000 edges contains almost the same number of nodes and edges, a graph with 5,000 nodes and 20,000 edges contains only about 200 nodes and 220 edges. Clearly, the time required to index a small component graph is much less compared to index a large one. Table 6.5 also shows that the transitive closure for graphs with 5,000 edges contains only few pairs of nodes. In contrast, in graphs with 5,000 nodes and 15,000 edges almost all nodes are reachable from each other, as the transitive closure contains almost the maximal number of \((5,000)^2\) entries. For GRIPP, the number of instances is dependent on the number of nodes and edges in the graph. The table also shows that only graphs with very low density have more than one stop node for GRIPP.

6.3. Query Performance

We now show a systematic evaluation of the performance of the algorithms presented in Section 5 using synthetic graphs. We provide average result sizes and average query times to answer different types of queries, namely reachability, distance, path length, and path queries. In addition, we show for each algorithm the performance of the different query methods, \textit{pair}, \textit{all}, \textit{setA}, \textit{setB}, and \textit{setAB}.

6.3.1. Reachability Queries

We compare querying GRIPP to answer reachability queries with recursive query strategies using depth-first search, querying the transitive closure, Dual Labeling, and Label+SSPI. We also tested Oracle’s 10g implementation of recursive SQL.

We first show the performance for answering reachability queries for a given pair of nodes. Given an end node we stop the search in all algorithms as soon as we have found this end node.

Figures 6.1(a) and 6.1(b) show the average number of tuples returned for answering reachability queries on different graphs. The average number of tuples for different number of nodes with fixed density of 2 remains almost constant at 0.6, i.e., about 60.
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Figure 6.1.: Average number of tuples returned for answering reachability queries for pairs of nodes on different graphs.

% of the randomly selected node pairs are reachable from each other. There are only minor differences between random and scale-free graphs. For graphs with 5,000 nodes and 5,000 edges Figure 6.1(b) shows that for a given node pair it is very unlikely (0.4 %) that the end node is reachable from the start node. With increasing graph density this probability increases. For graphs with 5,000 nodes and 30,000 edges almost all node pairs are reachable from each other.

Figure 6.2.: Average number of calls and average query time for answering reachability queries for pairs of nodes on different graph sizes (25 – 2,500,000 nodes) of scale-free graphs with average outdegree of 2.

Figure 6.2(a) shows the average number of recursive calls for the different query strategies on scale-free graphs with 25 to 2,500,000 nodes and 100 % more edges than nodes. The figures for random graphs are similar and thus omitted. Clearly, for TC and Dual Labeling we need only one lookup to answer reachability queries. The number of recursive calls for the recursive query strategy and for Label+SSPI depends on the size of the
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graph. For graphs with 1,000 nodes and 2,000 edges we require on average 27 calls for
the recursive query strategy, ranging from 1 call for a node without child nodes to 704
calls in worst case.

When querying graphs using GRIPP the number of recursive calls remains almost
constant at 2.2 over different sizes of graphs, with the maximum number of calls ranges
from 4 to 8. This fact indicates that using our heuristics to create the GRIPP index
produces an index structure that is close to the optimal index structure described in
Section 5.1.2. Thus, answering reachability queries requires almost constant time.

The query times shown in Figure 6.2(b) for GRIPP, the recursive query strategy,
and Label+SSPI correspond well with the number of recursive calls. The increase in
query time for GRIPP on graphs with 2.5 million nodes and 5.0 million edges could not
be explained. For random graphs this increase could even be seen for smaller graphs
(500,000 nodes). A reason could not be detected and requires further investigation.
Please note, querying GRIPP is only about three times slower than querying TC, while
the recursive query strategy is up to over an order of magnitude slower than using
GRIPP, depending on the graph size.

The figures for Oracle's implementation of recursive SQL are not shown, as they are
very slow even for small graphs. A single query on a graph with 100 nodes and 200
edges took more than 10 seconds, on a graph with 1,000 nodes and 2,000 edges it did
not complete within 5 hours. The reason seems to be that Oracle enumerates all paths in
the graph beginning from the start node. For tree structured data, as found for example
in parts hierarchies, this poses no problem as only few paths will be found, whereas for
general graphs the number of paths grows exponentially with an increasing number of
nodes and edges.

Figure 6.3.: Average number of recursive calls and average query time for answering
reachability queries for pairs of nodes on different graph densities for graphs
with 5,000 nodes and 5,000 – 50,000 edges.

Figure 6.3 shows the average number of calls and average query time on scale-free
graphs with 5,000 nodes and 5,000 to 50,000 edges. The figures for random graphs
are similar and therefore not given. For GRIPP, the recursive query strategy, and La-
be+SSPI the number of recursive calls peaks at 7,500 – 10,000 edges and then drops. This behavior is expected as for graphs with 5,000 edges the number of nodes without outgoing edges is high. Thus, we may start at such a node or hit such a node quite early during the search and return. For graphs with 7,500 or 10,000 edges this number is already much lower and thus, we have to explore more nodes on the way. In denser graphs the recursive query strategy more likely finds the target node during the search, whereas for GRIPP it is more likely to find a non-tree instance of a stop node in a RIS. For Label+SSPI the reason is different, as with increasing number of edges the size of the component graph decreases and thus the size of the giant strongly component increases. If a node pair is contained in the strongly connected component no recursive calls on SSPI are necessary.

Figure 6.4.: Average number of tuples and average query time for answering reachability queries for a given set of start nodes on graphs with 1,000 nodes and 2,000 edges.

Figure 6.4(a) shows average query times for the three different methods to answer reachability queries on graphs with 1,000 nodes and 2,000 edges for an increasing number of start nodes to return all reachable end nodes. In this case, querying the transitive closure is even slower than querying GRIPP, which is surprising. An explanation may be found in the fact that we implemented all query strategies as stored procedures. They take the set of start nodes as input. In case of the transitive closure, this set cannot directly be joined with TC, but for each node in the input set TC must be queried and the result appended to the output, just as for GRIPP. Thus, if the size of the input set is 100 we have to perform 100 queries on TC, which has over 600,000 tuples, compared to about 260 queries on the GRIPP index, which has some 2,200 tuples. It should be faster if transitive closure is directly joined with the input set.

Figure 6.4(b) shows average query times for varying sizes of start and end nodes on scale-free graphs with 1,000 nodes and 2,000 edges. The figures show that the time to answer reachability queries using recursive query strategies is much slower than using either TC or GRIPP. In comparison, querying TC is about ten times faster for 100 start and end nodes than GRIPP, which in turn is also about ten times faster than using the
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Concluding, the time to answer reachability queries using GRIPP is almost constant over different number of nodes and different densities of graphs for a given pair of nodes. Using TC is fastest to answer reachability queries, but we are not able to compute it for graphs with more than 10,000 nodes in reasonable time. The time required to answer reachability queries using the recursive query strategy grows steeply with increasing number of nodes. The query time of Dual Labeling is also constant, but its index structure cannot be computed in reasonable time for graphs with more than 25,000 nodes. The disadvantage of Label+SSPI is that its query time grows with increasing number of nodes in the graph. Thus, out of the five presented methods the only practical method to answer reachability queries in large graphs is GRIPP.

6.3.2. Distance Queries

To answer distance queries we may use GRIPP, the transitive closure, if it also contains distance information, recursive query strategies, and DB-built-in recursive query functions.

![Average number of recursive calls](image)

![Query times](image)

(a) Number of calls.  
(b) Query times.

Figure 6.5.: Average number of recursive calls and average query time for answering distance queries for pairs of nodes on different graph sizes (25 – 5,000 nodes) and average outdegree of 2.

Distance queries return the same number of tuples as reachability queries, thus these figures are omitted. Figure 6.5 shows the average number of recursive calls and average query time to answer distance queries for a given pair of nodes on graphs with increasing number of nodes. As expected, the query time for the transitive closure is almost constant for different sizes of graphs as we require only one lookup in TC. In contrast, the number of recursive calls for the recursive query strategy and for GRIPP increases with increasing number of nodes in the graph. Although the recursive query strategy requires more recursive calls than querying GRIPP, the recursive query strategy is faster. The reason is that GRIPP performs many additional steps in each call to find the next hop node and to update distance values of nodes found, which is not necessary in the re-
cursive query strategy. For graphs with increasing average degree GRIPP also performs worse than the recursive query strategy and querying TC.

The difference between the query times for random and scale-free graphs is due to the difference in the average distance between two nodes (data not shown). The average distance for scale-free graphs is smaller than for random graphs. Thus, less calls and also less time is required to answer distance queries for a given pair of nodes on scale-free graphs.

Figure 6.6.: Average query time for distance queries with a given pair of nodes and length restriction on the path length on graphs with 2,500 nodes and 5,000 edges.

If a length restriction in the query is given we may use this knowledge while computing the distance between a pair of nodes. Figure 6.6(a) shows the average query time for the four different methods on scale-free and random graphs with 2,500 nodes and 5,000 edges and increasing maximal path length. While the query time for TC remains almost constant for different path lengths, GRIPP, the recursive query strategy, and the DB-built-in recursive query function increases with increasing path length. The DB-built-in recursive query function shows the steepest increase. It is similar to the query times for path length and path queries given in the next section, which leads us to the assumption that the implementation enumerates all paths in the graph. Figure 6.6(b) compares the query times with and without length restriction. The figure shows that only GRIPP benefits from the length restriction, as it has to update the distance for fewer nodes.

6.3.3. Path Length Queries

We may answer path length queries using either GRIPP or the recursive query strategy. For the evaluation we always restrict the maximal length of the paths. This has two reasons. First, in a large graph the length of the longest path between two nodes may be as long as the number of nodes in the graph. This path is most likely not of interest for a biologist, but shorter paths are. Second, with increasing path length the size of the intermediate and final results grows exponentially. Thus, the system quickly runs out of memory for larger maximal path length. Clearly, this is a limitation of the algorithms.
and the system presented and may arouse the discussion if the setting inside a classical
RDBMS is up to date.

Figure 6.7.: Average number of tuples as answer to path length queries for pairs of nodes
on different graph sizes (25 – 1000 nodes) with average outdegree of 2 and
increasing maximal path length.

Figure 6.8.: Average query time for path length queries for pairs of nodes on different
graph sizes (25 – 1000 nodes) with average outdegree of 2 and increasing maximal path length.

Figure 6.7 shows the average number of tuples for different graph sizes for the method
pair. The figures show that with increasing maximal path length the average number
of tuples returned increases. Remember, reachability queries return on average about
0.6 tuples for a given pair of nodes, regardless the graph type. In contrast, path length
queries with the length restriction 10 return on average 24 tuples per pair on scale-free
graphs with 500 nodes. Recall, for every unique path between start and end node the
path length is returned. Thus, we may return the node pair with length $l$ multiple times.

In both graph types the average number of tuples is dependent on the graph size. For
random graphs the curves remain almost parallel for different graph sizes over length,
with larger numbers for smaller graphs. The reason is that in smaller graphs it is more likely to find the end node in a path of length \( l \) in comparison to larger graphs. In scale-free graphs these curves cross at a maximal path length of about 7. The reason is that the degree distribution, which is binomial in random graphs and follows a power law in scale-free graphs. While in random graphs the probability to find the target node in a path remains almost constant over the path length, in scale-free graphs this probability increases with increasing length as we might find a hub node, i.e., a node with a high outdegree. This node is connected to many other nodes, thus, it opens many paths, possibly some to the target node. In Chapter 7 we show that with increasing graph size the maximum outdegree of this hub grows. As this outdegree is similar in both graph types for small graphs (25 and 50 nodes) their behavior is similar. Only for larger graphs the maximum outdegree differs more considerably as Table 7.1 in Chapter 7 (page 118) shows.

Figure 6.8 shows the average query time for randomly selected node pairs on different graph sizes using GRIPP. The query times for the recursive query strategy are slightly slower than for GRIPP (data not shown). In both cases, the query times are approximately proportional to the number of recursive calls for each method (data also not shown).

![Figure 6.8](image)

(a) Increasing number of nodes.

(b) Increasing average outdegree.

**Figure 6.9.:** Average query time to answer path length queries with method *all* on different graphs.

Figures 6.9(a) and 6.9(b) show the time required to get the results for path length queries for all possible node pairs of a graph. The query times are proportional to the number of tuples returned (data not shown). The figures also show that GRIPP is slightly faster than the recursive query strategy. Using knowledge from the order tree \( O(G) \) does not boost the performance significantly. In addition, this speed increase gets lost for denser graphs, as Figure 6.9(b) shows. The reason is that the more additional edges are in the graph, the more often GRIPP needs to recursively query the index structure.

Figure 6.10(a) shows the average number of tuples returned for varying set sizes of start and end nodes for random graphs. As expected the larger both sets are, the more
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Figure 6.10.: Average number of tuples and average query time to answer path length queries for a varying number of start and end nodes on random graphs with 100 nodes, an average outdegree of 2, and given maximum path length of less than 8.

Figure 6.10(b) shows the query times to answer path length queries for increasing sizes of the sets of start and end nodes (setAB). We may utilize two different strategies. First, starting at the nodes in setA and search in forward direction (orange). Second, starting at the end nodes of setB and search in backward direction (green). The colored bottom indicates which method is advantageous for which number of nodes. In the orange area the reverse search strategy is advantageous, in the white area both strategies are almost equal, while in the green area the forward strategy is better. This indicates which method to use for answering path length queries when a set of start and end nodes is given.

6.3.4. Path Queries

To answer path queries we may use GRIPP or the recursive query strategy. We again restrict the maximal length of paths. The figures are very similar to the figures for path queries, only the absolute number of tuples returned is higher for path than for path length queries. The query times are just slightly higher (figures not shown) as all nodes of the path must be returned.

Concluding, for path length and path queries it is only feasible to return the result sets for a maximum path length as otherwise the number of tuples grows exponentially. When executing path and path length queries GRIPP has only marginal advantages over recursive query strategies.

6.3.5. Comparison of Query Types

Figure 6.11 shows the average number of tuples returned to answer different types of graph queries on random and scale-free graphs for a given pair of nodes. While in
both graphs the number of tuples returned for reachability and distance queries remains almost constant at 0.6, the numbers for path length and path queries vary. In random graphs the number decreases, as with increasing size of the graph it is less likely to find an end node on a path of length less than 10. In contrast, this number is hardly influenced in scale-free graphs, as we may find a hub node on this path, which opens many new paths.

Figure 6.11.: Comparison of result set sizes to answer different types of queries given a pair of nodes (graphs with average outdegree of 2). For path and path length queries the maximum path length is restricted to less than 8.

Figure 6.12 compares the average query times for method ‘pair’ to answer queries for the four different query types, namely reachability, distance, path length, and path. Figures 6.12(a) and 6.12(b) show the comparison for random graphs, while Figures 6.12(c) and 6.12(d) do this for scale-free graphs. We only show the figures for GRIPP and the recursive query strategy as only those are able to process all four types of queries. Figures 6.12(a) and 6.12(c) show almost no difference between the depth-first search used to answer reachability queries and the bi-directional breadth-first search used for distance queries in the graphs under consideration. In contrast, for GRIPP a difference between both query types (reachability and distance) is clearly visible. The figures also show that on scale-free graphs the recursive query strategy and GRIPP are orders of magnitude faster for answering reachability and distance queries compared to answering path or path length queries.

Note, there is an increase in query time to answer reachability queries for GRIPP with increasing graph size. Although the number of recursive calls remains almost constant over the different sizes of graphs the query time increases. We are not able to explain this behavior, but believe this is due to buffer size. More investigation is needed to look into this behavior.

Figure 6.13 compares the query times to answer reachability, distance, and path length queries for a given pair of nodes on real-world graphs. Figure 6.13(b) shows that the query time to answer reachability queries using GRIPP is almost constant over the different graph types, which verifies our findings on synthetic graphs. In comparison,
Figure 6.12.: Comparison of query times to answer different types of queries given a pair of nodes on graphs with average outdegree of 2.

answering reachability queries using the recursive query strategy is dependent on the size of the graph as Figure 6.13(a) shows. For the small graphs from NetPath we may answer reachability queries very fast, while we require more time for the larger graphs KEGG and Reactome. The figure also shows that the query times for answering reachability and distance queries using the recursive query strategy are similar. In comparison, for GRIPP these times differ greatly, as we already showed for synthetic graphs. The query times to answer path length queries differ greatly for the different graphs. Both algorithms are very fast for the small and very sparse graphs from NetPath. For the metabolic networks of KEGG, Reactome, and BioCyc they require orders of magnitude more time than for answering reachability or distance queries.

6.3.6. Summary

Reachability and distance queries return fewer tuples than path length queries, which in turn return fewer tuples than path queries. Only for path length and path queries a difference between random and scale-free graphs is observable.
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Figure 6.13.: Comparison of query times to answer different types of queries given a pair of nodes on real-world graphs.

In terms of query times, for reachability and distance queries the TC would be the first choice, if it is possible to compute the TC. Otherwise, for reachability queries GRIPP is best, regardless the size or shape of the graph, while for distance queries a bi-directional breadth-first search is best. Answering path length and path queries is orders of magnitude slower than answering distance or reachability queries. For both query types GRIPP has minor advantages over the recursive query strategy. In the next chapter we use the knowledge gained in this chapter to develop cardinality estimates for the different types of queries and cost functions for the different algorithms.
Table 6.2: Average time in seconds and standard deviation for different indexing methods on synthetic scale-free graphs with 100% more edges than nodes. The indexing times for GRIPP reverse are almost identical to GRIPP forward.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. Nodes</th>
<th>GRIPP forward</th>
<th>TC</th>
<th>Stop nodes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.3 ± 0.0</td>
<td>0.4 ± 0.0</td>
<td>0.4 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>1.0 ± 0.0</td>
<td>1.1 ± 0.0</td>
<td>1.1 ± 0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>2.0 ± 0.0</td>
<td>2.1 ± 0.0</td>
<td>2.1 ± 0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>9.0 ± 0.0</td>
<td>9.1 ± 0.0</td>
<td>9.1 ± 0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>18.3 ± 0.3</td>
<td>18.4 ± 0.3</td>
<td>18.4 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25,000</td>
<td>45.6 ± 0.2</td>
<td>45.7 ± 0.2</td>
<td>45.7 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>91.2 ± 0.2</td>
<td>91.3 ± 0.2</td>
<td>91.3 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500,000</td>
<td>1,401 ± 0.1</td>
<td>1,402 ± 0.1</td>
<td>1,402 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,000,000</td>
<td>2,900,000 ± 0.1</td>
<td>2,900,000 ± 0.1</td>
<td>2,900,000 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.3: Average number of tuples and standard deviation for different indexing methods on synthetic scale-free graphs with 100% more edges than nodes. For these graphs we always identify just one stop node. The index sizes for GRIPP reverse are similar to the ones for GRIPP forward, and thus omitted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. Nodes</th>
<th>GRIPP forward</th>
<th>TC</th>
<th>Nodes</th>
<th>edges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>219 ± 5.2</td>
<td>6,361 ± 423.3</td>
<td>39 ± 4.5</td>
<td>54 ± 7.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>1,091 ± 12.2</td>
<td>149,421 ± 6,831.5</td>
<td>224 ± 16.4</td>
<td>322 ± 35.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>2,183 ± 30.1</td>
<td>614,728 ± 18,862.1</td>
<td>426 ± 21.9</td>
<td>596 ± 41.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>10,941 ± 305.3</td>
<td>15,080,968 ± 289,578.8</td>
<td>2,922 ± 66.7</td>
<td>4,643 ± 65.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>21,810 ± 514.6</td>
<td>28,472,411 ± 518,578.8</td>
<td>4,930 ± 100.0</td>
<td>6,143 ± 106.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>104,727 ± 822.2</td>
<td>1,049,727,411 ± 2,435,822.2</td>
<td>28,353 ± 3,933</td>
<td>41,935 ± 4,829.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>218,433 ± 1,357</td>
<td>5,465,791 ± 2,010,500</td>
<td>143,215 ± 21,417</td>
<td>143,215 ± 21,417</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6.4.: Average time in seconds and standard deviation for different indexing methods on synthetic scale-free graphs with 5,000 nodes and increasing number of edges. The indexing times for GRIPP reverse are similar to the times for GRIPP forward. (TC = transitive closure, SSC = strongly connected components)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. Edges</th>
<th>GRIPP forward</th>
<th>TC</th>
<th>SCC</th>
<th>Dual Labeling</th>
<th>Label + SSPI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>5.8 ± 0.05</td>
<td>1.0 ± 0.03</td>
<td>7.7 ± 1.76</td>
<td>18.4 ± 0.23</td>
<td>676.4 ± 17.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,500</td>
<td>7.3 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.8 ± 0.03</td>
<td>2.365.5 ± 146.30</td>
<td>18.6 ± 0.17</td>
<td>844.8 ± 54.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>9.1 ± 0.14</td>
<td>0.3 ± 0.05</td>
<td>6,901.1 ± 189.58</td>
<td>19.1 ± 0.24</td>
<td>257.8 ± 30.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12,500</td>
<td>17.3 ± 0.99</td>
<td>0.4 ± 0.07</td>
<td>7,029.7 ± 3,916.81</td>
<td>28.9 ± 16.18</td>
<td>68.3 ± 3.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15,000</td>
<td>12.8 ± 0.15</td>
<td>0.1 ± 0.01</td>
<td>11,091.3 ± 226.60</td>
<td>20.7 ± 0.14</td>
<td>18.6 ± 2.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>16.2 ± 0.17</td>
<td>0.2 ± 0.00</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>24.0 ± 0.57</td>
<td>3.7 ± 0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25,000</td>
<td>19.7 ± 0.19</td>
<td>0.2 ± 0.01</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>27.7 ± 1.34</td>
<td>1.4 ± 0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30,000</td>
<td>23.5 ± 0.99</td>
<td>0.1 ± 0.01</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>31.1 ± 1.33</td>
<td>0.6 ± 0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>29.8 ± 0.49</td>
<td>0.1 ± 0.01</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>38.5 ± 2.04</td>
<td>0.2 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>37.4 ± 1.66</td>
<td>0.2 ± 0.01</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>46.1 ± 1.49</td>
<td>0.2 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.5.: Average number of tuples and standard deviation for different indexing methods on synthetic scale-free graphs with 5,000 nodes and increasing number of edges. The number of tuples for GRIPP reverse are similar to the number for GRIPP forward. (TC = transitive closure, SSC = strongly connected components)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. Edges</th>
<th>GRIPP forward</th>
<th>TC</th>
<th>SCC</th>
<th>Dual Labeling</th>
<th>Label + SSPI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>7.481 ± 50.5</td>
<td>67 ± 10.6</td>
<td>110,363 ± 11,018.8</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>4,999 ± 2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,500</td>
<td>9.109 ± 26.1</td>
<td>1 ± 0.0</td>
<td>8,957,335 ± 313,953.8</td>
<td>73.2</td>
<td>4,513 ± 135.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>10.941 ± 30.1</td>
<td>1 ± 0.0</td>
<td>15,080,968 ± 289,578.8</td>
<td>2,202 ± 148.7</td>
<td>113,434 ± 24,155.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12,500</td>
<td>13.119 ± 26.3</td>
<td>1 ± 0.0</td>
<td>14,823,289 ± 8,280,178.0</td>
<td>620.5 ± 808.5</td>
<td>20,348 ± 4,419.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15,000</td>
<td>15.363 ± 22.9</td>
<td>1 ± 0.0</td>
<td>21,202,338 ± 212,346.6</td>
<td>791 ± 983 ± 62.3</td>
<td>3502 ± 2,304.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>20.141 ± 8.2</td>
<td>1 ± 0.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>307 ± 20.5</td>
<td>339 ± 25.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25,000</td>
<td>25.069 ± 7.0</td>
<td>1 ± 0.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>141 ± 15.3</td>
<td>150 ± 18.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30,000</td>
<td>30.027 ± 3.2</td>
<td>1 ± 0.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>56 ± 5.3</td>
<td>57 ± 6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>40.006 ± 2.3</td>
<td>1 ± 0.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>13 ± 2.1</td>
<td>12 ± 2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>50.003 ± 1.3</td>
<td>1 ± 0.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4 ± 2.9</td>
<td>3 ± 2.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7. GRIcano

In this chapter we describe GRIcano, a query optimizer for PQL queries. The optimizer supports the operators and rewrite rules given in Chapter 4 and uses knowledge about implementations presented in Chapter 5. Our aim is to perform a cost-based query optimization. Therefore, cardinality estimates for approximating the size of intermediate result sets and cost functions for estimating the cost of each step are required. In Section 7.1 we develop cardinality estimates for the operators presented in Chapter 4. In Section 7.2 we provide cost functions for the different implementations of reachability, distance, path length, and path queries given in Chapter 5.

In Section 7.3 we show how we use the cardinality estimates and cost functions to create GRIcano, a query optimizer for PQL queries, which is based on Volcano, the query optimizer generator presented in Section 2.4. We show the effect of graph query optimization using exemplary queries. In Section 7.4 we discuss related work on cost-based graph query optimization.

7.1. Cardinality Estimates

In this section we develop functions to estimate the cardinality, i.e., the size of the result set for the four operators presented in Section 4. The cardinality for the different operators is defined as follows.

**Definition 7.1 (Cardinality of operators)**

Let $G = (V, E)$ be a graph. Let $S \subseteq V$ be the set of start nodes and $T \subseteq V$ be the set of target nodes, with $u \in S$, $w \in T$, $s = |S|$, and $t = |T|$.

- The cardinality of the reachability operator, $|\phi(s, t, G)|$, is the number of distinct node pairs $u, w$ for which $u \leadsto w$ holds in $G$.
- The cardinality of the distance operator, $|\Phi(s, t, G)|$, is equal to $|\phi(s, t, G)|$.
- The cardinality of the path length operator, $|\psi(s, t, G)|$ is the number of unique simple paths between any pair $u, w$ in $G$.
- The cardinality of the path operator, $|\Psi(s, t, G)|$ is the number of nodes in all unique simple paths between any $u$ and $w$ in $G$.

Cost-based query optimization in RDBMS uses statistical data of relations to estimate cardinalities of predicates and sub-queries [Cha98]. These statistical data include the size of a relation and the distribution of values of attributes, which are stored in histograms [Ioa03]. We may consider graphs as input relations. Thus, we use key figures of
the graph to estimate cardinality for graph queries. These properties should be easy to
determine and significant. To our knowledge no cardinality estimates for graph queries
have been described that are based on key figures of the graph. We found the number
of nodes and edges, the outdegree of the node with highest outdegree, and the number
of nodes without outgoing edges are properties that differentiate well between different
graph sizes and shapes [TL10]. This knowledge may easily be gained while loading the
graph.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. nodes</th>
<th>No. edges</th>
<th>Random graphs</th>
<th>Scale-free graphs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Max. degree</td>
<td>Zero degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Max. degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>68.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>135.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>680.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>1,346.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>6,753.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>200,000</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>13,520.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500,000</td>
<td>1,000,000</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>67,666.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,000,000</td>
<td>2,000,000</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>135,198.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>1,839.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>680.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>15,000</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>240.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>83.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>25,000</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>31.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>30,000</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>14.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>22.8</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.1.: Key figures for different random and scale-free graphs (Max. degree = out-
degree of the node with highest outdegree; Zero degree = number of nodes
with outdegree 0). The figures are averaged over five generated graphs for
each graph type.

Table 7.1 shows values of these key figures for different graphs. In Appendix D a more
complete list, including the standard deviation, is given. The outdegree of the node with
maximum outdegree for random graphs increases only slightly with growing number of
nodes, whereas in scale-free graphs a much steeper increase is visible. In contrast, the
increase in the number of nodes without outgoing edges increases in both graph types
almost identically. For a constant number of nodes and increasing number of edges a
clear difference between random and scale-free graphs in terms of the highest outdegree
is also observable.

7.1.1. Reachability Operator

Assume we want to estimate the cardinality of the reachability operator \( \phi \) for a given set
of start and end nodes. Clearly, the larger both sets are, the more tuples are returned
on average. The size of the result set is also influenced by the density of the graph.
With increasing average node degree we may expect an increase in the probability of
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$u \rightsquigarrow w$ until a saturation occurs. We use the saturation function $1 - e^{-x}$ as it reflects our experimental data better than other saturation functions, such as $(a - \frac{b}{x})$ or $(\frac{ax}{x+b})$ (data not shown). Variable $x$ is a placeholder for a function that contains the key figures of the graph. Our experimental evaluation in Chapter 6 shows that only the average degree influences the result size. Our experiments show that the fraction between additional edges $(m - n)$ and number of nodes $n$ provides a good approximation. Equation 7.1 shows $|\phi(s, t, G)|^*$ to estimate the cardinality of reachability queries.

$$|\phi(s, t, G)|^* = s \cdot t \cdot (1 - e^{-\frac{m-n}{n}})$$ (7.1)

**Experimental Validation**

We validate Equation 7.1 using the data from Section 6. Figure 7.1 shows that the estimated cardinalities correspond well with the experimentally determined result sizes. Please note, the shape of the graph, i.e., if it is random or scale-free, has no influence on the cardinality of the result set as we already discussed in Section 6.3.1.

![Figure 7.1: Average number of tuples and estimated cardinality of reachability queries.](image)

(a) Pairs of nodes, increasing number of nodes, avg. outdegree = 2.  
(b) Pairs of nodes, increasing avg. outdegree, $n = 5,000$.

Figure 7.1: Average number of tuples and estimated cardinality of reachability queries.

7.1.2. Distance Operator

The cardinality of the distance operator is equal to the cardinality of the reachability operator as for each node pair only one distance value is returned. Thus, Equation 7.2 holds.

$$|\Phi(s, t, G)|^* = |\phi(s, t, G)|^*$$ (7.2)
Distance with Length Restriction

Using the distance operator we may restrict the result to those node pairs, whose distance is shorter than \( l \). The upper bound of the cardinality of the distance operator with length restriction, \(|\Phi(\text{low})(s,t,G,l)|^*\) is \(|\Phi(s,t,G)|^*\) for infinite \( l \). Given a finite value for \( l \) we have to estimate the number of unique nodes that may be reached within path length \( l \) from a given start node.

Assume we start at a single start node on a graph with average outdegree of \( m_n = 2 \). At path length \( l = 1 \) we find on average \( 1 \cdot 2 = 2 \) nodes, at length \( l = 2 \) we find \( 2 \cdot 2 = 4 \) nodes, and at length \( l = 3 \) we find \( 4 \cdot 2 = 8 \) new nodes, which results in \( 8 + 4 + 2 + 1 = 15 \) nodes seen at length \( l \). Equation 7.3 provides the function to calculate the number of nodes seen at length \( l \), which is the number of nodes seen in the last step plus the number of newly found nodes.

We may estimate the number of newly found unique nodes by multiplying the number of nodes found at length \( l - 1 \) with the average outdegree. This equation would only be true on infinite graphs with a constant outdegree. For the graphs under consideration we have to regard several side effects, such as the degree of nodes or duplicate nodes in sets. In Equation 7.4 we account for these side effects by applying a correction factor \( \text{corr\_factor\_dist}(G,l) \) when computing the number of newly found unique nodes. We develop the correction factor in the following. For now assume \( d_x(G) = \frac{m_n}{n} \). We provide an extended function for \( d_x(G) \) in Equation 7.10 later in this section.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{seen\_nodes}(G,l) &= \begin{cases} 
1 & l = 0 \\
\text{seen\_nodes}(G,l-1) + \text{found\_nodes}(G,l) & l > 0
\end{cases} \\
\text{found\_nodes}(G,l) &= \begin{cases} 
1 & l = 0 \\
\text{found\_nodes}(G,l-1) \cdot d_x(G) \cdot \text{corr\_factor\_dist}(G,l) & l > 0
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\] (7.3)

Assume at length \( l - 1 \) we find \( k \) new nodes. Computing the number of nodes for \( l \) would result in \( k \cdot d_x(G) \) new nodes, ignoring the correction factor. This figure is only valid, if all \( k \) nodes have outgoing edges. Table 7.1 shows this may not be true for the graphs under consideration, as about 15% of nodes in scale-free graphs have an outdegree of 0. Thus, we have to consider the probability of a node having outdegree 0 to compute the number of nodes found at step \( l \). If we assume equal distribution of selected nodes in the set of \( k \) nodes we may use Equation 7.5 to estimate this probability.

\[
pzero(G) = \frac{z}{n}
\] (7.5)

Equation 7.5 estimates the probability for a node to have outdegree of 0 by dividing the number of nodes with outdegree 0 \( z \) with the number of nodes \( n \). We use \( (1 - pzero(G)) \), which is the probability of a node to have outgoing edges, to estimate the number of nodes found at length \( l \). Applying the correction factor provided in Equation 7.5 results at length \( l \) in a set of \( k \cdot d_x(G) \cdot (1 - pzero(G)) \) new nodes, as only the fraction of
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$(1 - p\text{zero}(G))$ nodes have outgoing edges. Equation 7.6 provides the general equation for estimating the number of newly found nodes.

$$\text{new\_nodes}(G, l) = \text{found\_nodes}(G, l - 1) \cdot d_x(G) \cdot (1 - p\text{zero}(G)) \quad (7.6)$$

Within this set we may find the same node multiple times over different edges. For distance queries we are only interested in finding each node once. To calculate the number of newly found unique nodes we have to estimate the probability of finding a node more than once. We may use the urn model known from statistics to develop an equation. Consider an urn with 1 red ball and $n - 1$ black balls. We draw $b$ times and always put back the ball. The probability to draw the red ball exactly $c$ times is $\left( \left(\frac{1}{n}\right)^c \cdot (1 - \frac{1}{n})^{b-c} \cdot \binom{b}{c} \right)$ [KRBV06]. For our problem we may consider nodes of $G$ as balls and $\text{new\_nodes}(G, l)$ as number of draws.

$$p\text{intra}(G, l) = 1 - \left( \frac{1}{n} \right)^0 \cdot \left( 1 - \frac{1}{n} \right)^{\text{new\_nodes}(G, l) - 0} \cdot \left( \frac{\text{new\_nodes}(G, l)}{0} \right)$$
$$+ \left( \frac{1}{n} \right)^1 \cdot \left( 1 - \frac{1}{n} \right)^{\text{new\_nodes}(G, l) - 1} \cdot \left( \frac{\text{new\_nodes}(G, l)}{1} \right)$$

$$= 1 - \left( \frac{1}{n} \right)^{\text{new\_nodes}(G, l)}$$
$$+ \left( \frac{1}{n} \right) \cdot \left( 1 - \frac{1}{n} \right)^{\text{new\_nodes}(G, l) - 1} \cdot \text{new\_nodes}(G, l) \quad (7.7)$$

In Equation 7.7 we estimate the probability of finding duplicate nodes within the set of newly found nodes, $p\text{intra}(G, l)$ by estimating the probabilities of finding a node exactly 0 or 1 time. The sum of both probabilities is subtracted from 1 to estimate the probability of finding a node more than once.

We may not only find duplicate nodes within the set of newly found nodes. At length $l$ we may find nodes in the new set that have already been found in a previous step. We account for these duplicates by estimating the probability for a node to be part of the set of all nodes seen up to length $l - 1$. Equation 7.8 shows the equation to compute the probability that a node has been found before.

$$p\text{inter}(G, l) = \frac{\text{seen\_nodes}(G, l)}{n} \quad (7.8)$$

We use the three presented probabilities $p\text{zero}(G)$, $p\text{intra}(G, l)$, and $p\text{inter}(G, l)$ for $\text{corr\_factor\_dist}(G, l)$ in Equation 7.9. $(1 - p\text{zero}(G))$ is the fraction of nodes with outgoing edges, which may expand the search. Using $(1 - p\text{intra}(G, l))$ allows us to estimate the fraction of non-duplicate nodes in the set of newly found nodes. Finally, $(1 - p\text{inter}(G, l))$ is the fraction of nodes that may not have been encountered before. Applying the correction factor in Equation 7.4 we may estimate the number of newly found unique nodes.
\[
\text{corr\_factor\_dist}(G, l) = (1 - pzero(G, l)) \cdot (1 - pintra(G, l)) \cdot (1 - pinter(G, l))
\] (7.9)

So far, the presented equations do not account for different graph types, i.e., if they are random or scale-free. The main difference between random and scale-free graphs is the outdegree of the node with highest degree \( x \) as Table 7.1 shows. Assume, we hit a node with high outdegree during the search. This node leads to many newly found nodes. Thus, we assume the higher the highest outdegree, the more nodes may be found in each step. So far we assume \( d_x(G) = \frac{m}{n} \). We found the average outdegree being too low to account for the figures, as nodes with outdegree 0 are already handled by \( pzero(G, l) \). On the other hand, using \( d_x(G) = x \) would be too high. We found that \( \frac{1}{2} \cdot \left( \frac{m}{n} \cdot \sqrt{x} \right) \) reflects our data best as Equation 7.10 shows.

\[
d_x(G) = \frac{1}{2} \cdot \left( \frac{m}{n} \cdot \sqrt{x} \right)
\] (7.10)

In Equation 7.11 we use Equations 7.2 and 7.3 to estimate the cardinality of distance queries with length restrictions given a set of start and end nodes.

\[
|\Phi(s, t, G, l)|^* = |\Phi(s, t, G)|^* \cdot \frac{\text{seen\_nodes}(G, l)}{n}
\] (7.11)

**Experimental Validation**

We validate Equation 7.11 using the experimentally determined result sizes from Section 6. Apart from the experimental values and the cardinality estimates based on Equation 7.11 we also show in Figure 7.2 the influence of the different terms. Using \( d_x(G) = \frac{m}{n} \) and \( \text{corr\_factor\_dist} = 1 \) (labeled \( \text{found} \times d \)) we see an exponential growth of the cardinality, and an underestimation of the cardinality in scale-free graphs for small \( l \). Taking the number of nodes with outdegree 0 into account by applying \((1 - pzero(G))\) already decreases the exponential growth (\( \text{found} \times d \times (1-pzero) \)). We already observe a curve similar to the experimentally determined values when adding the correction factors for duplicate nodes within as well as between sets. Finally, using Equation 7.10 for \( d_x(G) \) results in \( |\Phi(s, t, G, l)|^* \). The figures show we are able to predict the experimentally determined cardinality well.

Figure 7.3 verifies this finding for constant \( l \) and average degree but increasing number of edges. The proposed function in Equation 7.11 captures the general trend for all graph sizes and types well, which is important. It is necessary to know if the size of the result set for \( s \) start and \( t \) target nodes is more likely close to \((s \times t)\) or to 0.
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Figure 7.2: Average number of tuples and estimated cardinality to answer distance queries with length restriction for pairs of nodes on graphs with 1,000 nodes and 2,000 edges and increasing path length.

### 7.1.3. Path Length Operator

Next, we estimate the cardinality of the result when applying $\psi$. This operator returns the path lengths for all paths between a given pair of nodes. If a length restriction is given, the path lengths of all paths shorter than the given length restriction are returned. We have to estimate the number of paths between a given start and end node to estimate the cardinality of the result of the path length operator.

Estimating the number of paths of length up to $l$ is similar to estimating the numbers of nodes seen for distance queries with length restriction given in Equation 7.3. Thus, we may use similar considerations to estimate $\text{seen\_paths}(G, l)$. The number of paths seen at length $l$ is the number of paths seen at length $l - 1$ plus the newly found paths as Equation 7.12 shows. To estimate the number of newly found paths we may again assume to start the search at a single start node on a graph with average outdegree of 2. At length $l = 1$ we find on average $1 \cdot 2 = 2$ new paths and at $l = 2 \cdot 2 = 4$ new paths. Equation 7.13 shows the equation to estimate the number of new paths found at length $l$. As for estimating the number of nodes found in distance queries we have to consider correction factors to estimate the number of paths found at length $l$, which we discuss in the following.

\[
\text{seen\_paths}(G, l) = \begin{cases} 
0 & l = 0 \\
\text{seen\_paths}(G, l - 1) + \text{found\_paths}(G, l) & l > 0 
\end{cases} 
\quad (7.12)
\]

\[
\text{found\_paths}(G, l) = \begin{cases} 
1 & l = 0 \\
\text{found\_paths}(G, l - 1) \cdot d_x(G) \cdot \text{corr\_factor\_path}(G, l) & l > 0 
\end{cases} 
\quad (7.13)
\]

Assume, at length $l - 1$ we found $k$ paths. We now have to estimate how many of
Figure 7.3.: Average number of tuples and estimated cardinality to answer distance queries with length restriction for pairs of nodes on graphs with varying graph sizes and constant average outdegree of 2.

these paths may be expanded to length \( l \). There exist two conditions that prohibit the extension of a path. First, we clearly cannot extend the path if the end node of the path has no outgoing edges. Second, we stop extending the path if we find a node more than once in a path. We may account for both conditions using the correction factor for paths.

We already provided Equation 7.5 that allows us to estimate the fraction of paths that contain end nodes without outgoing.

For estimating the fraction of paths in which we may find a node multiple times we use the urn model presented in the last section again. The nodes of the graph again are the balls. As we want to estimate the probability of a node to occur more than once in a path the number of draws is \( l \). Thus, we may compute the probability of not finding a node exactly 0 or 1 time in a path as Equation 7.14 shows.

\[
pPathDupl(G, l) = 1 - \left( \left( \frac{1}{n} \right)^0 \cdot \left( 1 - \frac{1}{n} \right)^{l-0} \cdot \left( \frac{1}{l} \right)^0 \cdot \left( 1 - \frac{1}{n} \right)^{l-1} \cdot \left( \frac{1}{l} \right) \right) \\
= 1 - \left( \left( 1 - \frac{1}{n} \right)^l + \frac{1}{n} \cdot \left( 1 - \frac{1}{n} \right)^{l-1} \cdot l \right) \quad (7.14)
\]

In Equation 7.15 we take the probability of not finding a node with outdegree 0, \( pzero(G) \) and the probability of not finding a node more than once, \( pPathDupl(G, l) \) into account for \( corr\_factor\_path(G, l) \) to estimate the number of newly found paths at length \( l \).

\[
corr\_factor\_path(G, l) = (1 - pzero(G)) \cdot (1 - pPathDupl(G, l)) \quad (7.15)
\]

Using \( seen\_paths(G, l) \) given in Equation 7.12 we may estimate the number of paths
found for a single start node of length up to \( l \), regardless their end nodes. To estimate the cardinality for a given pair of start and end nodes we have to divide \( \text{seen}_\text{paths}(G, l) \) by the number of nodes of the graph as Equation 7.16 shows.

\[
|\psi(\text{low})(s, t, G, l)|^* = s \cdot t \cdot \frac{\text{seen}_\text{paths}(G, l)}{n}
\] (7.16)

**Experimental Validation**

To validate Equation 7.16 we use the experimentally determined values from Chapter 6. Figure 7.4(a) shows the results for varying number of nodes, constant average outdegree of 2, and maximum path length of less than 8. As the figures show, the cardinality estimates work well. Figure 7.4(b) shows the numbers for an increasing average outdegree but constant number of nodes. Although the estimates are not perfect, they provide a good approximation for the size of the result set. Figures 7.4(c) and 7.4(d) show the influence of the length of the path and the sizes of the sets of start and end nodes. As one may see, in both cases the estimated cardinalities correspond well with the observed values.

### 7.1.4. Path Operator

Finally, we deduce the cardinality estimates when applying a path operator \( \Psi \). In contrast to the path length operator, which only returns one tuple for each path, the path operator returns \( l + 1 \) tuples for each path.

As the basic principle of the path operator and the path length operator is the same, we use the same considerations. Equation 7.17 shows the equation to estimate the number of tuples returned for a single start node. Remember, in Equation 7.12 we computed \( \text{seen}_\text{paths}(G, l) \). Equation 7.17 uses the same functions, but multiplies the number of newly found paths with their length to return the number of tuples.

\[
\text{path}_\text{tuples}(G, l) = \begin{cases} 
0 & l = 0 \\
\text{path}_\text{tuples}(G, l - 1) + (l + 1) \cdot \text{found}_\text{paths}(G, l) & l > 0
\end{cases}
\] (7.17)

Using Equation 7.17 we estimate the cardinality of the path operator in Equation 7.18. As for the path length operator, we assume we find an end node with equal probability and thus divide the number of tuples to represent all paths starting at a start node by the number of nodes in the graph.

\[
|\Psi(\text{low})(s, t, G, l)|^* = s \cdot t \cdot \frac{\text{path}_\text{tuples}(G, l)}{n}
\] (7.18)

**Experimental Validation**

We validate Equation 7.18 using again the experimentally determined result sizes of the generated graphs from Chapter 6. The figures (data not shown here) show a similar
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![Graphs showing number of tuples for different conditions](image)

(a) Increasing number of nodes, avg. outdegree = 2.

(b) Increasing avg. outdegree, n = 100.

(c) Increasing path length, n = 250, m = 500.

(d) Varying sizes of sets, n = 100, m = 200.

Figure 7.4.: Average number of tuples and estimated cardinality of path length queries. Figures 7.4(a) and 7.4(b) show the figures for all possible node pairs of different graphs using a given maximal path length of 8. Figure 7.4(c) shows the numbers for varying path lengths on graphs with 250 nodes and 500 edges, averaged over all node pairs of a graph. Figure 7.4(d) shows the number of tuples for varying set sizes.

behavior as for path length queries. They confirm the cardinality estimates work well.

7.1.5. Validation on Real World Graphs

We validate our cardinality estimates postulated for synthetic graphs using the biological graphs given in Table 6.1 (page 100). Figure 7.5 shows the experimentally determined result sizes and estimated cardinalities on different real-world graphs to answer queries for a given pair of nodes. Figure 7.5(a) shows that our estimates work well for reachability queries on metabolic networks (KEGG, Reactome, BioCyc), while for the smaller graphs from NetPath we severely overestimate the size of the result set. This behavior may be caused by the average degree, which is close to 1 for graphs from NetPath. Figure 7.5(b) shows the cardinality estimates for path length queries also work well for metabolic
7.2. Cost Functions

The goal of cost-based query optimization in RDBMS is to execute queries as efficiently as possible [Cha98]. For query optimization possible plans receive a cost value, which is essentially the sum of the predicted cost values of all individual steps. The plan with lowest predicted cost is used for execution. In this work we consider the time required to answer a query as sole efficiency criteria. Thus, our cost functions should roughly emulate the time required to compute the result.

The cost functions depend on the algorithm used to compute the result. For the reachability and distance operator we provide cost functions for the recursive query strategy, GRIPP, and the transitive closure in Section 7.2.1 and 7.2.2. For the path length and path operator only the first two possibilities may be used, for which we provide cost functions in Section 7.2.3 and 7.2.4. For the two index-based methods, GRIPP and TC, the query optimizer requires apart from the cost function itself also the information if the indexes have been created to judge if they may be used.

Cost functions generally require formulas to estimate CPU and IO costs [Cha98]. In this work we consider these two factors in the following equations, but we also use some simplifications. We assume uniform access cost for relations, i.e., accessing a small relation is as expensive as accessing a large one. In addition we do not take caching or sequential IO into account.

7.2.1. Reachability Queries

To answer reachability queries we provide cost functions for three different algorithms, namely for TC, GRIPP, and recursive query strategy. Equations 7.19 – 7.21 show the cost functions for a given set of start and end nodes.
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\[ \text{Cost}_{\phi(TC)}(s, t, G) = s \cdot t \cdot \text{IO\_cost} \] (7.19)
\[ \text{Cost}_{\phi(GRIPP)}(s, t, G) = s \cdot t \cdot 2.2 \cdot \text{IO\_cost} + s \cdot t \cdot 2.2 \cdot \text{CPU\_cost} \] (7.20)
\[ \text{Cost}_{\phi(\text{recursive})}(s, t, G) = s \cdot t \cdot (\sqrt{m-n} \cdot \frac{n}{m} + 1) \cdot \text{IO\_cost} \] (7.21)

The terms \text{IO\_cost} and \text{CPU\_cost} depend on the system configuration and may be determined experimentally. For all equations we do not model the size of the input relation or access mode, as we assume uniform access cost. Thus, our cost model is merely based on the complexity of the algorithms.

In Equation 7.19 the cost for querying TC is given. For each pair of nodes we have to access the transitive closure once and perform a lookup if the node pair is present in TC. No further processing is required.

Answering reachability queries using GRIPP requires on average 2.2 recursive calls, regardless the size or shape of the graph (see Figure 6.2(a)). During each of these calls we have to consider the reachable instance set and determine the next hop node to use. As we assume this computation to occur in main memory we capture the cost of this additional computation by the second summand in Equation 7.20.

For the recursive query strategy the situation is more complicated. We assume the query time and thus the cost is proportional to the number of recursive calls. This number may range from one call for a node without outgoing edges to \((n-1)\) calls on a graph with \(n\) nodes. We could argue on average we require \((n/2)\) recursive calls to answer \(u \sim w\) for any node pair \(u, w\). Based on the experimentally determined values presented in Figure 6.2(a) on page 103 we found the number of recursive calls to be proportional to \(\sqrt{m-n}\) for graphs with constant outdegree. Figure 6.3(a) on page 104 shows that the degree is also dependent on the average outdegree. Thus, we add the second factor \((n/m)\) in Equation 7.21, which reflects the fact that the higher the degree of a graph is, the less calls are required.

Set of Start Nodes To evaluate reachability queries we also have implementations that return all reachable nodes given a set of start nodes. As these implementations are slightly different from the ones described by the cost functions above we have to define three more cost functions given in Equations 7.22, 7.23, and 7.24.

\[ \text{Cost}_{\phi(TCSingle)}(s, G) = s \cdot \text{IO\_cost} \] (7.22)
\[ \text{Cost}_{\phi(GRIPPSingle)}(s, G) = s \cdot 3 \cdot \text{IO\_cost} + s \cdot 3 \cdot \text{CPU\_cost} \] (7.23)
\[ \text{Cost}_{\phi(\text{recursiveSingle})}(s, G) = s \cdot (\sqrt{m} \cdot \frac{n}{m} + 1) \cdot \text{IO\_cost} \] (7.24)

For the transitive closure we have to query TC once for each node in the set of start nodes. Thus, Equation 7.22 holds. For GRIPP we have to perform an exhaustive search for which no longer 2.2 calls on average are sufficient. We require on average 3.0 recursive calls.
calls as experimental data from Section 6.3 show. For the recursive query strategy we also require more calls for the exhaustive search as Equation 7.24 shows. Using the experimental data from Section 6.3 we found \( \text{calls} \sim (\sqrt{m} \cdot n/m + 1) \).

**Experimental Validation**

We evaluate our proposed cost functions using the observed query times from Section 6.3. Figure 7.6(a) shows the observed query times for reachability queries given a pair of nodes, while Figure 7.6(b) shows the predicted cost. For \( IO\_\text{cost} \) we use 1, for \( CPU\_\text{cost} \) 0.001.

The figures show we are able to determine which algorithm is best suited for a given number of nodes in most cases. Only for very small graphs (less than 500 nodes) we overestimate the cost of the recursive query strategy and thus would never choose this algorithm if indexes are created. Choosing GRIPP does not significantly prolong the execution time of a query, as the difference in terms of query time between querying recursively and GRIPP is not big.

![Figure 7.6: Average query times.](image1)

![Figure 7.6: Estimated costs.](image2)

Figure 7.6.: The figures show the actual query times and estimated costs for different graphs to answer reachability queries for a given pair of nodes.

For a given set of start nodes Figure 7.7 shows we correctly estimate that using the recursive query strategy is worst. We underestimate the cost of querying TC compared to querying GRIPP. As already stated in Section 6 it may be due to sizes of the input relation, with TC being over two orders of magnitude larger than GRIPP. We currently do not take this factor in our cost model into account, as from our perspective the proposed functions work sufficiently well to suggest a good algorithm.

**7.2.2. Distance Queries**

For distance queries we may use three different implementations, namely GRIPP, the recursive query strategy, and querying TC. Again, querying TC for distances is done in constant time as Equation 7.25 shows. To deduce the cost function for the recursive query
strategy we consider the figures in Section 6.3. They show the recursive query strategy requires almost the same time to answer distance queries without length restriction as to answer reachability queries. Thus, \( \text{Cost}_{\Phi(\text{recursive})}(s, t, G) = \text{Cost}_{\Phi(\text{recursive})}(s, t, G) \).

For GRIPP the situation is more complicated. The number of recursive calls for GRIPP is \((n/m)\) times the number of calls for the recursive query strategy as we may use knowledge from the GRIPP index structure. On the other hand, in each call we have to invest more work to update the path lengths for all instances found in the current reachable instance set. We assume we have to update on average information for \(m/2\) instances. Equation 7.26 shows our proposed cost function for GRIPP.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Cost}_{\Phi(\text{GRIPP})}(s, t, G) &= s \cdot t \cdot (\sqrt{m} - n \cdot \frac{n}{m} \cdot \frac{n}{m} + 1) \cdot \frac{n}{m} \cdot \text{IO\_cost} \\
&\quad + s \cdot t \cdot (\sqrt{m} - n \cdot \frac{n}{m} \cdot \frac{n}{m} + 1) \cdot \frac{n}{m} \cdot \frac{m}{2} \cdot \text{CPU\_cost} \\
\text{Cost}_{\Phi(\text{recursive})}(s, t, G) &= \text{Cost}_{\Phi(\text{recursive})}(s, t, G)
\end{align*}
\]

### Set of Start Nodes

Equations 7.28, 7.29, and 7.30 show the proposed cost functions for the three algorithms that take a set of start nodes and return the distances for all reachable end nodes. Just like for reachability queries the algorithms perform an exhaustive search. We account for this fact by using \((\sqrt{m} \cdot n/m)\) as term to estimate the number of recursive calls.
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\[
\text{Cost}_{\phi(TCSingle)}(s, G) = \text{Cost}_{\phi(TCSingle)}(s, G) \\
\text{Cost}_{\phi(GRIPP\text{Single})}(s, G) = s \cdot \left( \sqrt{\frac{m \cdot n}{m}} \right) \cdot \frac{n}{m} \cdot \text{IO\_cost} \\
+ s \cdot \left( \sqrt{\frac{m \cdot n}{m}} \right) \cdot \frac{n}{m} \cdot \frac{m}{2} \cdot \text{CPU\_cost} \\
\text{Cost}_{\phi(\text{recursiveSingle})}(s, G) = \text{Cost}_{\phi(\text{recursiveSingle})}(s, G) \\
\]

\[
\]

Distance with Length Restriction  In Equations 7.31 – 7.33 we define cost functions to answer distance queries with length restriction. The cost function for querying TC with length restriction is equal to \( \text{Cost}_{\phi(TC)}(s, t, G) \). For the recursive query strategy and GRIPP we use function \( \text{seen\_nodes}(G, l) \) developed for cardinality estimates of distance queries with length restriction in Equation 7.3 on page 120 to estimate the number of recursive calls. Both strategies use a bi-directional search. Thus, nodes up to length \((l/2 - 1)\) are used in forward and reverse direction for recursive calls. For GRIPP we have to perform \((n/m)\) less calls, as we only use tree instances, but in each call we have to perform on average \((m/2)\) updates.

\[
\]

\[
\]

For distance queries with length restrictions that have a set of start nodes as input we may use Equations 7.32 and 7.33 in modified form. We omit the terms \( t \) and \( 2 \) and do not divide \( l \) by 2, thus leaving \( s \cdot \text{seen}(G, l - 1) \) as first factor. As this step is straightforward, we omit the equations at this point.

**Experimental Validation**

We use the experimentally determined query times for answering distance queries given in Section 6.3.2 to validate our proposed cost functions. As for reachability queries we assume \( \text{IO\_cost} = 1 \) and \( \text{CPU\_cost} = 0.001 \).

Figures 7.8(a) and 7.8(b) show that we correctly estimate using TC is always best. The cost functions would predict an advantage of GRIPP over the recursive query strategy for very small graphs, which is not the case as Figure 7.8(a) shows. As the absolute time difference is only marginal it does not significantly prolong the query time. The cost functions also work well for a constant number of nodes and increasing number of edges.
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(data not shown). Figures 7.9(a) and 7.9(b) show the query times for varying numbers of start and end nodes. Here as well the cost estimates are able to predict the fastest algorithm to use.

![Query times for method 'pair' on graphs](image1)

(a) Determined query time.

![Estimated cost for method 'pair' on graphs](image2)

(b) Estimated cost.

Figure 7.8.: Comparison of query times and estimated costs to answer distance queries for a pair of nodes on graphs with increasing number of nodes and outdegree = 2. Please note, for the cost estimate of distance queries the cost estimates are identical for random and scale-free graphs as the maximum outdegree and the number of nodes without outgoing edges is not input to the equations.

Figure 7.10 shows the experimentally determined query times and predicted cost to answer distance queries with length restriction. Here as well, we are able to predict that using TC is best. When comparing GRIPP and the recursive query strategy we correctly identify the latter to be the better strategy for larger graphs. Only for very small graphs \((n \leq 1,000)\) we prefer to use GRIPP instead of the recursive query strategy. For these graphs the query times for both strategies are in the same order, and thus, choosing the unfavorable algorithm may not have a huge impact on the query time.

### 7.2.3. Path Length Queries

For answering path length queries we have two different implementations. We either recursively traverse the graph or query GRIPP. For both implementations it is important how many calls are required. In both cases the number is correlated to the number of paths found, for which Equation 7.12 (page 123) gives an estimate for a single start node. Equations 7.34 and 7.35 show the cost functions for the recursive query strategy and GRIPP to answer path length queries. We assume we require \((n/m)\) less calls for GRIPP than for the recursive query strategy. For a given set of end nodes we have to compare the result of each start node with the set of end nodes. This factor is reflected in the second term.
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Query times for method 'set AB' on random graphs with 1000 nodes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size Set B</th>
<th>Avg. query time (sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>recursive (random)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIPP (random)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC (random)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Estimated cost for method 'set AB' on random graphs with 1000 nodes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size Set B</th>
<th>Estimated cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>recursive (random)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIPP (random)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC (random)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7.9.: Query times and estimated cost to answer distance queries for a varying number of start and end nodes on random graphs with $n=1,000$, $m=2,000$.

Query times for method 'pair low' with $l<6$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of nodes</th>
<th>Avg. query time (sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>recursive (random)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIPP (random)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC (random)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>recursive (scale-free)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIPP (scale-free)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC (scale-free)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Estimated cost for method 'pair low' with $l<6$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of nodes</th>
<th>Estimated cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cost_rec_low(s, t, G, l), random</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cost_gripp_low(s, t, G, l), random</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cost_tc_low(s, t, G, l), random</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cost_rec_low(s, t, G, l), scale-free</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cost_gripp_low(s, t, G, l), scale-free</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cost_tc_low(s, t, G, l), scale-free</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7.10.: Query times and estimated cost to answer distance queries with length restriction ($l<6$) on different graphs with outdegree=2.

\[
\begin{align*}
Cost_{\psi}(\text{recursive})&(s, t, G, l) = s \cdot \text{seen\_paths}(G, l) \cdot \text{IO\_cost} \\
&\quad + s \cdot \log t \cdot \text{CPU\_cost} \quad (7.34) \\
Cost_{\psi}(\text{GRIPP})&(s, t, G, l) = s \cdot \text{seen\_paths}(G, l) \cdot \frac{n}{m} \cdot \text{IO\_cost} \\
&\quad + s \cdot \log t \cdot \text{CPU\_cost} \quad (7.35)
\end{align*}
\]

Experimental Validation

To validate Equations 7.34 and 7.35 we use the experimentally determined query times from Chapter 6. Figure 7.11 shows we are able to correctly predict that GRIPP is slightly better to answer path length queries given a pair of nodes. We are also able
to model the influence of the graph type, i.e., we correctly predict that answering path length queries on scale-free graphs is more costly than on random graphs of the same size. Figure 7.12 shows the influence of the number of start and end nodes. These figures undermine the statement that the number of end nodes (Size Set B) has no significant influence on the cost of a query.

![Figure 7.11. Determined query times and predicted cost for path length queries for a pair of nodes on graphs with \( n=1,000 \), \( m=2,000 \) and varying path length.](image1)

![Figure 7.12. Determined query times and predicted cost for path length queries on graphs with \( n=100, m=200 \) and varying number of start and end nodes.](image2)

### 7.2.4. Path Queries

In the following we provide cost functions for the different implementations to answer path queries. As for path length queries available implementations are querying recursively or GRIPP. Remember, path queries return all nodes of a path. To account for this fact we add the term \( \|\Psi(\text{low})(s, t, G, l)\|^* \cdot CPU\_cost \) in comparison to the equations for path length queries, as we have to process more output.
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\[ \text{Cost}_{\Psi_{\text{recursive}}}(s, t, G, l) = s \cdot \text{seen\_paths}(G, l) \cdot IO\_cost \]
\[ + (s \cdot \log t + |\Psi(\text{low})(s, t, G, l)|^*) \cdot CPU\_cost \] (7.36)

\[ \text{Cost}_{\Psi_{\text{GRIPP}}}(s, t, G, l) = s \cdot \text{seen\_paths}(G, l) \cdot \frac{n}{m} \cdot IO\_cost \]
\[ + (s \cdot \log t + |\Psi(\text{low})(s, t, G, l)|^*) \cdot CPU\_cost \] (7.37)

Experimental Validation

Again, we validate Equation 7.36 and 7.37 using the experimentally determined values from Section 6.3. The figures for path queries are similar to the curves for path length queries and thus omitted.

7.2.5. Validation on Real World Graphs

We validate the cost functions postulated for generated graphs using the presented real-world graphs. Figure 7.13 shows the experimentally determined query times and predicted cost for reachability queries for a pair of nodes on real-world graphs. As the figures show, the proposed cost functions correctly predict that using TC, when available, is always favorable. For small graphs from NetPath the cost function favors GRIPP over the recursive query strategy, while the experimentally determined query times show an advantage of the recursive query strategy over GRIPP. This advantage is marginal and thus may not severely prolong the query time. For distance queries the cost functions correctly predict using GRIPP is always slowest (data not shown).

Figure 7.14 shows that the measured query times and predicted cost for path length queries with length \(< 6\) for pairs of nodes on real-world graphs. The figures show we correctly predict that for graphs from NetPath GRIPP is fastest for answering path length queries. For metabolic networks we predict GRIPP is better than the recursive strategy, which is not supported by the experimentally determined query times. We also predict that we have highest cost for the graph 'BioCyc A. thaliana', while the experimental data show we require most time to answer path length queries on the graph of KEGG. These figures show we may have to rethink about the cost functions for path length and path queries, by possibly also taking other key figures of graphs, such as diameter or radius [ARS+08], into account.

7.3. GRIcano

We implemented a novel prototype of a graph query optimizer, called GRIcano. This prototype is constructed according to Figure 2.3 in Section 2.3 on page 20.

The first step of query processing is query parsing. We use SableCC [htt11a] to parse the PQL query into an internal representation. Using this representation we create the input file for the query optimizer. The optimizer is based on the Volcano framework presented in Section 2.4. We extended this framework for the algebraic operators and
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(a) Determined query time.  
(b) Estimated cost.

Figure 7.13.: Determined query times and predicted cost for reachability queries for a pair of nodes on real-world graphs.

(a) Determined query time.  
(b) Estimated cost.

Figure 7.14.: Determined query times and predicted cost for path length queries (l< 6) on real-world graphs given a pair of nodes.

rewrite rules presented in Chapter 4. An excerpt of the model specification may be found in Appendix E. We use the algorithms presented in Chapter 5 as implementations for our proposed operators. The third input to Volcano is the cost model, for which we have to provide information about the expected cardinalities of operators, the estimated cost, and applicability of an algorithm. In Appendix F we provide the C code to specify this information in Volcano. The output of the query optimizer is then parsed and a stored procedure for the execution in an RDBMS is created. To show how GRIcano works we provide Example 7.1.

Example 7.1 (Query optimization in GRIcano).

SELECT C, E
FROM kegg
LET node A, node B, node C, node E, path P, path Q, path R
WHERE A.Name = 'Salicylate'

136
AND B.Name = 'Alcohol'
AND C.Type LIKE 'Reaction'
AND P.path = A[->]C
AND P.length < 5
AND Q.path = B[->]C
AND R.path = C[->]E
AND R.length = 1
AND E.Type LIKE 'Compound';

Figure 7.15.: The query graph for the PQL query form Example 7.1 that returns chemical compounds (in node variable E) produced by a reaction (node variable C), which may directly or indirectly be influenced by a combined intake of alcohol and aspirin, as salicylate is the first degradation product of aspirin.

The PQL query in Example 7.1, for which Figure 7.15 shows the query graph, returns chemical compounds (in node variable E) produced by a reaction (node variable C), which is directly or indirectly influenced by a combined intake of alcohol and aspirin, as salicylate is the first degradation product of aspirin. It is well known that the combination of those two drugs is harmful [PHH83] and should thus be avoided.

Figure 7.16 shows the original, not optimized query plan that is input to the extended Volcano query optimizer. For this plan Volcano estimates the cost of execution to $9.5 \cdot 10^{13}$ IO plus $1.3 \cdot 10^{12}$ CPU units using GRIPP as implementation for every path operator. After cost-based query optimization Volcano returns the plan presented in Figure 7.17. In the optimized plan all path operators are replaced by reachability, distance and path length operators. The optimized plan has with $183,431$ IO plus $5.0 \cdot 10^9$ CPU units much lower estimated cost than the original plan.

In the optimized plan Volcano proposes to use implementations of GRIPP for $\phi^{start}$, $\varphi^{start}$, and $\psi^{start}$. For the distance operator this is surprising, as we determined experimentally in Section 6.3 that the recursive implementation has advantages over GRIPP. The explanation is simple when considering Equations 7.26 and 7.27. In our cost model IO cost of GRIPP is lower, while the CPU cost is much higher than for the recursive query strategy. As Volcano considers both cost types separately and first considers only IO as decision criteria, GRIPP is chosen over the recursive strategy. In this point
we should either rethink our cost model for $\Phi$ or alter the cost comparison of Volcano towards a combined cost function.

In Figure 7.17 we also show the estimated and actual cardinalities of intermediate result sets. Note, we estimate the cardinalities of $\phi_{\text{start}}$, $\Phi_{\text{start}}$, and $\psi_{\text{start}}$ quite well. On the other hand, our cardinality estimates of $\infty$ and $\delta$ do not work well in all cases. The reason is that we did not focus on these cardinality estimates and used simple functions. Using more elaborate functions should overcome this problem.

The optimized expression tree given in Figure 7.17 is used as input to create a stored procedure, which may be used to execute the query inside an RDBMS. The query returns 5,442 reaction–compound pairs in about 5 seconds. In this list we may identify 3,464 unique compounds. This number may be too large for manual inspection, but, provided a table of toxic or harmful agents we are able to use this result as input to a further query.

### 7.3.1. Experimental Evaluation

We experimentally evaluate GRIcano using 16 exemplary queries, which are given in Appendix G. We use three queries for each query type, i.e., reachability (r), distance...
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Figure 7.17.: Rewritten query tree after cost-based query optimization by GRIcano. Volcano estimates that this plan has costs of 183,431 IO and $5.0 \cdot 10^9$ CPU units. The path operators are again shown in red. The labels on edges are the actual cardinalities (in brackets the estimated ones) of intermediate results.

(d), path length (l), and path (p). The three queries have the following general form.

```
SELECT A, B / P
FROM network
LET node A, node B, path P
WHERE A.Type = value
    AND B.Type = value
    AND P.path = A[-->]B
    AND P.length {$< =}$ x
```

For query type 1 we use a condition that selects one node into node variable A, for query type 2 it select a small set (5 nodes), and for query type 3 it selects a larger set (some 500 nodes). For node variable B we use a condition that selects a larger set (some 2,000 nodes) for all three queries. Volcano correctly identifies the different sizes of the sets. For reachability, distance, and path length queries we use A, B in SELECT, only
for path queries we use \( P \). We omit the path length condition for reachability queries, set the length to \( < n \) for distance and path queries and \( = n \) for path length queries. Queries 1 and 3 use KEGG, Query 2 uses Reactome. In addition, we created 4 complex queries (c). The query from Example 7.1 is labeled c2. For c3 we use a similar query, but return paths between nodes. Query c4 uses KEGG and Intact together.

All 16 queries were parsed, optimized in Volcano, embedded into a stored procedure, and then executed inside an RDBMS. The parsing and query optimization in Volcano takes a few milliseconds for queries with up to two path variables. For queries involving three and more path variables, of which the path operator of some path variables may be rewritten to a path length, distance, or reachability operator, the optimization may take up to some seconds. One possibility to improve the optimization time is to consider the addition of dedicated pruning strategies for the newly proposed operators to Volcano.

For each query type Volcano exchanges the path operator \( \Psi \) of the original plan. For reachability queries \( r_1 – r_3 \) Volcano exchanges \( \Psi \) to \( \phi_{\text{start}} \), and for distance queries \( d_1 – d_3 \) \( \Phi_{\text{start(low)}} \) is used. For path length queries \( l_1 – l_3 \) \( \Psi \) is exchanged to \( \psi_{\text{start}} \), and for path queries \( p_1 – p_3 \) to \( \Psi_{\text{start}} \). For the complex queries \( c_1 – c_4 \) \( \Psi \) is replaced by Volcano to the expected operators.

Table 7.2 shows the estimated cost of execution for \( r_1 – r_3 \) for the optimized plan using the reachability operator \( \phi_{\text{start}} \) and for the non-optimized plan using \( \Psi \) (with a maximum path length of 10 for cost estimation). The table shows the actual execution time of the optimized query. As we do not have an implementation that computes paths of infinite length, we cannot provide an execution time for the plan containing \( \Psi \). The table also shows \( r_3 \) takes longest, as the cost estimates predict.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimated cost</th>
<th>Query 1</th>
<th>Query 2</th>
<th>Query 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IO</td>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>IO</td>
<td>CPU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r: Optimized ( \phi_{\text{start}} )</td>
<td>615</td>
<td>1.3 \times 10^8</td>
<td>608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-optimized ( \Psi )</td>
<td>9.5 \times 10^{13}</td>
<td>1.3 \times 10^{12}</td>
<td>3.6 \times 10^{13}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Query time (sec)</td>
<td>r: Optimized ( \phi_{\text{start}} )</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.2.: This table shows the estimated cost of execution for \( r_1 – r_3 \) for the optimized plan (\( \phi_{\text{start}} \)) and for the non-optimized plan (\( \Psi \)) for reachability queries. In addition, we give the query times for the execution of the optimized plan.

Table 7.3 shows the effect of query rewriting on estimated cost and execution time for \( d_1 – d_3, l_1 – l_3, \) and \( p_1 – p_3 \). The basis for all these queries are plans that contain the path operator \( \Psi \), from which the output is joined with the sets of selected nodes for path variables \( A \) and \( B \). This means, we have to compute for each node of the graph all paths of length \( < n \) and then discard all paths whose start or end node does not fulfill the condition. For Reactome (Query 2) this takes less than two hours, while for KEGG the computation did not finish within three hours.

The figures in Table 7.3 show that the optimizer correctly identifies it is advantageous to rewrite the expression from the non-optimized version (\( \text{Nodes} A \bowtie A = \text{start} \Phi \)) to \( \Phi_{\text{start}} \).
The query times as well as estimated cost are orders of magnitude lower than those of the original plan. The reason is that we only compute paths starting at selected nodes for node variable $A$, which is a small subset of all nodes in the graph. The data also show using the path length operator is cheaper than using the path operator, while using the distance operator has lowest estimated cost for the same length restriction. This fact is also supported by the experimentally determined query times. Table 7.3 also shows we underestimate the cost for Query 1 and overestimate the cost for Query 2. The reason is that the cost functions are based on averages, but individual nodes may exceed or fall below this average. For Query 1 we found a node, which exceeds this average, while in the set of input nodes for Query 2 several nodes fall below this average.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Query 1</th>
<th>Query 2</th>
<th>Query 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Estimated cost</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d: Optimized $\Phi_{\text{start}}$</td>
<td>$2.1 \cdot 10^5$</td>
<td>$9.6 \cdot 10^7$</td>
<td>$2.0 \cdot 10^7$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l: Optimized $\psi_{\text{start}}$</td>
<td>$9.8 \cdot 10^5$</td>
<td>$1.3 \cdot 10^8$</td>
<td>$9.8 \cdot 10^8$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p: Optimized $\Psi_{\text{start}}$</td>
<td>$9.8 \cdot 10^5$</td>
<td>$1.3 \cdot 10^8$</td>
<td>$9.8 \cdot 10^8$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-optimized $\Psi$</td>
<td>$1.7 \cdot 10^{10}$</td>
<td>$4.6 \cdot 10^{10}$</td>
<td>$1.7 \cdot 10^{10}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Query time (sec) |           |           |           |
| d: Optimized $\Phi_{\text{start}}$ | 3.6 | 0.7 | 13.8 |
| l: Optimized $\psi_{\text{start}}$ | 24.0 | 0.3 | 110.8 |
| p: Optimized $\Psi_{\text{start}}$ | 47.0 | 0.8 | 161.0 |
| Non-optimized $\Psi$ | $> 10,000$ | $6007.0$ | $> 10,000$ |

Table 7.3.: This table shows the estimated cost of execution of $d_1 - d_3$, $l_1 - l_3$, and $p_1 - p_3$ for the optimized plans ($\Phi_{\text{start}}$, $\psi_{\text{start}}$, and $\Psi_{\text{start}}$) and for the non-optimized plan ($\Psi$) for distance, path length, and path queries. In addition, the query times for the execution of the different plans are given.

Figure 7.18(a) shows the expected and experimentally determined cardinalities of the 16 exemplary queries. We predict the highest cardinalities for $r_1 - r_3$, which is also supported by the experimental values. The high difference between expected and actual cardinality is caused by the deficiency of the cardinality estimates for the de-duplication operator $\delta$. Another observation is that the experimentally determined cardinalities for $d_1 - d_3$, $l_1 - l_3$, and $p_1 - p_3$ do not correspond well with the predicted ones. An explanation is that the equations for the cardinality estimates, like the functions for cost estimates, are based on averages. The cardinality estimates for complex queries work quite well, except for Query $c_2$, for which the problem with $\delta$ may be accounted.

In Figure 7.18(b) we contrast the estimated costs (IO + 0.001 CPU) with the average query time of 10 query executions inside the RDBMS, which are partly already given in Table 7.2 and 7.3. We estimate the cost of execution for $c_1 - c_3$ quite well and from manual inspection the rewritten plans contain the expected operators. Only for $c_4$ we severely underestimate the cost compared to query execution time. Although the rewritten plan looks as expected, a reason may be that we use KEGG and Intact as data graphs. We assume the estimates for KEGG work well, while for Intact, a network
that only contains undirected edges, our cost estimates may be far off as we only used directed graphs as basis for our cost functions. Clearly, this provides potential for further improvement.

Figure 7.18.: Comparison of estimated cardinalities and cost to experimentally determined cardinalities and query times on exemplary PQL queries optimized by GRIcano.

To get an insight into the quality of the selected plan we use Query c2 and enforce Volcano to apply certain algorithms or operators when creating the optimized plan. Table 7.4 shows the expected cost and actual query time of different plans. The figures show the execution of only one query plan (Φ\text{start}_{rec}) is faster than the best plan chosen by Volcano (labeled as ‘original’). In the plan with the fastest execution time the algorithm for Φ\text{start} is the recursive query strategy instead of GRIPP. As we already mentioned, Volcano takes as first decision criteria IO cost. For Φ\text{start} the IO cost of the recursive query strategy is higher than the cost for GRIPP, while CPU cost is lower. For the remaining operators using the recursive query strategy is, as predicted by the cost functions, worse than using GRIPP.

Table 7.4 also shows the effect of not allowing the optimizer to use certain operators, which was enforced in Volcano by deleting rewrite rules. The query times show none of the alternative plans with different operators beats the original best plan. The plan, for which we disabled the rewrite rules for all operators to exchange an operator op to op\text{start} even has an execution time that is two orders of magnitude slower than the execution time of the original plan. This leads us to the assumption that one of the most important rewrite strategies is to restrict the number of start and target nodes early during query execution, i.e., pushing the selection operator down. Although in most cases IO and CPU cost are only marginally higher than for the original plan, we are able to determine the plan that is executed as one of the fastest. And this is the most important criteria when optimizing for query times.

Based on the presented experiments we believe the cost-based optimizer created by Volcano, which uses the presented cardinality estimates from Section 7.1 and cost functions from Section 7.2 is able to propose a good execution plan. We showed that the
Table 7.4.: Estimated cost and query execution times for different optimized plans when enforcing Volcano to use certain algorithms or operators or Query c2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query plan</th>
<th>Cost IO</th>
<th>Cost CPU</th>
<th>Query time (sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>original</td>
<td>183,400</td>
<td>4978.9 · 10^6</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algorithm exchange</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>φ_{start rec}</td>
<td>183,900</td>
<td>4978.9 · 10^6</td>
<td>17.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Φ_{start rec}</td>
<td>186,000</td>
<td>4976.0 · 10^6</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ψ_{start rec}</td>
<td>183,600</td>
<td>4978.9 · 10^6</td>
<td>15.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operator exchange</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no φ</td>
<td>183,900</td>
<td>4995.3 · 10^6</td>
<td>17.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no Φ</td>
<td>284,600</td>
<td>4976.0 · 10^6</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no ψ</td>
<td>183,400</td>
<td>4979.0 · 10^6</td>
<td>17.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no op_{start}</td>
<td>287,400</td>
<td>4976.0 · 10^6</td>
<td>1,131.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.4. Related Work

Cost-based query optimization in RDBMS is a well researched topic [SAC+79, HFLP89, GM93, Ioa96]. There exist cost functions and cardinality estimates for the classic relational algebra operators selection, projection, and join. The situation is different for cost-based query optimization of graph queries. Only few researchers target this topic. In the following we discuss these works.

7.4.1. Cardinality and Cost Estimates

To estimate the result size of reachability queries and general recursive Datalog queries Lipton and Naughton present in [LN89] and refine in [LN90] an adaptive sampling algorithm. They suggest to estimate the result size based on the given query Q only at query time. They assume the input of Q may be partitioned and each of these partitions returns a subset of the result. To estimate the result sizes they partition the input and continuously use partitions to compute the result until a predetermined cost parameter (for example time for sampling) is exceeded. The advantage of this method is that the cardinality estimate is based on the actual input set and thus may produce a better estimate than $|\phi(s, t, G)^*|$, which we propose in Equation 7.1. The disadvantage is that estimating the result size for input partitions also requires time, which may in some cases even exceed the actual query time.

7.4.2. Rule-based Query Optimization

In [BR86] Bancilhon and Ramakrishnan review query optimization strategies for deductive databases. All strategies under review use a rule-based rewrite strategy. The aim of all those strategies is to push the selection operator as deep as possible.
Buneman and colleagues also present in [BDHS96] rule-based optimization strategies for their graph query language UnQL and their proposed calculus. Their main focus also lies on pushing the selection operation as far down as possible.

Odonez proposes in [Ord05] a similar strategy for the execution of graph queries in RDBMS using recursive views to answer reachability queries on trees and DAGs. For general graphs a length condition must be given to ensure termination. Their optimization strategy also enforces the pushing of the selection operator as deep as possible. In [Ord10] the authors show the effect of the different optimization strategies on different types of graphs.

In general these rule-based strategies should allow for an efficient execution of graph queries. In Section 7.3 we also identified that restricting the set of start and target nodes early during query execution as important rewrite strategy. Although the proposed rule-based strategies may work in many cases, we believe using the cost-based query optimization, which we propose in this work, allows for more flexibility in choosing the order of the different operators.

7.4.3. Cost-based Query Optimization

The first cost-based query optimization methods for graphs have been proposed for XML documents. Frasincar et al. [FHP02] and Cheng et al. [CYD07] optimize the order of the execution of XPath steps. Both approximate the cost through the expected size of an intermediate result, i.e., the larger the result size, the higher the cost. To estimate the cardinality they use frequencies of node labels involved in an XPath step. In [WPJ03b] and [WPJ02] Wu et al. show that frequencies of node labels may not predict the cardinality of an XPath step well enough. Thus, they propose a so called position histogram, which must be created for each unique label in the graph. In [WPJ03a] they use the cardinality and cost estimates that may be computed from these position histograms for cost-based query optimization of XML queries. In addition, their research shows limiting query optimization to left-deep plans may not select the most efficient plan in the XML setting using their algorithms, but full dynamic programming with different pruning strategies should be employed. Volcano does not specifically produce left-deep plans, as it uses what the authors call a directed dynamic programming approach, which prunes more costly sub-plans early during query optimization regardless their position in the tree.

McHugh and Widom present in [MW99] the query processor of Lore, an XML database. Their cardinality estimates are based on an index of pre-computed paths of up to length $k$. This index may become quite large with growing $k$ and growing number of different labels. Thus, in [AAN01] Aboulnaga et al. propose an index, which summarizes XML documents while computing the statistics for paths. All these optimizations and estimates only work if there are few different labels for nodes, which is the case in XML documents. In addition, position histograms and document summarization only work well on tree structured data. As biological networks are general graphs and each node has an individual label the proposed cardinality estimates are not applicable in our setting.

In recent years cost-based query optimization is also used to find matching subgraphs
in a given data graph, which we discuss in the following. He and Singh want to find isomorphic subgraphs for a query graph in a data graph [HS08]. They consider each edge of the query graph separately and optimize the order in which edges of the query graph are mapped to edges in the data graph. They approximate the cost through the expected size of an intermediate result. To estimate this size they use the frequency of the edge label divided by the frequencies of their adjacent node labels.

Zhao and Han argue it is not efficient to match the query graph edge by edge to the data graph [ZH10]. Their approach is to create subgraphs of the query graph and match these entirely to the data graph. To quickly reduce the number of possible matching points they propose an index structure called neighborhood signature, for which they index the vicinity of each node up to a predefined distance $k$. Using this index structure a cardinality estimate for each subgraph, i.e., how many possible matches this subgraph has, may be gained. To obtain the complete result all subgraphs of the query graph have to be joined, where the cardinality estimates are basis for the optimization of the join order.

In [ZCÖ09] Zou and colleagues do not target the problem of finding isomorphic subgraphs, but assume each edge in the query graph maps to a path of up to length $k$ in the data graph. They argue the frequencies of node and edge labels are not sufficient to estimate the number of possible matches for each edge in the query graph. They propose sampling to estimate connectivity for different distances and use this information for a correction factor of the cardinality estimate. The cardinality estimate is used as input for the cost functions for their proposed algorithms. The goal is to optimize the order in which paths bound to two adjacent edges of the query graph are joined.

All three methods to optimize the search for matching subgraphs in a data graph also rely on the assumption that nodes in the data graph share few distinct node labels. As mentioned before, in biological networks each node has a unique label, and thus the presented methods for cardinality estimation may not be applicable.

In [Kos09] Koschmieder targets the problem of finding regular path expressions in large graphs. Their approach is to first determine the exact number of node mappings for each node in the regular path expression. Starting with the node with the lowest number of mappings they extend the search along the edges in the regular path expression. A disadvantage of this approach is that it is only possible to extend paths starting from one initial node. In our approach we allow for different start points, whose paths may then be joined according to the cardinality and cost estimates.
8. Conclusion and Outlook

This chapter concludes this thesis and provides an outlook on possible improvements for cost-based query optimization for graph queries.

8.1. Summary

In this thesis we present GRIcano, a system that efficiently executes graph queries. For GRIcano we assume graphs are stored and queried using relational database management systems (RDBMS). We presented in Chapter 3 the syntax and semantics of an extended version of the pathway query language PQL to express graph queries. We employ ideas from RDBMS to improve the performance of query execution. Thus, the core of GRIcano is a cost-based query optimizer that is created using the Volcano optimizer generator presented in Section 2.4. In this thesis we made contributions to all three required components of the optimizer, the relational algebra, implementations, and cost model.

In Chapter 4 we argued that relational algebra operators alone are not sufficient to express graph queries. Thus, we first presented new operators to rewrite PQL queries to algebra expressions. We proposed the reachability $\phi$, distance $\Phi$, path length $\psi$, and path operator $\Psi$. In addition, we provided rewrite rules for the newly proposed operators in combination with standard relational algebra operators that may be used to rewrite expressions and exchange operators.

Secondly, we provided implementations for each proposed operator in Chapter 5. The main contribution is GRIPP, an index structure that efficiently executes reachability queries on very large graphs, containing directed edges. The advantage of GRIPP over other existing index structures, which we reviewed in that chapter, is that GRIPP is able to answer reachability queries for a given pair of nodes on average in constant time regardless the size or shape of the graph, while the created index is in the size of the graph. For example, using GRIPP to answer reachability queries for a given pair of nodes is on average only about 3 times slower than using the transitive closure (TC). In comparison, GRIPP is up to 30 times faster than the recursive query strategy. We also show we may employ GRIPP and the recursive query strategy, which we also present in Chapter 5, to provide implementations for all four proposed operators.

The third component of Volcano is the cost model, which requires cardinality estimates for the proposed operators and cost models for the used implementations. Based on extensive experimental evaluation of the proposed implementations on generated random and scale-free graphs presented in Chapter 6 we present functions to estimate the cardinality of the $\phi$, $\Phi$, $\psi$, and $\Psi$ operator in Chapter 7. In addition, we deduced functions for the presented algorithms to estimate the cost of execution. The novel approach is that these functions only use key figures of the graph, which are number of nodes.
8. Conclusion and Outlook

and edges, degree of the node with highest outdegree, and number of nodes with zero outdegree.

We finally present the effectiveness of GRIcano using exemplary graph queries on real biological networks. The experiments conducted show the cost-based query optimizer created by Volcano is able to suggest a very efficient plan for graph query execution.

8.2. Future Work

This thesis contains several aspects for which an improvement may be proposed.

PQL Extension

In Chapter 3 we describe an extended version of PQL. This query language already allows users to express various graph queries, but it lacks the capability to formulate regular expressions for paths. An example for a regular path expression is to look for paths that lead from a chemical compound A to another compound B over two to four reaction-compound edges, including at least one edge, which contains a self-catalyzing reaction R. Using PQL we are not able to express this query. This is a deficiency of the current version of PQL. Thus, regular path expressions may be incorporated in a future version.

The proposed operators in Chapter 4 are sufficient to rewrite PQL statements to algebra expressions. Although, if PQL is extended for regular path expressions, an adaption of the path operator $\Psi$ may become necessary.

Improved Algorithms for Graph Queries

A hugh improvement potential offer implementations for the proposed operators, especially for the distance $\Phi$, path length $\psi$, and path operator $\Psi$. For the reachability operator $\phi$ we believe our proposed GRIPP index offers a very good compromise between query time and index size. Compared to other query methods for answering reachability queries we still believe using GRIPP is one of the best choices to efficiently answer reachability queries on different graph types and sizes in RDBMS.

When considering implementations for the distance operator $\Phi$ the situation is different. In this case GRIPP has disadvantages over the competing recursive query strategy. Even the recursive query strategy is up to orders of magnitude slower than querying the transitive closure (TC). From my point of view, an interesting challenge for the future is to develop an index structure that is smaller than TC and less costly to create, but which also allows answering distance queries efficiently, possibly even in constant time. Recently developed algorithms to answer distance queries are interesting [CY09], but we believe there is still potential for improvement. To find efficient implementations for path length and path queries the situation is even more complex and also requires attention.

In this work we focused on graphs with directed, unlabeled, and unweighted edges. For other graph types, e.g., for graphs with undirected edges, other types of algorithms may
be favorable. Thus, when developing new algorithms one should also consider graphs with other types of edges.

**Cardinality Estimates and Cost Functions**

In Chapter 7 we developed functions to estimate the cardinality of the different operators and costs of the execution of algorithms. These functions are based on extensive measurements on generated scale-free and random graphs with directed edges. Thus, for further validation and improvement of the functions it is inevitable to test them on other graph types and shapes. It may even become necessary to extend the equations for other key figures of the graph, such as size and number of connected components, the network diameter, radius, centralization, heterogeneity, or clustering coefficient [ARS+08]. The result of such a validation might be that different functions could be needed for different types of graphs, even when employing the same algorithm.

**GRIcano**

We presented a prototypic implementation of GRIcano in Chapter 7. This prototype may be improved in several ways. First, it currently does not support the grouping operator, which is essential to express PQL queries that contain a **HAVING** clause. We believe the prototype already shows the prove of concept, even with this deficiency. Second, the estimates of the classical relational algebra operators may need improvement to better estimate the result size of join, selection, or de-duplication operators.

We saw in Section 7.3 the evaluation of graph queries may be very time consuming, especially computing paths between sets of nodes. If we incorrectly estimate the sizes of input sets we may choose an unfavorable plan for query execution. We currently rely on static and predefined selectivity information of relations to estimate the number of selected nodes. A first improvement would be to use the estimations of an RDBMS, which are hopefully better. Still, these estimations may not always be correct. Thus, for a future implementation it may be prudent to revisit the ideas of dynamic query optimization [KD98], adapt them for graph query optimization, and then accommodate them in GRIcano.

Currently, GRIcano returns the result of a graph query as relation. A user may expect as answer to a graph query a result graph, i.e., a representation containing nodes and edges. Thus, we may consider to extend an existing bioinformatics package for biological network visualization such as Cytoscape [SOR+11].

An important feature of GRIcano is its modular design principle that allows for an easy extension of the system to include new implementations for the proposed operators. If new and more efficient algorithms for answering distance, path length or path queries are developed they may easily be included if cost functions are provided, which are designed similar to the cost functions presented in Section 7.2. Overall, we believe GRIcano is an important first step in cost-based graph query optimization and more contributions may and should be made in this area.
A. Strongly Connected Component

A.1. Kosaraju’s Algorithm

Algorithm A.1 presents Kosaraju’s algorithm, which performs two depth-first searches. The first depth-first search assigns every node in the reverse graph of $G$ a postorder value. In the second depth-first search on the forward graph we assign every node the number of the strongly connected component. All nodes with the same number are in the same strongly connected component. As Algorithm A.1 only performs two depth-first searches the runtime is $O(|V| + |E|)$.

Given a graph $G = (V, E)$ and strongly connected components $C_1, C_2, \ldots, C_n$ of $G$. We may construct the component graph $G_C$ by representing every strongly connected component $C_i$ as node in $G_C$ and add edges between $C_i$ and $C_j$, with $i \neq j$, if at least one node in $C_i$ has a directed edge to at least one node in $C_j$.

Theorem A.1. The resulting graph $G_C$ forms a DAG.

Proof A.1. Let us assume $G_C$ is not cycle-free. Therefore, there must exist two nodes $u, v \in V$ for which holds $u \leadsto v$ and $v \leadsto u$. According to Definition 2.10 these two nodes must be contained in one strongly connected component, i.e., no such nodes exist. \qed
A. Strongly Connected Component

Algorithm A.1: Kosaraju’s algorithm to compute strongly connected components of $G$.

**Data:** graph $G$

1. $\text{traversed} \leftarrow \emptyset$
2. $\text{pp\_count} \leftarrow 0$
3. $\text{comp\_count} \leftarrow 0$

4. **FUNCTION** strongly-connected
   5.  \quad \text{foreach } u \in V \text{ do}
   6.  \quad \quad \text{if } u \notin \text{traversed} \text{ then}
   7.  \quad \quad \quad \text{depth-first-reverse}(u)
   8.  \quad \quad \end
   9.  \quad \text{traversed} \leftarrow \emptyset
10.  \quad \text{foreach } u \in V, \text{ ordered by postorder, descending do}
11.  \quad \quad \text{if } u \notin \text{traversed} \text{ then}
12.  \quad \quad \quad \text{depth-first-forward}(u)
13.  \quad \quad \quad \text{comp\_count} \leftarrow \text{comp\_count} + 1
14.  \quad \quad \end
15.  \quad \end
16.  \end

18. **FUNCTION** depth-first-reverse($u$)
19.  \quad \text{traversed} \leftarrow \text{traversed} \cup u
20.  \quad \text{foreach } v \in \text{parents}(u) \text{ do}
21.  \quad \quad \text{if } v \notin \text{traversed} \text{ then}
22.  \quad \quad \quad \text{depth-first-reverse}(v)
23.  \quad \quad \end
24.  \quad \text{end}
25.  \quad u_{\text{post}} \leftarrow \text{pp\_count}++
26.  \end

27. **FUNCTION** depth-first-forward($u$)
28.  \quad \text{traversed} \leftarrow \text{traversed} \cup u
29.  \quad u_{\text{comp}} \leftarrow \text{comp\_count}
30.  \quad \text{foreach } v \in \text{children}(u) \text{ do}
31.  \quad \quad \text{if } v \notin \text{traversed} \text{ then}
32.  \quad \quad \quad \text{depth-first-forward}(v)
33.  \quad \quad \end
34.  \quad \end
35.  \end
B. Rewrite Rules for Operators

B.1. Path Operator

B.1.1. Restriction on Start and End Node

Equations B.1 – B.3 show the rewrite rules if restriction on start and end nodes are given.

\[
\begin{align*}
\Psi_{\text{start cond}} &:= \sigma_{\text{start} = \text{A node id}}(\text{Nodes A} \times \Psi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Edge})) \\
\Psi_{\text{end cond}} &:= \sigma_{\text{end} = \text{B node id}}(\Psi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Edge}) \times \text{Nodes B})
\end{align*}
\]  

(B.1)

\[
\begin{align*}
\Psi_{\text{both cond}} &:= \sigma_{\text{start} = \text{A node id} \text{ AND end} = \text{B node id}}(\text{Nodes A} \times \Psi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Edge}) \times \text{Nodes B}) \\
\end{align*}
\]  

(B.3)

B.1.2. Path Operator and Other Operators

Equations B.4 – B.6 show rewrite rules for \( \Psi \) in combination with other operators.

\[
\begin{align*}
\sigma_{\text{sel cond}}(\Psi_{\text{start cond}}(\text{Nodes, Edge})) &= \Psi_{\text{start cond}}(\sigma_{\text{sel cond}}(\text{Nodes}), \text{Edge}) \quad \text{if sel cond contains only conditions on attributes of Nodes} \\
\sigma_{\text{sel cond}}(\Psi_{\text{end cond}}(\text{Edge, Nodes})) &= \Psi_{\text{end cond}}(\text{Edge, \sigma_{sel cond}(Nodes)}) \quad \text{if sel cond contains only conditions on attributes of Nodes}
\end{align*}
\]  

(B.4) (B.5)
B. Rewrite Rules for Operators

\[
\sigma_{\text{sel} \_\text{cond}}(\psi_{\text{both}}(\text{Nodes A, Edge, Nodes B})) = \sigma_{\text{sel} \_\text{cond} \_A}(\sigma_{\text{sel} \_\text{cond} \_B}(\psi_{\text{both}}(\text{Nodes A, Edge, Nodes B}))) = \sigma_{\text{sel} \_\text{cond} \_A}(\psi_{\text{both}}(\text{Nodes A, Edge, } \sigma_{\text{sel} \_\text{cond} \_B}(\text{Nodes B}))) = \psi_{\text{both}}(\sigma_{\text{sel} \_\text{cond} \_A}(\text{Nodes A, Edge, } \sigma_{\text{sel} \_\text{cond} \_B}(\text{Nodes B})))
\]  
(B.6)

if \(\text{sel} \_\text{cond} \_A\) contains only conditions on attributes of \(\text{Nodes A}\) and \(\text{sel} \_\text{cond} \_B\) contains only conditions on attributes of \(\text{Nodes B}\) and \(\text{sel} \_\text{cond} = \text{sel} \_\text{cond} \_A \text{ AND sel} \_\text{cond} \_B\)

Equations B.7 – B.10 show the rewrite rules to push the join into \(\Psi\).

\[
R \bowtie_{\text{R} \bowtie \text{A.attr}} \psi_{\text{start}}(\text{Nodes A, Edge}) = \psi_{\text{start}}(\text{Nodes A, Edge})
\]  
(B.7)

\[
R \bowtie_{\text{R} \bowtie \text{B.attr}} \psi_{\text{end}}(\text{Nodes B}) = \psi_{\text{end}}(\text{Nodes B})
\]  
(B.8)

\[
R \bowtie_{\text{R} \bowtie \text{A.attr}} \psi_{\text{both}}(\text{Nodes A, Edge, Nodes B}) = \psi_{\text{both}}(\text{Nodes A, Edge, Nodes B})
\]  
(B.9)

\[
R \bowtie_{\text{R} \bowtie \text{B.attr}} \psi_{\text{both}}(\text{Nodes A, Edge, Nodes B}) = (\psi_{\text{both}}(\text{Nodes A, Edge, } (R \bowtie \text{B.attr} \text{Nodes B})))
\]  
(B.10)

B.2. Path Length Operator

B.2.1. Restriction on Start and End Node

Equations B.11 – B.13 show the rewrite rules if restriction on start and end nodes are given.

\[
\psi_{\text{cond}, \text{start}=\text{A.node_id}}(\text{Nodes A, Edge}) := \sigma_{\text{start}=\text{A.node_id}}(\text{Nodes A} \times \psi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Edge})) = \text{Nodes A} \bowtie_{\text{A.node_id}=\text{start}} \psi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Edge})
\]  
(B.11)
B.2. Path Length Operator

\[
\psi_{\text{end}, \text{end}=B.\text{node\_id}}(\text{Edge}, \text{Nodes B}) := \sigma_{\text{end}=B.\text{node\_id}}(\psi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Edge}) \times \text{Nodes B}) \tag{B.12}
\]

\[
\psi_{\text{both}, \text{start}=A.\text{node\_id} \text{ AND end}=B.\text{node\_id}}(\text{Nodes A}, \text{Edge}, \text{Nodes B}) := \sigma_{\text{start}=A.\text{node\_id} \text{ AND end}=B.\text{node\_id}}(\text{Nodes A} \times \psi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Edge}) \times \text{Nodes B}) \tag{B.13}
\]

B.2.2. From Path Operator \(\Psi\) to Path Length Operator \(\psi\)

Equations B.14 and B.15 show the rewrite rule to rewrite an expression containing \(\Psi\) to an expression containing \(\psi\).

\[
\delta(\pi_A(\Psi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Edge}))) = \pi_A(\psi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Edge})) \tag{B.14}
\]

if \(A = \{\text{start, end, length}\}\)

\[
\delta(\gamma_A, \text{count}(\text{path\_id}))(\psi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Edge}))) = \gamma_A, \text{count}(\text{path\_id})(\psi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Edge})) \tag{B.15}
\]

if \(A = \{\text{path\_id, start, end, length}\}\)

Using Equation B.14 and Equations B.11 – B.13 we can deduce the rewrite rules for \(\Psi_{\text{start}}\) to \(\psi_{\text{start}}\), \(\Psi_{\text{end}}\) to \(\psi_{\text{end}}\), and \(\psi_{\text{both}}\) to \(\psi_{\text{both}}\).

B.2.3. Path Length Operator and Other Operators

Equations B.16 – B.18 shows the rewrite rule to push the selection operator to \(\text{Nodes}\).

\[
\sigma_{\text{sel\_cond}}(\psi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Nodes, Edge})) = \psi_{\text{cond}}(\sigma_{\text{sel\_cond}}(\text{Nodes}), \text{Edge}) \tag{B.16}
\]

if \(\text{sel\_cond}\) contains only conditions on attributes of \(\text{Nodes}\)

\[
\sigma_{\text{sel\_cond}}(\psi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Edge, Nodes})) = \psi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Edge}, \sigma_{\text{sel\_cond}}(\text{Nodes})) \tag{B.17}
\]

if \(\text{sel\_cond}\) contains only conditions on attributes of \(\text{Nodes}\)
B. Rewrite Rules for Operators

\[ \sigma_{\text{sel}_{\text{cond}}}(\psi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Nodes A, Edge, Nodes B})) = \]
\[ \sigma_{\text{sel}_{\text{cond}}_{\text{A}}}(\sigma_{\text{sel}_{\text{cond}}_{\text{B}}}(\psi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Nodes A, Edge, Nodes B}))) = \]
\[ \sigma_{\text{sel}_{\text{cond}}_{\text{A}}}(\psi_{\text{both}_{\text{cond}}}(\text{Nodes A, Edge, } \sigma_{\text{sel}_{\text{cond}}_{\text{B}}}(\text{Nodes B}))) = \]
\[ \psi_{\text{cond}}_{\text{both}}(\sigma_{\text{sel}_{\text{cond}}_{\text{A}}}(\text{Nodes A, Edge, } \sigma_{\text{sel}_{\text{cond}}_{\text{B}}}(\text{Nodes B}))) \]  \hspace{1cm} (B.18)

if sel_{cond}_{A} contains only conditions on attributes of Nodes A and sel_{cond}_{B} contains only conditions on attributes of Nodes B and sel_{cond} = sel_{cond}_{A} AND sel_{cond}_{B}

Equations B.7 – B.10 show the rewrite rules to push the join into \( \psi \).

\[ R \bowtie_{\text{attr}_{\text{op A}} \text{attr}_{\text{end}}}(\text{Nodes A, Edge}) = \psi_{\text{start}_{\text{cond}}}( (R \bowtie_{\text{attr}_{\text{op A}} \text{attr}} \text{Nodes A}), \text{Edge}) \]  \hspace{1cm} (B.19)

\[ R \bowtie_{\text{attr}_{\text{op B}} \text{attr}_{\text{end}}}(\text{Edge, Nodes B}) = \psi_{\text{end}_{\text{cond}}}( \text{Edge}, (R \bowtie_{\text{attr}_{\text{op B}} \text{attr}} \text{Nodes B})) \]  \hspace{1cm} (B.20)

\[ R \bowtie_{\text{attr}_{\text{op A}} \text{attr}_{\text{both}}}(\text{Nodes A, Edge, Nodes B}) = \psi_{\text{both}_{\text{cond}}}( (R \bowtie_{\text{attr}_{\text{op A}} \text{attr}} \text{Nodes A}), \text{Edge, Nodes B}) \]  \hspace{1cm} (B.21)

\[ R \bowtie_{\text{attr}_{\text{op B}} \text{attr}_{\text{both}}}(\text{Nodes A, Edge, Nodes A}) = (\psi_{\text{both}_{\text{cond}}}(\text{Nodes A, Edge, } (R \bowtie_{\text{attr}_{\text{op B}} \text{attr}} \text{Nodes B}))) \]  \hspace{1cm} (B.22)

B.3. Distance Operator

B.3.1. Restriction on Start and End Node

Equations B.23 – B.25 show the rewrite rules if restriction on start or end nodes are given.

\[ \Phi_{\text{cond}_{\text{start}} = \text{A.node}_{\text{id}}}(\text{Nodes A, Edge}) := \sigma_{\text{start} = \text{A.node}_{\text{id}}}(\text{Nodes A} \times \Phi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Edge})) \]  \hspace{1cm} (B.23)

\[ = \text{Nodes A} \bowtie_{\text{A.node}_{\text{id}} = \text{start}} \Phi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Edge}) \]
B.3. Distance Operator

\[ \Phi_{\text{end}, \text{end}=B.\text{node\_id}}(\text{Edge}, \text{Nodes B}) \]
\[ := \sigma_{\text{end}=B.\text{node\_id}}(\Phi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Edge}) \times \text{Nodes B}) \]
\[ = \Phi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Edge}) \bowtie_{\text{end}=B.\text{node\_id}} \text{Nodes B} \]  
(B.24)

\[ \Phi_{\text{both}, \text{start}=A.\text{node\_id} \text{ AND end}=B.\text{node\_id}}(\text{Nodes A, Edge, Nodes B}) \]
\[ := \sigma_{\text{start}=A.\text{node\_id} \text{ AND end}=B.\text{node\_id}}(\text{Nodes A} \times \Phi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Edge}) \times \text{Nodes B}) \]
\[ = \text{Nodes A} \bowtie_{A.\text{node\_id}=\text{start}} \Phi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Edge}) \bowtie_{\text{end}=B.\text{node\_id}} \text{Nodes B} \]  
(B.25)

B.3.2. From Path Operator \( \Psi \) to Distance Operator \( \Phi \)

Equation B.26 shows the rewrite rule to rewrite an expression containing \( \Psi \) to an expression containing \( \phi \).

\[ \pi_A(\Psi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Edge})) = \pi_A(\phi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Edge})) \]

if \( A = \{\text{start, end}\} \text{ and cond} = [-,] | [-] | [\sim -], (\text{length\_cond})? \)
with \( \text{length\_cond} := \text{length op n (AND length op n)* and op := < |} \leq \)  
(B.26)

Using Equation B.26 and Equations B.23 – B.25 we can deduce the rewrite rules for \( \Psi_{\text{start}} \) to \( \phi_{\text{start}} \), \( \Psi_{\text{end}} \) to \( \phi_{\text{end}} \), and \( \Psi_{\text{both}} \) to \( \phi_{\text{both}} \).

B.3.3. Distance Operator and Other Operators

Equations B.27 – B.27 show the rewrite rule to push the selection operator to \( \text{Nodes} \).

\[ \sigma_{\text{sel\_cond}}(\Phi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Nodes, Edge})) = \Phi_{\text{cond}}(\sigma_{\text{sel\_cond}}(\text{Nodes}, \text{Edge})) \]  
(B.27)

if \( \text{sel\_cond} \text{ contains only conditions on attributes of} \ \text{Nodes} \)

\[ \sigma_{\text{sel\_cond}}(\Phi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Edge, Nodes})) = \Phi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Edge, } \sigma_{\text{sel\_cond}}(\text{Nodes})) \]  
(B.28)

if \( \text{sel\_cond} \text{ contains only conditions on attributes of} \ \text{Nodes} \)
\[ \sigma_{\text{sel_cond}}(\Phi_{\text{both}}(\text{Nodes A, Edge, Nodes B})) = \]

\[ \sigma_{\text{sel_cond}_A}(\sigma_{\text{sel_cond}_B}(\Phi_{\text{both}}(\text{Nodes A, Edge, Nodes B}))) = \]

\[ \sigma_{\text{sel_cond}_A}(\Phi_{\text{both}}(\text{Nodes A, Edge, } \sigma_{\text{sel_cond}_B}(\text{Nodes B}))) = \]

\[ \Phi_{\text{both}}(\sigma_{\text{sel_cond}_A}(\text{Nodes A, Edge, } \sigma_{\text{sel_cond}_B}(\text{Nodes B}))) \]

if \( \text{sel_cond}_A \) contains only conditions on attributes of Nodes A and \( \text{sel_cond}_B \) contains only conditions on attributes of Nodes B and \( \text{sel_cond} = \text{sel_cond}_A \text{ AND } \text{sel_cond}_B \)

Equations B.30 – B.33 show the rewrite rules to push the join into \( \Phi \).

\[ R \bowtie_{\text{attr op A, attr}} \Phi_{\text{start}}(\text{Nodes A, Edge}) = \Phi_{\text{start}}(\langle R \bowtie_{\text{attr op A, attr}} \text{ Nodes A} \rangle, \text{Edge}) \]  

(B.30)

\[ R \bowtie_{\text{attr op B, attr}} \Phi_{\text{end}}(\text{Edge, Nodes B}) = \Phi_{\text{end}}(\langle R \bowtie_{\text{attr op B, attr}} \text{ Nodes B} \rangle) \]  

(B.31)

\[ R \bowtie_{\text{attr op A, attr}} \Phi_{\text{both}}(\text{Nodes A, Edge, Nodes B}) = \Phi_{\text{both}}(\langle R \bowtie_{\text{attr op A, attr}} \text{ Nodes A} \rangle, \text{Edge, Nodes B}) \]  

(B.32)

\[ R \bowtie_{\text{attr op B, attr}} \Phi_{\text{both}}(\text{Nodes A, Edge, Nodes A}) = \Phi_{\text{both}}(\langle R \bowtie_{\text{attr op B, attr}} \text{ Nodes B} \rangle) \]  

(B.33)

B.4. Reachability Operator

B.4.1. Restriction on Start and End Node

Equations B.34 – B.36 show the rewrite rule if restrictions on the start or end node are given.

\[ \sigma_{\text{start}}(\Phi_{\text{cond, start=Anode id}}(\text{Nodes A, Edge})) = \]

\[ := \sigma_{\text{start=Anode id}}(\text{Nodes A} \times \Phi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Edge})) \]  

(B.34)

\[ = \text{Nodes A } \bowtie_{\text{Anode id=start}} \Phi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Edge}) \]
B.4. Reachability Operator

\[ \phi_{\text{end, } \text{end} = B.\text{node}_\text{id}(\text{Edge}, \text{Nodes } B)} \]
\[ := \sigma_{\text{end} = B.\text{node}_\text{id}(\phi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Edge})) \times \text{Nodes } B} \]
\[ = \phi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Edge}) \bowtie_{\text{end} = B.\text{node}_\text{id}} \text{Nodes } B \]  

(B.35)

\[ \phi_{\text{both, } \text{start} = A.\text{node}_\text{id} \text{ AND } \text{end} = B.\text{node}_\text{id}(\text{Nodes } A, \text{Edge}, \text{Nodes } B) \]
\[ := \sigma_{\text{start} = A.\text{node}_\text{id} \text{ AND } \text{end} = B.\text{node}_\text{id}(\text{Nodes } A \times \phi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Edge}) \times \text{Nodes } B} \]
\[ = \text{Nodes } A \bowtie_{A.\text{node}_\text{id} = \text{start} \phi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Edge})} \bowtie_{\text{end} = B.\text{node}_\text{id}} \text{Nodes } B \]  

(B.36)

B.4.2. From Path Operator \( \Psi \) to Reachability Operator \( \phi \)

Equation B.37 shows the rewrite rule to rewrite an expression containing \( \Psi \) to an expression containing \( \phi \).

\[ \delta(\pi_A(\Psi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Edge}))) = \pi_A(\phi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Edge})) \]
\[ \text{if } A = \{\text{start, end}\} \text{ and } \text{cond} = [\rightarrow] \mid [\leftarrow] \mid [\leftrightarrow] \]  

(B.37)

Using Equation B.37 and Equations B.34 – B.36 we can deduce the rewrite rules for \( \psi_{\text{start}} \) to \( \phi_{\text{start}} \), \( \psi_{\text{end}} \) to \( \phi_{\text{end}} \), and \( \psi_{\text{both}} \) to \( \phi_{\text{both}} \).

B.4.3. Reachability Operator and Other Operators

Equations B.38 – B.36 show the rewrite rules to push down the selection operator.

\[ \sigma_{\text{sel}_\text{cond}}(\phi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Nodes, Edge})) = \phi_{\text{cond}}(\sigma_{\text{sel}_\text{cond}}(\text{Nodes, Edge})) \]
\[ \text{if } \text{sel}_\text{cond} \text{ contains only conditions on attributes of } \text{Nodes} \]  

(B.38)

\[ \sigma_{\text{sel}_\text{cond}}(\phi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Edge, Nodes})) = \phi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Edge, } \sigma_{\text{sel}_\text{cond}}(\text{Nodes})) \]
\[ \text{if } \text{sel}_\text{cond} \text{ contains only conditions on attributes of } \text{Nodes} \]  

(B.39)
B. Rewrite Rules for Operators

\[
\sigma_{\text{sel_cond}}(\phi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Nodes A, Edge, Nodes B})) = \\
\sigma_{\text{sel_cond A}}(\sigma_{\text{sel_cond B}}(\phi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Nodes A, Edge, Nodes B}))) = \\
\sigma_{\text{sel_cond A}}(\phi_{\text{both}}(\text{Nodes A, Edge, } \sigma_{\text{sel_cond B}}(\text{Nodes B}))) = \\
\phi_{\text{both}}(\sigma_{\text{sel_cond A}}(\text{Nodes A}), \text{Edge, } \sigma_{\text{sel_cond B}}(\text{Nodes B})) 
\]

(B.40)

if \( \text{sel_cond A} \) contains only conditions on attributes of \( \text{Nodes A} \) and \( \text{sel_cond B} \) contains only conditions on attributes of \( \text{Nodes B} \) and \( \text{sel_cond} = \text{sel_cond A AND sel_cond B} \)

Equations B.41 – B.44 show the rewrite rules to push the join into \( \phi \).

\[
R \bowtie_{R.\text{attr op A.attr}} \phi_{\text{start}}^\text{start} \text{(Nodes A, Edge)} \\
= \phi_{\text{cond}}(\text{(R } \bowtie_{R.\text{attr op A.attr}} \text{ Nodes A), Edge}) 
\]

(B.41)

\[
R \bowtie_{R.\text{attr op B.attr}} \phi_{\text{end}}^\text{end} \text{(Edge, Nodes B)} \\
= \phi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Edge, (R } \bowtie_{R.\text{attr op B.attr}} \text{ Nodes B))} 
\]

(B.42)

\[
R \bowtie_{R.\text{attr op A.attr}} \phi_{\text{both}}^\text{both} \text{(Nodes A, Edge, Nodes B)} \\
= \phi_{\text{cond}}(\text{(R } \bowtie_{R.\text{attr op A.attr}} \text{ Nodes A), Edge, Nodes B}) 
\]

(B.43)

\[
R \bowtie_{R.\text{attr op B.attr}} \phi_{\text{both}}^\text{both} \text{(Nodes A, Edge, Nodes A)} \\
= \phi_{\text{cond}}(\text{Nodes A, Edge, (R } \bowtie_{R.\text{attr op B.attr}} \text{ Nodes B})) 
\]

(B.44)
C. Additional Algorithms for GRIPP

C.1. Relational Schema for Storing GRIPP

The GRIPP index as well as the stop nodes are stored in relations. Figure C.1 shows the database schema to store the GRIPP index as well as the stop nodes. The instance type of a node is stored as special attribute in the index table. For stop nodes we store apart from the node_id also the pre- and postorder value and the depth of the tree instance of that stop node.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GRIPP</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>node_id</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>preorder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>postorder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>depth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>edge_id</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>instance_type</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stop_nodes</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>node_id</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>preorder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>postorder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>depth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure C.1.: The database schema to store the GRIPP index structure and stop nodes.

C.2. Stop Node List for GRIPP

To create the list of stop nodes we would have to check the reachable instance set of every node. As this is too time consuming we test only selected nodes. We are especially interested in nodes whose reachable instance set covers many instances. Therefore, we only consider child nodes c of the virtual root node as stop node candidates. In addition for every c we compute the size of $RIS(c)$, $|RIS(c)|$, which is basically $c_{post} - c_{pre}/2$. We only consider c as stop node candidate if $|RIS(c)| \geq t$, with t being a cut-off value. For our experiments we use the cut-off value $t = 0.0005 \cdot \max(|RIS(c)|)$, which we determined empirically as tradeoff between the number of nodes we must evaluate during the stop node list generation and the number of stop nodes found. Furthermore, we only consider a node as stop node candidate if it is a potential hop node, i.e., if it has a non-tree instance in $IND(G)$. For a stop node candidate s we check if the tree instance $h'$ of any hop node in $RIS(s)$ is also in $RIS(s)$. If that is not the case, $h'$ is sibling to s and s is not a stop node; otherwise, s is a stop node and is added to the list of stop nodes. Algorithm C.1 shows the procedure to compute the list of the stop nodes. The child nodes to the root node are retrieved according to the size of their reachable instance sets.
C. Additional Algorithms for GRIPP

Algorithm C.1: The algorithm to compute the stop node list

```
PROCEDURE compute_stop_nodes(root_node)
    t ← 0
    while cand ← next(children(root_node)) // order by |RIS|
        do
            if t = 0 then
                t ← post(cand) − pre(cand)
            end
            if post(cand) − pre(cand) > 0.0005·t
                AND hasNon-tree(cand) AND stopNodeCond(cand) then
                    STOP_NODES ← STOP_NODES ∪ (node(cand), pre(cand), post(cand));
                end
            end
        end
    end

FUNCTION stopNodeCond(cand)
    forall the non_tree_inst ∈ RIS(cand) do
        tree_inst ← getTree(non_tree_inst)
        if tree_inst /∈ RIS(cand) then return false
    end
    return true
```

C.3. Reachability for Sets of Nodes

The function given in Algorithm C.2 is a variation of Algorithm 5.2 presented on page 79. To find all reachable nodes from u we basically use every possible hop node unless this hop node has already been used or is successor to a used hop node. In addition, we add each hop node to a list of reachable nodes, which initially is empty. To get all reachable nodes we have to add an additional step. This step starts in line 22 of Algorithm C.2. The idea is to find all tree instances in the reachable instance set of the hop node h. To avoid that we retrieve nodes multiple times we skip all intervals of used hop nodes that lie in $RIS(h)$ (line 23).
Algorithm C.2: Function to find all nodes that are reachable from $u$ using GRIPP.

```plaintext
used_hops ← ∅; used_stops ← ∅; reached_nodes ← ∅

FUNCTION reachability(u) RETURNS boolean

used_hops ← used_hops ∪ (u)

if $u \in$ STOP_NODES then
    used_stops ← used_stops ∪ (u)
else
    while non_tree_inst ← nextStop(RIS(u)) do
        tree_inst ← getTreeInst(non_tree_inst)
        reachability(tree_inst)
    end

if isInRIS(u, used_stops) then return

$H_1 \ldots H_n \leftarrow$ getUsedHopsInRIS(u)
// skip ranges

non_tree_instances ← getNonTreeInst(RIS(u) \ RIS(H_1) \ ... \ RIS(H_n))

foreach non_tree_inst ∈ non_tree_instances do
    tree_inst ← getTreeInst(non_tree_inst)
    if hasChildren(tree_inst) then continue
    // if new hop has been used as hop
    if tree_inst ∈ used_hops then continue
    // if new hop is in a RIS of a used hop
    if isInRIS(tree_inst, used_hops) then continue
    // otherwise call recursively
    reachability(tree_inst)
end

// now add all tree instances that are reachable
min_pre ← pre(u); reached_nodes ← reached_nodes ∪ (u)
foreach inst ∈ getTreeInRIS(u) do
    if min_pre < pre(inst) then
        if inst ∈ used_hops then
            min_pre ← post(inst)
        else
            reached_nodes ← reached_nodes ∪ (inst)
        end
    end
end
```

// C.3. Reachability for Sets of Nodes
## D. Graph Properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. nodes</th>
<th>No. edges</th>
<th>Max. degree</th>
<th>SD(Max. degree)</th>
<th>Zero degree</th>
<th>SD (Zero degree)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>1.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>33.8</td>
<td>4.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>68.8</td>
<td>5.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>135.6</td>
<td>12.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,500</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>339.8</td>
<td>11.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>680.4</td>
<td>19.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1,346.8</td>
<td>13.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>3,385.4</td>
<td>20.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>6,753.6</td>
<td>53.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>200,000</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>13,520.2</td>
<td>75.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250,000</td>
<td>500,000</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>33,945.0</td>
<td>173.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500,000</td>
<td>1,000,000</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>67,666.0</td>
<td>134.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,000,000</td>
<td>2,000,000</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>135,198.0</td>
<td>251.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,500,000</td>
<td>5,000,000</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>338,272.4</td>
<td>313.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1,839</td>
<td>40.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>7,500</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1,108.4</td>
<td>13.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>680.4</td>
<td>19.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>12,500</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>407.0</td>
<td>11.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>15,000</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>240.6</td>
<td>2.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>17,500</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>14.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>83.8</td>
<td>9.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>25,000</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>31.8</td>
<td>6.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>30,000</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>2.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>22.8</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table D.1.: Key figures for different random graphs (Max. degree = outdegree of the nodes with highest outdegree; Zero degree = number of nodes with an outdegree 0). The figures are an average over five generated graphs for each graph type and its standard deviation (SD).
### D. Graph Properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. nodes</th>
<th>No. edges</th>
<th>Max. degree</th>
<th>SD (Max. degree)</th>
<th>Zero degree</th>
<th>SD (Zero degree)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>1.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>3.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>36.8</td>
<td>5.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>5.28</td>
<td>82.2</td>
<td>5.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>28.2</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td>156.4</td>
<td>5.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,500</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>48.6</td>
<td>7.47</td>
<td>393.4</td>
<td>14.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>58.8</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>794.2</td>
<td>18.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>91.8</td>
<td>5.98</td>
<td>1,567.2</td>
<td>43.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>169.2</td>
<td>13.53</td>
<td>4,005.2</td>
<td>51.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>190.4</td>
<td>20.16</td>
<td>7,983.8</td>
<td>29.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>200,000</td>
<td>237.8</td>
<td>22.23</td>
<td>15,839.2</td>
<td>76.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250,000</td>
<td>500,000</td>
<td>412.2</td>
<td>27.71</td>
<td>39,672.6</td>
<td>204.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500,000</td>
<td>1,000,000</td>
<td>599.0</td>
<td>33.08</td>
<td>79,475.8</td>
<td>174.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,000,000</td>
<td>2,000,000</td>
<td>778.4</td>
<td>46.50</td>
<td>158,780.8</td>
<td>146.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,500,000</td>
<td>5,000,000</td>
<td>1,077.6</td>
<td>251.16</td>
<td>397,531.2</td>
<td>368.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>33.4</td>
<td>6.12</td>
<td>1935.4</td>
<td>39.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>7,500</td>
<td>53.0</td>
<td>11.78</td>
<td>1346.8</td>
<td>33.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>58.8</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>794.2</td>
<td>18.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>12,500</td>
<td>67.2</td>
<td>10.17</td>
<td>563.4</td>
<td>24.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>15,000</td>
<td>90.4</td>
<td>9.60</td>
<td>335.2</td>
<td>18.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>17,500</td>
<td>96.4</td>
<td>11.98</td>
<td>245.0</td>
<td>4.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>118.2</td>
<td>10.94</td>
<td>149.0</td>
<td>12.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>25,000</td>
<td>136.4</td>
<td>13.03</td>
<td>66.6</td>
<td>6.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>30,000</td>
<td>149.6</td>
<td>14.18</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>1.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>184.2</td>
<td>14.13</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>245.0</td>
<td>24.44</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table D.2.: Key figures for different scale-free graphs (Max. degree = outdegree of the nodes with highest outdegree; Zero degree = number of nodes with an outdegree 0). The figures are an average over five generated graphs for each graph type and its standard deviation (SD).
E. Model Specification for Volcano

In Listing E.1 we show an excerpt of the file model.input, which holds the model specifications for Volcano. We omit the rewrite rules for the standard relational algebra operators \texttt{SELECT}, \texttt{JOIN}, and \texttt{PROJECT}. We also omit the code for operator and algorithm definitions, implementation and transformation rules for the different varieties of \texttt{LENGTH}, \texttt{DISTANCE}, and \texttt{REACHABILITY} operators as these are very similar to the presented code for the \texttt{PATH} operator.

Listing E.1: Excerpt from model.input, the model specification for Volcano

\begin{verbatim}
--- Define operators and their arities.
--- Set base operators
%operator SELECT 1
%operator JOIN 2
--- ... and more (PROJECT, DISTINCT)

--- Paths operators
%operator PATHS 1
%operator PATHS_START 2
%operator PATHS_END 2
%operator PATHS_BOTH 3
--- ... and more (LENGTHS, DISTANCE, REACHABILITY)

--- Define algorithms and their arities.
--- the normal ones
%algorithm FILTER 1
%algorithm HASH_JOIN 2
%algorithm MERGE_JOIN 2
--- ... and more (PROJECT, DISTINCT, SORT)

--- for the paths
%algorithm PATHS_REC 1
%algorithm PATHS_GRIPP 1
%algorithm PATHS_START_REC 2
%algorithm PATHS_START_GRIPP 2
%algorithm PATHS_END_REC 2
%algorithm PATHS_END_GRIPP 2
%algorithm PATHS_BOTH_FW_REC 3
%algorithm PATHS_BOTH_FR_REC 3
%algorithm PATHS_BOTH_RW_REC 3
%algorithm PATHS_BOTH_RW_GRIPP 3
--- ... and more (LENGTHS, DISTANCE, REACHABILITY)

--- Implementation rules -- which algorithm is an implementation for which operator
--- the normal rules
\end{verbatim}
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\%impl_rule ( SELECT ?op_arg1 (?1) ) \rightarrow ( FILTER ?al_arg1 (?1) )
\%impl_rule ( JOIN ?op_arg1 (?1 ?2) ) \rightarrow ( HASH_JOIN ?al_arg1 (?1 ?2) )
\%impl_rule ( JOIN ?op_arg1 (?1 ?2) ) \rightarrow ( MERGE_JOIN ?al_arg1 (?1 ?2) )
\quad \text{and more (PROJECT, DISTINCT)}

\%impl_rule ( PROJECT ?op_arg1 (?1) ) \rightarrow ( PROJECT ?al_arg1 (?1) )
\%impl_rule ( DISTINCT ?op_arg1 (?1) ) \rightarrow ( DISTINCT ?al_arg1 (?1) )
\%impl_rule ( GRAPH_GET ?op_arg1 () ) \rightarrow ( GRAPH_SCAN ?al_arg1() )
\%impl_rule ( PATHS ?op_arg1 (?1) ) \rightarrow ( PATHS_REC ?al_arg1 (?1) )
\%impl_rule ( PATHS_END ?op_arg1 (?1 ?2) ) \rightarrow ( PATHS_END_REC ?al_arg1 (?1 ?2) )
\%impl_rule ( PATHS_BOTH ?op_arg1 (?1 ?2 ?3) ) \rightarrow ( PATHS_BOTH_FWD_REC ?al_arg1 (?1 ?2 ?3) )
\%impl_rule ( PATHS_BOTH ?op_arg1 (?1 ?2 ?3) ) \rightarrow ( PATHS_BOTH_FWD_Gripp ?al_arg1 (?1 ?2 ?3) )
\%impl_rule ( PATHS_BOTH ?op_arg1 (?1 ?2 ?3) ) \rightarrow ( PATHS_BOTH_BWD_REC ?al_arg1 (?1 ?2 ?3) )
\%impl_rule ( PATHS_BOTH ?op_arg1 (?1 ?2 ?3) ) \rightarrow ( PATHS_BOTH_BWD_Gripp ?al_arg1 (?1 ?2 ?3) )
\quad \text{... and more (LENGTHS, DISTANCE, REACHABILITY)}

\%trans_rule ( SELECT ?op_arg1 ((JOIN ?op_arg2 (?1 ?2))))
\rightarrow ( JOIN ?al_arg3 ((SELECT ?op_arg4 (?1)) ?2))
\%cond_code
{{
    LOGICALPROPERTY *right
    eq_class_logical_property(?2, right);
    if (select_in_set(&(?op_arg1 -> select), right))
       REJECT;
}}
\%appl_code
{{
    /* Just copy over */
    copy_operator_arg(?op_arg3, ?op_arg2);
    copy_operator_arg(?op_arg4, ?op_arg1);
}}
\quad \text{... and more (Combinations of SELECT, JOIN, PROJECT, DISTINCT)}

\%trans_rule ( JOIN ?op_arg1 (?1 (PATHS ?op_arg2 (?2))))
\rightarrow! ( PATHS_START ?op_arg3 (?1 ))

\text{... and paths can be rewritten to paths start}
\text{... if the join condition contains start_node}
\%trans_rule ( JOIN ?op_arg1 (?1 (PATHS ?op_arg2 (?2))))
\rightarrow! ( PATHS_START ?op_arg3 (?1 ) )
cond_code
{{
  char str[80];
  strcpy(str, ?op_arg2->paths.name);
  strcat(str, ".*.start_node");
  if ( strcmp(?op_arg1->join.attr2, str) != 0 && strcmp(?op_arg1->join.attr1, str) != 0)
    REJECT;
}}

appl_code
{{
  //printf("Rewrite from paths to paths start \n");
  copy_operator_arg(?op_arg3, ?op_arg2);

  ?op_arg3->paths_start.terms = ?op_arg2->paths.terms + 1;

  strcpy(?op_arg3->paths_start.cond[?op_arg2->paths.terms].attr, ?op_arg1->join.attr1);
  strcpy(?op_arg3->paths_start.cond[?op_arg2->paths.terms].attr2, ?op_arg1->join.attr2);
  ?op_arg3->paths_start.cond[?op_arg2->paths.terms].op = ?op_arg1->join.op;

  if ( ?op_arg2->paths.terms > 0 )
    ?op_arg3->paths_start.op[?op_arg2->paths.terms-1] = AND_OP;
}}

-- join and paths can be rewritten to paths end
-- if the join condition contains end_node

trans_rule ( JOIN ?op_arg1 ( ?1 (PATHS ?op_arg2 (?2))))
  ->! ( PATHS_END ?op_arg3 ( ?2 ?1 ) )

cond_code
{{
  char str[80];
  strcpy(str, ?op_arg2->paths.name);
  strcat(str, ".*.end_node");
  if ( strcmp(?op_arg1->join.attr2, str) != 0 && strcmp(?op_arg1->join.attr1, str) != 0)
    REJECT;
}}

appl_code
{{
  //printf("Rewrite from paths to paths end\n");
  copy_operator_arg(?op_arg3, ?op_arg2);

  ?op_arg3->paths_end.terms = ?op_arg2->paths.terms + 1;

  strcpy(?op_arg3->paths_end.cond[?op_arg2->paths.terms].attr, ?op_arg1->join.attr1);
  strcpy(?op_arg3->paths_end.cond[?op_arg2->paths.terms].attr2, ?op_arg1->join.attr2);
  ?op_arg3->paths_end.cond[?op_arg2->paths.terms].op = ?op_arg1->join.op;

  if ( ?op_arg2->paths.terms > 0 )
    ?op_arg3->paths_end.op[?op_arg2->paths.terms-1] = AND_OP;
}}

-- join, join and paths can be rewritten to paths both
-- if one join condition contains end_node and the other start_node

trans_rule ( JOIN ?op_arg1 ( (JOIN ?op_arg2(?1 (PATHS ?op_arg3 (?2)))) ?3 ))

cond_code
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{{
char start[80];
char end[80];
strcpy(start, \"op_arg3->paths.name\");  
strcat(start, \".start_node\");  
strcpy(end, \"op_arg3->paths.name\");  
strcat(end, \".end_node\");

if ( NOT (strcmp(op_arg2->join.attr2, start) == 0 &&
        strcmp(op_arg1->join.attr1, end ) == 0 ) )
    REJECT;
}}

%appl_code

{{
    //printf("Rewrite from paths to paths both\n");
    copy_operator_arg(op_arg4, op_arg3);

    op_arg4->paths.terms = op_arg3->paths.terms + 2;

    strcpy(op_arg4->paths.cond[op_arg3->paths.terms].attr, op_arg2->join.attr1);
    strcpy(op_arg4->paths.cond[op_arg3->paths.terms].attr2, op_arg2->join.attr2);
    op_arg4->paths.cond[op_arg3->paths.terms].op = op_arg2->join.op;

    if ( op_arg3->paths.terms > 0 )
        op_arg4->paths.op[op_arg3->paths.terms-1] = AND_OP;

    strcpy(op_arg4->paths.cond[op_arg3->paths.terms+1].attr, op_arg1->join.attr1);
    strcpy(op_arg4->paths.cond[op_arg3->paths.terms+1].attr2, op_arg1->join.attr2);
    op_arg4->paths.cond[op_arg3->paths.terms+1].op = op_arg1->join.op;

    if ( op_arg3->paths.terms > 0 )
        op_arg4->paths.op[op_arg3->paths.terms] = AND_OP;
}}

-- ... and more (LENGTHS, DISTANCE, REACHABILITY)

-- rewrite from PATHS to others
%trans_rule ( PROJECT ?op_arg1 ( (PATHS ?op_arg2 (?1)) ) )
    ->! ( PROJECT ?op_arg3 ( (REACHABILITY ?op_arg4 (?1)) ) )

%cond_code

{{
    int i;
    int found = 0;
    char str1[80];
    char str2[80];
    char str3[80];
    strcpy(str1, \"op_arg2->paths.name\");
    strcat(str1, \".node_id\");
    strcpy(str2, \"op_arg2->paths.name\");
    strcat(str2, \".position\");
    strcpy(str3, \"op_arg2->paths.name\");
    strcat(str3, \".length\");

    for (i = 0; i != ?op_arg1->project.terms; i++) {
        if (strcmp(op_arg1->project.term[i].attr, str1)==0

            170

.. and more (LENGTHS, DISTANCE, REACHABILITY)
OR strcmp(?op_arg1->project.term[i].attr, str2)==0
OR strcmp(?op_arg1->project.term[i].attr, str3)==0 ) {  
  found = 1;
}
}
if (found == 1) {
  REJECT;
}
for ( i = 0; i != ?op_arg2->reachability.terms; i++ ) {
  if (strcmp(?op_arg2->reachability.cond[i].attr, str1)==0
    OR strcmp(?op_arg2->reachability.cond[i].attr, str2)==0
    OR strcmp(?op_arg2->reachability.cond[i].attr, str3)==0 ) {
    found = 1;
  }
}
if (found == 1) {
  REJECT;
}
}}

%appl_code
{{
  //printf("Rewrite from paths to reachability \n");
  copy_operator_arg(?op_arg3, ?op_arg1);
  copy_operator_arg(?op_arg4, ?op_arg2);
}}
--- ... and more (PATHS TO LENGTHS, DISTANCE, REACHABILITY for START, END, BOTH)
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In Listing F.1 we show an excerpt of the file dbi.c, which holds C code for Volcano. In dbi.c the user has to specify the expected cardinality as system property and resulting schema as logical property for each operator. In addition, the user has to provide for each algorithm its physical properties (e.g., if the output is sorted), the cost, the applicability, and the input properties.

In Listing F.1 we show these for the defined operator REACHABILITY and one of its implementations REACHABILITY_GRIPP.

Listing F.1: Excerpt from dbi.c, the C source to specify cardinality of operators and cost and applicability of algorithms for Volcano

```c
#include "../optgen/opt_defs.h"
#include "../optgen/global.h"
#include "dbi_gen.h"
#include "dbi.h"
#include "../optgen/opt.h"

-- additional definition and assignments

/***************************************************************************/
\* derive_REACHABILITY_sys_prop
\* This routine determines the resulting system properties of getting all paths
***************************************************************************/
STATUS derive_REACHABILITY_sys_prop(oa, input_sys_prop, input_log_prop, derived_sys_prop)
OPERATOR_ARGUMENT *oa;
SYSTEM_PROPERTY *input_sys_prop[];
LOGICAL_PROPERTY *input_log_prop[];
SYSTEM_PROPERTY *derived_sys_prop;
{
    double card = 0.0;
    double exponent = 0.0;

    derived_sys_prop->record_width = 2 * LONG_WIDTH;
    exponent = (double)(input_log_prop[0]->_pql.graph.no_edges-
        input_log_prop[0]->_pql.graph.no_nodes)/
        (double)input_log_prop[0]->_pql.graph.no_nodes;

    card = (double)input_log_prop[0]->_pql.graph.no_nodes * (1.0 - exp(-exponent));
    derived_sys_prop->cardinality = card * (double)input_log_prop[0]->_pql.graph.no_nodes;
    return (OKAY);
}

-- one derive_OPERATOR_sys_prop for each defined operator
```
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```c
/* derive_REACHABILITY_log_prop */
* This routine determines the resulting logical properties (shape of relation) of reachability

STATUS derive_REACHABILITY_log_prop(oa, input_log_prop, derived_log_prop)
OPERATOR_ARGUMENT *oa;
LOGICAL_PROPERTY *input_log_prop[];
LOGICAL_PROPERTY *derived_log_prop;
{
  /* Sanity check - insure no null pointers */
  if (oa == NULL OR derived_log_prop == NULL OR input_log_prop == NULL)
    return (ERR_NULL_POINTER);

  *derived_log_prop = *input_log_prop[0];

  /* Initialize the derived logical property vector */
  strcpy(*derived_log_prop->gen.name, Internal_set);
  *derived_log_prop->gen.object_type = MIXED_SET;
  // get the schema start_node, end_node
  derived_log_prop->rel.arity = 2;

  strcat(strcpy(*derived_log_prop->rel.attr[0].name, oa->reachability.name), ".start_node");
  *derived_log_prop->rel.attr[0].attr_type = INTEGER;
  *derived_log_prop->rel.attr[0].attr_width = LONG_WIDTH;
  *derived_log_prop->rel.attr[0].btree_avail = FALSE;
  *derived_log_prop->rel.attr[0].domain_min.int_value = 0;
  *derived_log_prop->rel.attr[0].domain_max.int_value =
    input_log_prop[0]->pql.graph.no_nodes;
  *derived_log_prop->rel.attr[0].selectivity =
    (double)1.0/(double)input_log_prop[0]->pql.graph.no_nodes;
  *derived_log_prop->rel.attr[0].unique =
    input_log_prop[0]->pql.graph.no_nodes;

  strcat(strcpy(*derived_log_prop->rel.attr[1].name, oa->reachability.name), ".end_node");
  *derived_log_prop->rel.attr[1].attr_type = INTEGER;
  *derived_log_prop->rel.attr[1].attr_width = LONG_WIDTH;
  *derived_log_prop->rel.attr[1].btree_avail = FALSE;
  *derived_log_prop->rel.attr[1].domain_min.int_value = 0;
  *derived_log_prop->rel.attr[1].domain_max.int_value =
    input_log_prop[0]->pql.graph.no_nodes;
  *derived_log_prop->rel.attr[1].selectivity =
    (double)1.0/(double)input_log_prop[0]->pql.graph.no_nodes;
  *derived_log_prop->rel.attr[1].unique =
    input_log_prop[0]->pql.graph.no_nodes;

  return (OKAY);
}

-- one derive_OPERATOR_log_prop for each defined operator

/***********************************************************/
```
* derive_REACHABILITY_GRIPP_phy_prop
  *
  * This routine determines the resulting physical properties (e.g. sort) of a gripp
*******************************************************************************/
STATUS derive_REACHABILITY_GRIPP_phy_prop(aa, input_pv, sys_prop, log_prop,
    input_sys_prop, input_log_prop, needed_pv, derived_pv)

ALGORITHM_ARGUMENT *aa;
PROPERTY_VECTOR *input_pv[];
SYSTEM_PROPERTY *sys_prop;
LOGICALPROPERTY *log_prop;
SYSTEM_PROPERTY *input_sys_prop[];
LOGICALPROPERTY *input_log_prop[];
PROPERTY_VECTOR *needed_pv;
PROPERTY_VECTOR *derived_pv;
{
    /* Sanity check */
    if (aa == NULL OR input_pv == NULL OR input_log_prop == NULL OR
        derived_pv == NULL)
        return (ERR_NULL_POINTER);
    /* The property vector matches that of the input */
    *derived_pv = *input_pv[0];
    return (OKAY) ;
}

-- one derive_ALGORITHM_phy_prop for each defined algorithm

*******************************************************************************/
* cost_REACHABILITY_GRIPP
  *
  * This routine determines the cost of reachability gripp.
*******************************************************************************/
STATUS cost_REACHABILITY_GRIPP(aa, sys_prop, log_prop, input_sys_prop,
    input_log_prop, needed_pv, derived_pv, input_pv, cost)

ALGORITHM_ARGUMENT *aa;
SYSTEM_PROPERTY *sys_prop;
LOGICALPROPERTY *log_prop;
SYSTEM_PROPERTY *input_sys_prop[];
LOGICALPROPERTY *input_log_prop[];
PROPERTY_VECTOR *needed_pv;
PROPERTY_VECTOR *derived_pv;
PROPERTY_VECTOR *input_pv[];
COST *cost ;
{
    double term;
    
    /* If derived_pv == NULL, then this is just an 'estimated' cost. */
    if (derived_pv == NULL)
    {
        *cost = zero_cost;
        return OKAY;
    } /* if */
    term = 3.0;
    cost ->set = 1;
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\[
\text{cost} \rightarrow \text{cost}.\text{io} = (\text{double})\text{input}_\text{log}_\text{prop}[0] - \text{pql}.\text{graph}.\text{no}_\text{nodes} \times \text{term} \times \text{IO}_\text{Cost};
\]

\[
\text{cost} \rightarrow \text{cost}.\text{cpu} = (\text{double})\text{input}_\text{log}_\text{prop}[0] - \text{pql}.\text{graph}.\text{no}_\text{nodes} \times \text{term} \times \text{CPU}_\text{Cost};
\]

//printf("Cost io for reachability gripp: %4.2f \n",\n\text{cost} \rightarrow \text{cost}.\text{io});

//printf("Cost cpu for reachability gripp: %4.2f\n",\n\text{cost} \rightarrow \text{cost}.\text{cpu});

\text{return} \ (\text{OKAY}) ;
\]

\text{-- one cost_ALGORITHM for each defined algorithm}

/*****************************/

\text/*/ This routine determines whether the given filter will satisfy the
\text/* physical property requirements.

/*****************************/

\text{STATUS do\_any\_good\_REACHABILITY\_GRIPP(current\_operator, oa, needed\_pv,}
\text{sys\_prop, log\_prop, excl\_pv, input\_operator, ret\_value)}
\text{OPERATOR *current\_operator;}
\text{OPERATOR\_ARGUMENT *oa;}
\text{PROPERTY\_VECTOR *needed\_pv;}
\text{SYSTEM\_PROPERTY *sys\_prop;}
\text{LOGICAL\_PROPERTY *log\_prop;}
\text{PROPERTY\_VECTOR *excl\_pv;}
\text{OPERATOR input\_operator[];}
\text{ALGO\_APPL\_RETURN *ret\_value;}
\{

// only apply the gripp algorithm if gripp is available
\text{if} \ ( \text{log\_prop} \rightarrow \text{pql}.\text{graph}.\text{gripp}\_fw\_avail \ == \text{TRUE}) \ \{
\text{ret\_value} \rightarrow \text{apply\_truth\_value} = \text{TRUE};
\text{ret\_value} \rightarrow \text{reestimate\_cost} = \text{TRUE};
\text{ret\_value} \rightarrow \text{algorithm\_argument}\text{.reachability\_gripp} = \text{oa} \rightarrow \text{reachability};
\text{ret\_value} \rightarrow \text{process\_input\_count} = 1;
\}\}
\text{else} \ \{
\text{ret\_value} \rightarrow \text{apply\_truth\_value} = \text{FALSE};
\}
\text{return} \ (\text{OKAY});
\}

\text{-- one do\_any\_good\_ALGORITHM for each defined algorithm}

/*****************************/

\text{/* get\_input\_pv\_REACHABILITY\_GRIPP */

\text{/* This routine requests property vectors for the input to a filter */

\text{ALGORITHM\_ARGUMENT *aa;}
\text{PROPERTY\_VECTOR *needed\_pv;}
\text{PROPERTY\_VECTOR *excl\_pv;}
\text{int input\_id;}
\text{int iteration ;
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PROPERTY_VECTOR *input_pv[];
PROPERTY_VECTOR *input_excl_pv[];
SYSTEM_PROPERTY *input_sys_prop[];
LOGICAL_PROPERTY *input_log_prop[];
PHY_EXPR_LIST_ELEM *input_ret_pele[];
COST *input_ret_cost[];
BOOLEAN * fail ;
{
    /* Initialize property vectors */
    init_property_vec(input_pv[input_id]);
    init_property_vec(input_excl_pv[input_id]);

    /* Paths doesn’t care about input sort property vectors, but passes them */
    /* through from the output. Excluded property vectors are likewise. */
    copy_property_vec(input_pv[0], needed_pv);
    copy_property_vec(input_excl_pv[0], excl_pv);
    return (OKAY);
}

-- one get_input_pv_ALGORITHM for each defined algorithm

-- additional code for printing
G. Exemplary Queries for GRIcano

Listing G.1: Exemplary queries used in Section 7.3

--- 3 x reachability
--- get all reactions catalyzed by a given enzyme
--- query r1
SELECT A, B
FROM kegg
LET node A, node B, path P
WHERE A.Name = 'phenylalanine 4-monooxygenase'
    AND P.path = A[→]B
    AND B.Type LIKE 'Reaction';

--- which enzymes may be influenced
--- query r2
SELECT A, B
FROM reactome
LET node A, node B, path P
WHERE A.Name = '%nitrophenol%
    AND A.Type LIKE 'Compound'
    AND P.path = A[→]B
    AND B.Type LIKE 'Enzyme';

--- query r3
SELECT A, B
FROM kegg
LET node A, node B, path P
WHERE A.Class LIKE 'Nucleotidyltransferases'
    AND P.path = A[→]B
    AND B.Type LIKE 'Enzyme';

--- 3 x distance
--- get all reactions catalyzed by a given enzyme
--- query d1
SELECT A, B
FROM kegg
LET node A, node B, path P
WHERE A.Name = 'phenylalanine 4-monooxygenase'
    AND P.path = A[→]B
    AND P.length < 6
    AND B.Type LIKE 'Reaction';

--- given a single compound, which are the enzymes responsible for degradation
--- query d2
SELECT A, B
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FROM reactome
LET node A, node B, path P
WHERE A.Name LIKE '%nitrophenol%' 
  AND A.Type LIKE 'Compound'
  AND P.path = A[->]B
  AND P.length < 7
  AND B.Type LIKE 'Enzyme';

-- query d3
SELECT A, B
FROM kegg
LET node A, node B, path P
WHERE A.Class LIKE 'Nucleotidyltransferases'
  AND P.path = A[->]B
  AND P.length < 6
  AND B.Type LIKE 'Enzyme';

-- 3x path length
-- query l1
SELECT A, B
FROM kegg
LET node A, node B, path P
WHERE A.Name = 'phenylalanine 4-monooxygenase'
  AND P.path = A[->]B
  AND P.length = 5
  AND B.Type LIKE 'Reaction';

-- given a single compound, which are the enzymes responsible for degradation
-- query l2
SELECT A, B
FROM reactome
LET node A, node B, path P
WHERE A.Name LIKE '%nitrophenol%' 
  AND A.Type LIKE 'Compound'
  AND P.path = A[->]B
  AND P.length = 6
  AND B.Type LIKE 'Enzyme';

-- query l3
SELECT A, B
FROM kegg
LET node A, node B, path P
WHERE A.Class LIKE 'Nucleotidyltransferases'
  AND P.path = A[->]B
  AND P.length = 5
  AND B.Type LIKE 'Enzyme';

-- 3 x paths
-- query p1
SELECT P
FROM kegg
LET node A, node B, path P
WHERE A.Name = 'phenylalanine 4-monooxygenase'
AND P.path = A[\rightarrow]B
AND P.length < 6
AND B.Type LIKE 'Reaction';

−− given a single compound, which are the enzymes responsible for degradation
−− query p2
SELECT P
FROM reactome
LET node A, node B, path P
WHERE A.Name LIKE '%nitrophenol%'
AND A.Type LIKE 'Compound'
AND P.path = A[\rightarrow]B
AND P.length < 7
AND B.Type LIKE 'Enzyme';

−− query p3
SELECT P
FROM kegg
LET node A, node B, path P
WHERE A.Class LIKE 'Nucleotidyltransferases'
AND P.path = A[\rightarrow]B
AND P.length < 6
AND B.Type LIKE 'Enzyme';

−− complex queries
−− query c1
SELECT P
FROM kegg
LET node A, node B, path P
WHERE A.name = 'L-Arginine'
AND B.name = 'L-Proline'
AND P.path = A[\rightarrow]B
AND P.length < 5;

−− given two compounds, what may be the result after a reaction
−− query c2
SELECT C, E
FROM kegg
LET node A, node B, node C, node E, path P, path Q, path R
WHERE A.Name = 'Salicylate'
AND B.Name = 'Alcohol'
AND C.Type LIKE 'Reaction'
AND P.path = A[\rightarrow]C
AND P.length < 5
AND Q.path = B[\rightarrow]C
AND R.path = C[\rightarrow]E
AND R.length = 1
AND E.Type LIKE 'Compound';

−− given two compounds, what may be the result after a reaction, get all paths
−− query c3
SELECT P, Q, R
FROM kegg
LET node A, node B, node C, node E, path P, path Q, path R
WHERE A.Name = 'Salicylate'
  AND B.Name = 'Alcohol'
  AND C.Type LIKE 'Reaction'
  AND P.path = A[−]>C
  AND P.length < 5
  AND Q.path = B[−]>C
  AND Q.length < 5
  AND R.path = C[−]>E
  AND R.length = 1
  AND E.Type LIKE 'Compound';

-- query c4
SELECT A, D
FROM kegg, intact
LET node A IN kegg, node B IN kegg, path P IN kegg,
    path Q IN intact, node C IN intact, node D IN intact
WHERE B.Name = 'fatty-acid synthase'
  AND P.path = A[−]>B
  AND C.Name = A.Name
  AND Q.path = C[−]>D
  AND Q.length < 3;
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